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Editor’s Note
Of Bagpipes and Brexit, Cabbages and Kings
Just as this issue of NDQ was coming together and beginning to take its
final shape, January and February dished up a steaming array of unsavory
news. Amidst impeachment proceedings in the US Senate, bungled political caucuses in Iowa, and an emergent flu pandemic, audiences worldwide also had to suffer through the long-awaited conclusion of Brexit.
Britain’s arduously extended departure from the European Union became
official on Wednesday, January 29, 2020, with members of the European Parliament—many of them begrudgingly—casting votes in favor of a
withdrawal plan. Immediately after doing so, the whole lot of them broke
into song, holding hands and belting out the lyrics to the Scottish classic
“Auld Lang Syne.”
It was a seasonally inspired choice. Burns Night, which is celebrated
in Scotland each year on the evening of the poet Robert Burns’ birthday,
had just taken place the previous Saturday. And Burns, in case you didn’t
know, is the guy who wrote “Auld Lang Syne.” The song plays an integral role in the annual Burns Night festivities, which typically start with
haggis and bagpipes and end with everyone weepily clutching hands and
howling in unison about days of yore.
“Auld Lang Syne” is supposed to be about wishing someone (or something) an amicable farewell, but it’s really about redundancy. This much
is made clear by the chorus, even, which centers on three words from the
Scots English vocabulary that all mean effectively the same thing: “old,”
“long” and “since.” What the song enacts, even more than warmhearted
wishes and bonhomie, is the conceptual crisis that comes with even the
sincerest efforts to reckon with the past. It’s easier to drink and remember,
however unfaithfully, than it is to say goodbye.
Two days after the “Auld Lang Syne” stunt rippled its way through the
mediasphere, Scotland and Scottish culture were back in the news again.
This time, though, things were even more confusing. An all-English
team of MEPs representing the Brexit Party, which is led by the antiimmigration hothead Nigel Farage, staged their final departure from the
European Parliament in Brussels with the help of Scottish bagpipes. The
whole, inexplicably tartan-clad lot of them paraded smugly past televi-

sion cameras to the tune of what one Scottish news outlet described as a
“shambolic” and “out-of-tune” rendition of the classic pipe tune “Cock o’
the North.” (The tune itself was fitting, even if it did tax the poor Belgian
bagpiper’s skills, as it has been repeatedly linked to historical instances of
UK colonial aggression.)
Meanwhile, later that same day, anti-Brexit, pro-Europe bagpipers in
Edinburgh gathered outside the Scottish Parliament to play the “Ode to
Joy” theme from Beethoven’s ninth symphony, regarded by some as the
EU’s unofficial anthem. Their impromptu performance took place in the
final hours before the sealing of the deal over in Brussels, and in the wake
of the Scottish Parliament’s vote to revisit the issue of Scottish independence in light of Brexit. The referendum that failed back in the winter
of 2015 might now have another chance, and all because the Scots would
rather see themselves allied with EU than with a kingdom that colonized
them, quashed their culture and then, to top it all off, coopted their national instrument for the sake of a frightfully disingenuous and thoroughly “shambolic” PR stunt.
Indeed, the only thing more off-base than the Belgian piper’s tuning
might well be the prospect of a tribe of well-heeled British elites proclaiming their freedom from tyranny while donning a style of traditional
dress that, 274 years previously, had been outlawed by elites just like them,
in the interest of forced cultural assimilation. (The so-called Proscription
Act of 1746 in Scotland made the wearing of both kilts and tartan—and
the playing of bagpipes, as well—illegal; a first offense carried the sentence of “imprisonment, without bail,” while a repeat offense could result
in forced emigration or “transport.”)
So, to recap, we have Brexit, and we have bagpipes: lots of bagpipes.
The question is, why? What is the substance of the connection between
the two? And whose use of them—the guerilla Beethoven faction’s in Edinburgh, or the tawdry tartan parade’s in Brussels—may be deemed politically legitimate?
I ask because I play the bagpipes, which makes the question something of a personal one for me. But I also ask because, as with “Auld Lange
Syne,” the history behind the whole thing can appear a bit confusing. Bagpipes, as even the most casual of AC/DC fans can tell you, are supposed
to stand for rebellion. But whose rebellion? And from what, exactly?
Most bagpipers, I think, would be hard-pressed to view the EU’s alleged “tyranny” of its British parliamentarians as being comparable to the
English gentry’s historical tyranny against minority ethnic populations
xii
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from across the Celtic isles. As Ali Hutton, an accomplished Scottish piper and member of the alt-folk ensemble Treacherous Orchestra, put it
in an interview, “Most musicians and pipers I know are against Brexit.”
If the Brexit Party MEPs had asked him to play in Brussels, “I certainly
would have—not very politely—told them to ‘fuck off ’.” Which just goes
to show: if Brexit has taught us anything, it’s the depth of our contemporary cultural entanglements, and how they make the very act of remembering difficult. The point, it would seem, is about making sure that an
exclamation point comes at the end of the sentence, regardless of what’s
actually been said.
Sheila Liming

Editor's Note
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danny p. barbare
The Movie
Butter
Popcorn
Salty
Lips
A
Tasty
Movie
Good
And
Crisp
With
A
Sip
Of
Soda.

caroline parkman barr
All I Have to Offer:
plum butter in the fridge,
the smell of coffee on my shirt.
I scrape the toast with butter
and you tell me you hate the sound,
the way the cat hair settles
on all we touch.
I am not the sum—
this apartment’s parts,
the ability to boil water.
I grind beans, froth milk in a machine.
Give me a book and I flip the pages—
for you, crush a can on my knee.
Press the garlic with my palm.
Prayer forming: may the knives
never dull, the milk jug empty.
I can’t imagine having less
or more, so much.
I hear the whine of the kettle on the stove.
Close my eyes like they’re full of light.

terena elizabeth bell
Ahead of You
1998
You lose touch with Elizabeth and finish your fourth book. You take
everything out of the lake house and get as much as you can in the car.
You and Sandra drive to New York and, for some odd reason, get married
after you get there. You don’t love her, but she says she loves you, and
you’re tired of being alone. You mail copies of the marriage certificate
to Elizabeth and Susan, telling yourself it’s to acknowledge the past, but
really you know you’re just bitter. Susan sends pictures of her newest baby
in return. A train gets derailed in Germany near that little town you and
Elizabeth went through. You miss Europe and decide to take Sandra there
someday.
1997
Elizabeth says she loves you but isn’t ready for marriage. You buy a bottle
of French wine and drink the whole thing the night before flying to New
York. You meet with the Random House people to talk marketing. There
are fewer book signings than you thought there would be, but everybody
keeps saying that’s because it’s a debut novel. After a reading back home,
you see Susan with her baby at Wal-Mart. He’s a quiet child with a head
full of blond hair. Because she looks so happy, you assume she’s finally
forgiven you. Uncle George asks for a loan. Your first royalties check isn’t
as large as he thinks, but you give him half. At Christmas, you buy him a
watch and get a curio cabinet for Aunt Heather. When you go to the furniture store, you meet a brunette named Sandra. She asks you out and you
say no; she doesn’t seem like your type. You start writing another book
and get admitted to NYU’s MFA program.

1996
Random House wants your first novel, with a new ending. You think
that’s funny as you remember the night you started it. Everything else
has changed; why not the book? Susan gets married in the Presbyterian
church. Aunt Heather sends the clipping from the local paper with her
latest letter. Susan’s husband has dark hair and a wrinkle in his pant leg.
The paper misspells her maiden name. Uncle George loses the farm to
the bank. People don’t smoke as much anymore. Suffering from insomnia,
you call Elizabeth and ask her to marry you. She says she has to think and
will let you know after the holidays.
1995
You get a Christmas card from Elizabeth on the second of January. There’s
a big snow this year. Your grandmother dies looking out the window at
the trees. The world is covered with white and the hearse just looks so
odd against it. You throw three ink pens, a legal pad, and an extra pair of
underwear in a suitcase, then move to her lake house. You e-mail Elizabeth with your change of address, then remember to call your boss at the
golf course to tell him you quit. You finish your second novel, begin your
third, and decide to start sending copies of your first to publishers. Susan
comes to visit you at the lake. She no longer wants to know why because
she doesn’t love you anymore. She just wants you to know she’s getting
married and you realize you’ve hurt her worse than you’ll ever know. At
Christmas, you go home and stay with Uncle George and Aunt Heather.
1994
There’s only one term left at the university. You don’t get into grad school,
partially because you forgot to take the GRE, partially because you didn’t
really try. You’d rather write. Summer plans are unsure. Your grandmother’s sick; she wants the two of you to go back to the lake again, but
after graduation, you need to make money to pay off your student loans.
Since Susan doesn’t work there anymore, you decide it’s okay to take back

4
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your job at the course. This year you teach junior golfers. One is Susan’s
sister. Susan comes to pick her up every afternoon, looking at you with
those eyes that always ask why and you wonder if you really hurt her half
as badly as she says. Elizabeth comes to visit in late July before she leaves
for Berkeley. You start your second novel, start dreaming in English again,
and get an e-mail account.
1993
The day your plane leaves for Paris, you break up with Susan in the terminal. Her crumpled face is the last thing you see in the United States before
studying in France the first four months of the year. You and Elizabeth
go to Germany over spring break, but nothing tops the weekend the two
of you spend in Denmark. The color of the fjords matches your grandmother’s eyes. You miss her and Uncle George, so you spend the summer at the lake house while you miserably readjust to American life. You
dream in French. You go back to college in the fall, beginning your senior
year. The registrar’s office is in the campus post office; the campus post office is in Elizabeth’s old dorm. It doesn’t even feel like the same place anymore. You’re bewildered and wonder if you should have even come back.
Elizabeth feels the same, and even she acts like a different person than she
did in Europe. Everything is different. You go home at Christmas. Susan is
waiting for you at your grandmother’s house. She wants to know why you
never wrote her back, why you ended it so coldly; she still loves you and
just wants to know why. You apply to grad school.
1992
Your sophomore year of college winds down and you pick a major in
French. Susan and your grandmother both say you should listen to your
advisor; you choose the Paris program and are accepted. At the abroad
meeting, you meet Elizabeth. Summer comes and goes in a blur of preparation. You don’t work at the course, taking a job in phone solicitation.
You hate it, but it pays more. You spend less time with Susan; you’re so
busy leaving and she’s not going anywhere. You get a passport and start

Terena Elizabeth Bell

5

your junior year. You decide to take out government loans to help pay for
your upcoming trip abroad. You hang out with Elizabeth a lot that fall,
planning different countries to visit. One time after a movie, the two of
you walk to Dairy Queen. They’re closed so she kisses you beside the door.
You stop writing Susan back.
1991
You get to see Susan over winter break. Her hair’s getting darker and she’s
had it cut. Second semester goes well. You like college. You spend a second
summer working at the course. You and Susan go to a Milli Vanilli concert. In your free time, you help Uncle George in the fields. Tobacco prices
are starting to go down, he says, but not too far down so an honest man
still can’t make a living. Aunt Heather tries to encourage him to find an
alternate crop but he stands with the South; there will always be a market
for tobacco. In late August, you say your goodbyes and go back. During
your fall meeting, your advisor says you’re a perfect candidate for one of
the college’s new programs abroad. You tell him you’ll think about it over
Christmas break and ask Susan and your grandmother what they think.
After all, they are the most important people in your life and your grandmother’s paying for it all.
1990
You and Susan go to prom. She wears a blue dress that matches her eyes.
For the summer, you get a job running the cash register at the local golf
course. Susan works as the assistant pro and brings you lunch every day.
The night before you leave for college, you run your fingers through her
long blond hair. The two of you stay up half the night; she’s worried and
you’re scared. The day you leave, everyone is there: Susan, your grandmother, Uncle George, Aunt Heather. You put the money you earned in
an envelope, then start the car and leave. During orientation, you finish
the novel you started after you got home from your first date with Susan.
You’re somewhat satisfied with the way it ends: bliss, love, happiness, all
that jazz. You learn how to use a computer. The lab is full of blondes, but
none as pretty as Susan. You introduce yourself to a few and form a small

6
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network of friends. You gradually lose touch with the high school friends
whose parents won’t accept collect calls; you stay in touch with the ones
whose parents will. Because Introductory Spanish is only taught at 8 AM,
you register for 11:40 Intro to French. You go home for Christmas feeling
grown, learned, and enlightened. You have your entire life ahead of you
and look forward to it.

Terena Elizabeth Bell
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james bradley wells
When I Paint My Masterpiece
Thus, I have you riddling in the temple /–peregrinus–never at home in Rome.
—Jay Wright, “The Abstract of Knowledge/the First Test”1

Winter Illinois brakes on the exit bridge.
Cropped cornstalks stubble the snowplain. Winter Illinois
is a period. Summer Illinois is
an ellipsis. Getaway car coasts to a stop.
Cornstalks claw scorched soil, like Tina who kissed.
The Sand Festival in South Beloit Municipal Park,
a picnic table, pocketknife graffiti,
we did our early adolescent kiss
experiments. Zipper, Tornado, Scrambler, carnival
midway barkers, the merry-go-round’s calliope
smooth like a rhapsody, I might have thought
much of myself, but Tina had to be making
a mistake. Cornfield conquistadoring days,
Illinois days of onset dipsomania,
days I left behind in search of found ones.
Unlettered in established precedents,
my arrivals were unintended. Face in hands
I make one turn, I make another turn.
Facing fears I find myself eventually
somewhere, South Beloit further behind.
~
Choose rather than inherit, the axiom of grit.
Fable of the pullet who rescued a hatchling.
Hatchling inherits the map of acrophobia.
The rearing house is not to blame for peregrine’s
awakening of wings. The peregrine
cannot abide the latitudes of stay.
Choose rather than inherit being duty

1. From The Double Invention of Komo (University of Texas Press, 1980) © 1980 Jay Wright. Republished
in Transfigurations (Louisiana State University Press, 2000) © 2000 Jay Wright. Reprinted by permission
of the author.

bound to stagger through the rearing house.
Ancient footprints are a pilgrimage
or ancient footprints dieselpower family
history’s reinvented wheel, family
you find and lose along the way. My face
in hands, I once obeyed my legs. I just walked
to Rome. I penciled a new map based on places
my footpath tacked toward, every vector now
become emergent. My Roman pilgrimage coincides
with Holy Week. I pencil down this accident.
~
First morning out the doors of my pensione
on Via Gregoriana, second-story
shutters cloudpart for the head and sleep-tousled
nimbus hair of a real Roman gentleman.
Hardly embarrassed to be caught just-awake,
he blows me a kiss, a new exemplum, this elegance,
this composition of my Roman man,
topography to add to my new map.
I write that down, then around the corner
where Via Gregoriana and Via Sistina
v together at the Hassler Roma.
Limousines unload and load there.
~
Piazza della Trinità dei Monti,
St. Peter’s cupola visible to the West,
Spanish Steps unknot beside the rosewater
palazzo where Keats died. Across the Piazza di Spagna,
Caffè Greco on the right, its portraits
of former patrons: Goethe, Gogol, Baudelaire,
original family, family you find and lose
along the way. My boot on a brass footrail,
I order one famous but average cappuccino,
then follow Via Condotti to Via del Corso,
its pavement laid over the ancient Via Flaminia.
~
James Bradley Wells
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Given up on loves that scar, collateral
damage of becoming what you are,
of going where the found streets lead, family
out of breath and falling further behind,
their breathless impress on my embarkations,
my Roman footfall merges with those ancient
familiar footprints, winter Illinois,
summer Illinois, two designs combined
within one torso, self-organizing gambits
via smokestack and cornstalk vistas to found streets.
Via del Corso, named for riderless horseraces
formerly run on this road. Il corso “the racecourse,”
I add this morning to my map: the annual
Maratona di Roma, a race of thousands,
pantherine striders and ordinary chancers,
proud thousands of cheering hands wave national flags.
Runners and supporters crowd Via Del Corso.
All roads still lead to Rome via the ancient
Via Flaminia. When democratic density
so intensifies, my awe of Rome.
~
The awe of home is plains and powerplant.
Only in Illinois my father once abducted
my mother’s children. I was alcoholic
before I learned to drive a car. Alcohol
did not cure the awe of home. My face
in hands, inherited fear of clouds and duty
bound to stagger, only in Illinois
just in time my high school friend once wrested
from my fist the hunting knife I was shoving
beneath my sternum. Does that make me lost orphan
or foundling? I took sick from plains and smokestacks.
Sickness unto death: the awe of my home.
~
My awe of Rome intensifies my fear
of stay, and the marathon’s thousands go their ways.
I cross the Via del Corso, to Piazza Colonna,

10
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every vector now become emergent,
family impress on my embarkations.
Piazza Colonna, named for the victory column
of Marcus Aurelius. Twenty-seven blocks
of Luni marble curl upward one hundred
Roman feet. The bas-relief records
the philosopher-emperor’s defeat of Germans
and Sarmatians, history’s reinvented wheel.
Fifty-six windows light an interior staircase.
Two hundred and three upward steps, ancient footprints.
Storytelling stone and stairwell, outside,
inside, doublehelixed into one torso.
~
Centro storico, just west of Via del Corso,
its pavement laid over the ancient Via Flaminia,
Piazza Colonna to Via dei Bergamaschi,
south toward Piazza di Sant’Ignazio,
I find a shop selling neckties and only these.
Shopwindow display a pyramid built of boxes.
Each open side is facing passersby,
one tie rolled and slotted inside, solids;
orchid, metal, ultramarine triple-stripes;
thistle flowers on sable; red dot-and-boxes.
~
Centro storico, just west of Via del Corso,
its pavement laid over the ancient Via Flaminia,
another shop sells clocks and only these,
every clock inscribed with quotations every
student of ancient Roman language knows.
Vergil: Omnia Vincit Amor. Cicero:
O Tempora O Mores. Horace: Nunc Est Bibendum.
Tempus Fugit as expected of
a clock, but of a son unexpectedly
fugio sed mater paterque semper remanebitis.
Hundreds of clocks correctly set, second hands
in unison, family history’s reinvented
wheel and collateral damage, auguri auguri.
James Bradley Wells
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Home without bathroom doors, no bedroom doors,
cigarette burnholes in furniture, broken windows.
My departures are the atlas of collateral
damage. Foreign language knowledge ruins
conversation. Doorless bedrooms, doorless bathrooms,
no difference between becoming what I am
and tearing the muscle of family history into
nervous shreds. Thus the dreadful awe of Rome.
~
Centro storico, just west of Via del Corso,
its pavement laid over the ancient Via Flaminia,
south on Via dei Bergamaschi,
Piazza di Sant’Ignazio, Radio Maria
poster taped to Sant’Ignazio’s churchdoors.
Stand on the yellow circle mid-nave and look
above you for fullest three-dimensional effects
of Andrea Pozzo’s trompe l’oeil vaulted roof
and cupola, then exit left, Via del Seminario
toward Piazza della Rotonda, site
of the Pantheon, shrine of all gods, where legend
holds twenty-eight wagonloads of martyrs’ bones
were transferred from catacombs to consecrate
the Roman temple as Santa Maria ad Martyres,
witnesses to history’s reinvented wheel.
Bones and rubble:
tomb of Vittorio Emanuele II,
tomb of Raphael,
tomb of Giovanni da Udine,
tomb of Perino del Vaga,
tomb of Taddeo Zuccari,
tomb of Annibale Carracci,
tomb of Baldassare Peruzzi,
tomb of Umberto I,
tomb of Margherita di Savoia.
~

12
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Choose rather than inherit, an axiom of grit.
Despite the toll of found streets, of family falling
further behind the more my self-organizing gambits
via smokestack vistas and cornstalk bunting,
rubble that my journeys up and down
the found streets make of familiar monuments,
become what you are, giving up on loves
that scar, on all the old avoidable harms,
every vector now become emergent,
family impress on such embarkations,
this footfall merging with those ancient footprints.
Centro storico, just west of Via del Corso,
its pavement laid over the ancient Via Flaminia,
near the Pantheon, Caffè Tazza d’Oro
at Via degli Orfani 84.
A classic Roman cappuccino, perfetto,
family found and lost along the way.

James Bradley Wells
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brett stout
A Family Kingdom of Isolation
There are
few places
if any
for a man to hide
these days,
cheap and
disposable
Russian souls
of
freaks and sugar
infestation,
people watching
and stop looking at me
the big pig
deformed socks and
lazy Diphtheria vaccines
filtering contaminated water
under a scorching southern sun
consumed and forgotten
as stick figures
hang silently
from wooden gallows
in rural Louisiana,
clean paper towels
and dirty bleach
sanitize overcrowded holidays
bad tattoos
vomit the earth
silicone can repair leaks
but not in my cerebellum,
there’s no smoking
around bad art
and

worse people
spill the paint
coffee stains minimum wage
the acetone
of industrial Bulgaria and my
mother’s room,
a kingdom of ants and sorrow
calling all medical professionals
lacking freedom and fun
the bee stings the acne faces
amusements parks and dating sites
powder free gloves
molest me
molest you
cotton candy
chipped ice
and filed teeth,
an infested breathing apparatus
filters of hate and heroin
chic tracts
OCD
Band-Aids
MBPD
wilted supplies and
dirty work uniforms
enter Social Security numbers
fingerprints of time and space
empty the woven caskets
Galaga is broken
postcards from Florida
and nowhere
tacked and abused
on dirty walls,
there are
few places
if any
for a man to hide
these days.
Brett Stout
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meg eden
What We Talk About When We Talk About Mary
I can’t explain what happened
at the MVA course that night.
Even more: what made Mary cry,
refusing to get out of the car—
what made her say her jeans
were too tight, that a man
might get the wrong idea, that nobody
should see her in these jeans.
Mary, flat like a 2x4, sexless
like a ragdoll—Mary, who never
talked about boys at sleepovers,
who was never talked about by boys.
My friend and I still talk about Mary.
What happened that summer before
ninth grade? There must have been
someone, we say—a family member?
A stranger? A man at her church?
Back at her house, we laid beside
each other on the floor, individually
wrapped in our sleeping bags,
whispering about the missionaries
we dreamed of becoming: going out
into all the world, away
from Annapolis, unafraid & fully
filled with God. I never thought
to ask her then if something happened,
what was wrong, what she was afraid of
in those jeans. Even then in that dark—
the sleepover covenant for secretsharing—I didn’t think to ask.

Psychic Tarot Cards by Devon
The old abandoned psychic house
caught fire mid-June, now burned out:
hollow black-charred mouth, windows
eyeless Oedipus. Just a couple
years ago, the neon signs still shone
in all the windows, fluorescent
crystal ball blue. White siding on,
but peeled—all the tacky idols in the yard.
Who can say why people leave
a house and disappear? Someone
filmed what’s left inside: I found
it all on Youtube—
everything was gone except
the outdated elliptical; a basement full
of boxed paper work; a young
girl’s toys, stuffed in a closet,
as if rushed to be forgotten. A necktie
made noose on the closet rod.
I passed this house
every day of my life
for twenty-one years.
Everything on that same strip
has disappeared: the green-gabled farm house,
the psychic’s, Uncle Nicky’s ribs.
Everywhere else but here, people
are building things. The only kind
of building I can do is remembering,
is telling you, is writing this poem.

Meg Eden
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elizabeth delconte
The Pleasure
She tried, but she couldn’t look away. And it wasn’t because her third glass
of Malbec had dimmed her reflexes, though it had. It was the lapping of
the man’s tongue. And his meaty hand—the size of Jack’s usual steak—
sinking between his wife’s legs. And her lack of resistance. How she didn’t
pull away but leaned into him, her hand on the back of his neck inviting
him closer. And, finally, the inevitable forward stagger, his left hand clawing at the booth’s ivory fabric, slipping down its silky back, his right hand
useless, too far between his wife’s rounded, perpetually clamped thighs to
catch him.
She had never seen a tree felled in a forest, but it was the image that
bloomed in her mind as she watched the man’s upper body waver—
undecided for a full five seconds—and then crash onto his wife. He jostled the table with his elbow and upset her glass of wine, still half-full.
The pool of red rushed for the table’s edge, soaked into the shoulder of his
sport coat, turning the navy-blue fabric a shade darker in one spot. Some
of it dripped onto his wife’s tan trousers.
Everyone turned at the clatter, though she seemed to be the only one
who had witnessed the couple’s bacchanal. She’d been about to sip her
wine, but her wineglass hadn’t made it to her lips. It still hovered before
her, like she was toasting the couple’s vulgar behavior. She set it down and
leaned back to watch. Had Jack ever showed up for dinner, she would
have been kicking him under the table by now. Attempting to send him
her silent disapproval via eyebrow arches and perfect-circle eyes. But he
hadn’t. He hadn’t called or texted either. Even the waitress seemed to be
missing, the same woman who had waited on her for the last five years,
small and darting, like a hummingbird capable of balancing plates on its
spinning wings, always hidden behind the half-wall that separated the
kitchen area from the back booths, a relay runner just waiting for a baton
in the form of a raised finger or a backwards glance over a shoulder.
Then there she was. Watched the whole thing from behind the partition. Knew she should have come out sooner but couldn’t bring herself to
clean up another mess just yet. To blot at the tablecloth with a starched,
white dishtowel from the back. Apologize, as if she had had anything to

do with it. Wonder aloud if the lady would like another glass of Merlot,
on the house, of course.
The waitress hadn’t been touched in years, her boys being too old to
kiss her now. Couldn’t afford bottles of wine. Could hardly remember a
time when she could afford them. Everything else, though, she could remember. How hard it had been to get the knack of memorizing orders at
first—Il Piacere was too fancy for notepads and pens tucked into apron
pockets—and how, now, she couldn’t forget anything. Two extra meatballs. Hold the shallots. The exact balance on her credit card. Her son’s
report card comments, none of them celebratory. Faces, too. She had
memorized her name, of course, after hearing it spoken in different levels of bass and baritone over the last five years. Could guess, too, what
she was doing when she left the restaurant with these different men, tipsy enough from the wine to justify twining herself—as flexible and tenacious as ivy—around their arms. She would have gone home with any
one of them, just to see if her body remembered how to unfurl at a man’s
touch. Instead, she’d walk the fifteen blocks home to save on bus fare, and
after dropping most of her tips into the baby sitter’s palm and stepping
out of her black pants and white shirt, she’d turn on a late-night rerun, to
help her forget almost all of the things she remembered. Replace the dialogue in her head with the show’s worn jokes. But then she couldn’t forget
those either. She tilted the man straight again and wiped at the ruined
table cloth, even though it would have to be changed for a new one before
another couple could be seated there.
“Thank you,” the man said. He patted the waitress on her shoulder.
Smiled at her and laughed. “Not as young as I used to be.”
She watched the waitress’s eyes close under his touch. Savor it.
She had been looking forward to dinner. But especially to what would
come after. The only time she could try to escape her editor’s mantra: Precision. Clarity. Perfection. Three words that clung to her even after she
submitted her piece, after she escaped the office. It followed her here, to
this place of perfectly proportioned dinners, muted light, and the salmon
that quivered apart at the mere poke of her fork tines. And yes, she would
have to eat with Jack first. Watch him wait for his meal, elbows anchoring
the table as if it might float away without his pressure. She’d only been out
with him three times, each time like the one before. Aggressive sawing
at his steak before harpooning the pink squares of flesh. Not necessarily
pleasant to eat with, but he brought the same intensity to the bedroom,
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caveman thrusting at her. Rattling her so hard she couldn’t think, until the voice in her head—Precision. Clarity. Perfection—stuttered, then
wobbled into static, and then trailed off into nothing. Who cared that it
returned with her blouse and skirt? Five minutes of peace was enough. It
had to be.
The maître d’ materialized at the table next, mouth pursed in poorly
disguised distaste. She recognized the look. The same one he reserved for
her and her dates. He kept his hands clasped behind his back. Watched
the waitress whisk away the offending glass. Requested the gentleman return to his seat and wait for the bill, which would arrive in mere moments.
She watched, feeling herself sour towards this man in his debonair
black suit. Silver hair, voice that never ventured above a murmur. She
appreciated that he always saved her her favorite table, the one with the
curved booth and the petaled chandelier, tucked away in the back, but
his perfect posture felt like an affront. She marveled at the ease of his job.
Leading people to their tables, handing them one-page menus, each entrée name gilded in gold foil. Not a creator, just a deliverer.
He disappeared back to the foyer and to his list of reservations. Seven
more couples to seat that night. He relished the moment of drawing a line
through each name after seating them. One cover down. Especially some
of these regulars who came in. Underdressed. Here for the atmosphere
but not necessarily the food. He always seated them as far from him as
possible, in the back, in the only corner of the restaurant darker than his
own. He shouldn’t have had to work in his old age, hold his back this
steady for hours on end. Would sometimes let his shoulders droop when
he was alone in the foyer, fearful that he would not have the strength to
unbend himself again at the parting of the heavy oak door. Worried that
his voice would croak if he corralled it any longer. Stepping outside at
the end of the night, a moment of such intense freedom. Crossing town
to a little bar—not a rowdy place, just a corner of the city for old timers
like himself—and tipping back a cold beer before heading home to his
already-sleeping wife, where he’d pick up his performance the next morning, assuring her that he enjoyed his job at Il Piacere. The heady aroma
of parmesan and simmering white wine. The banter between employees.
The city sky at night.
She sipped at her wine again. Dinner had been pleasant without Jack,
though she’d miss the release she always found in someone else’s bed.
She’d go home to her own, slip between the cool sheets, and try to sleep
despite the noise in her head. Already imagining the next day’s blank
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hours staring at her computer screen. Alone in her office, her editor’s face
around her doorframe the only one she’d see, everyone else scurrying on
the treadmills of their own deadlines. She was right that his feedback was
slashing, though she was wrong to take it personally. Had she met his
high-powered wife and read the notes she left him—suggested abdominal
exercises for his softening gut; reminders to buy the white wine for dinner, not the red, and shouldn’t he have known that anyway; a copy of the
previous day’s paper, all errors highlighted—she might have forgiven him
his mission for perfection.
A slink of movement to the right drew her eye, and she watched over
the rim of her glass as the maître d’ seated a man at a table diagonal from
her own. He appeared to be alone. For now, at least. Handsome, though
older than the men she typically dated. He seemed steady and calm. She
watched him slip his phone from his pocket, silence it, and then tuck it
away again. Proceed to study the menu.
Was he wearing a ring? She couldn’t tell in this murky light. She had
had enough to drink, though, to convince herself to slip into the booth
opposite his own. She could pretend to laugh at his jokes or nod knowingly at his stories of business meetings run long. Even with a lack of energy and exuberance, he could help her.
She might have abandoned her own table for his if the amorous couple across from her wasn’t preparing to leave. The man pushed, or, rather,
pulled himself to his feet, hands clutching the table’s edge as if it were a
rope that could lead him to safety. His wife checked her lipstick in her
pocket mirror and wiped away the leaking pink at the edges of her mouth.
Then accepted her husband’s proffered hand. He lifted her up and out of
the booth.
Now that they were closer to her, standing between tables, she could
see their age. She took in their wrinkles, thrown into relief by the tables’
flickering candle centerpieces, and the drapes of skin at the base of their
necks, and some sauce from dinner forgotten in his beard. The woman
plucked her napkin from the table and wiped away the sauce, laughing.
Her husband shook his head and laughed, too. Leaned over and said
something close to her ear. She couldn’t hear his words but imagined
them. What beautiful messes we are.
The waitress returned with her bill not long after, and she left a generous tip, more than she’d ever left before (the waitress would later press
the bills to her chest, thankful). She gathered her purse and scooted out
of the booth. Made eye contact with the man she’d been watching. He was
Elizabeth DelConte
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handsome, and he raised an eyebrow at her and smiled. She knew that if
she sat down across from him, he’d buy her more wine and offer her a bite
of his steak, and pull her home behind him, and promise to call but never
would. All the things she had been after.
Instead, she dipped her head in his direction, an acknowledgment,
both at his offer and at her understanding that it wasn’t, after all, what
she really wanted. She threaded her way around the other tables and their
small halos of candle light. Wished the maître d’ good night, who could
not believe she was leaving alone, especially after he’d seated an eligible
man across from her, like an unlisted entree.
She decided to walk home, to see if her footsteps and the slightly sour
night air might wipe her mind clean. Her editor’s voice still whispered at
her, but she didn’t think of Jack or wonder what had happened to him.
Taxis brushed up against her at each crosswalk, their engines revved and
purring. Muddied notes of cranked music billowed up from proppedopen basement doors, rectangles of light like portals into some other world. A busker, apparently working overtime, sat hunched over his
shadowed guitar on a low stone wall and grazed the strings with a thumb,
one discordant chord after another vibrating out into the frenzied night.
So much noise that she gave herself to it, threw her head back and sighed
as it entered her.
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whitney waters
Still Life with Chickens
Because now I have to tie the legs together
with a spool of speckled thread,
across the soft translucent pink
of their breasts, around
their spread wings so they won’t knock against
the metal rod as they rotate, roasting.
Because today, a lady lectured
me about Syria while I made her latte.
How horrible it is there, how good the people
are, and I’m doing nothing about it
but steaming milk. Because my coworker
went out to eat last night
with her girlfriend and was refused service.
Sometimes the whole rod of chickens falls.
I smell the burning skin against the bottom
of the oven. A man gives me a tiny plastic chip
for my phone that he says will prevent
me from being angry or getting brain
cancer. If you put it in your car, gives you more
gas mileage. It’s proven. He has a computer screen
with dots, cells, research. I watch people standing
on one foot as he presses against their arms.
They hold a pendent. They resist.
And though I don’t believe any of it, I put the chip
on my cell phone anyway. I have dreams
of buildings collapsing right in front of me, clouds
of dust and smoke. People stand in a circle and are handed
scraps of paper, bundled like torn letters, with the names
of those they love who have died.

Construction Site
After all the mornings and afternoons
lying in a hammock,
I’ve memorized the patterned
green leaves in hopes of permanence.
At night, I curl around you. Lanterns
slowly fade, air cools,
your body is the heat.
•
Meanwhile, I slip in and out
of clouds and other people’s lives.
Buzzards circle,
and I try to count,
but how can I when they circle
that way? We let our clothes dry
on our bodies, pressed against
rock. The electric hum of the ground
continues.
•
We ran up the wooden stairs
to the third floor of skeleton
apartments. The gravel unsteady
under my thin shoes, streetlights
shone through holes
for windows, the rooms
all drywall and countertop.
The moon floated, unfeathered
and breathless, a shadow. The floor
a layer of white dust that stained
my knees. You pressed me against
the wall and lifted me around you.
We could fall straight through
those spaces if we wanted to.
•
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We stood on the slanted
wooden porch surrounded by tall weeds.
I told you I was pregnant. Pink
summer sun filled the gaps between
leaves while cicadas hummed
their jettison and ruckus.
I leaned against the railing and
you smoked a cigarette.

Whitney Waters
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Assembling the Bed
I drank a bottle of red wine and helped
you put the bed together
in the master room
of your new house.
You drove the screws while I held
the wooden frame. My mother’s quilt
rested on top. The terrier jumped up, circled,
fell asleep in a curled ball.
This house is a maze.
Abandoned dressers, shelves,
photographs. After dark, I arrive with stacks of
horror films and cartoons, take bubble baths
in a pile of suds, flicker
candles when you come home from work.
I dye your hair purple and wake
to stained fingers and pillows.
I stay up all night, accustomed
to no sleep, kiss your forehead
when I leave before dawn.
The air is getting cooler.
I wear jackets to sit on your porch,
and you light a torch. I’m so used to bare legs
and feet. This feels like something real,
is what I keep wanting to tell you.
It’s always the logistics that come
at us hard. What to do with all these
tangled sheets and layers of clothes?
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Brighton
I almost forgot.
We met him that afternoon,
in the grass. We wore sunglasses
and white dresses to soak up that
warm day, a rarity here. He and his friends
invited us to the party. It’s not as if I forgot
on purpose.
I was drunk.
I’d lingered too long at the wooden table
full of food and box wine. I still can’t
conjure his face: dark and Brazilian.
We kissed outside, the cinderblock wall grinding
against my back through my thin dress.
You must have seen that part.
And then in his room, he locked the door.
I wanted to leave. Too much wine.
I made up excuses
he wouldn’t take. Afterward, I said I would be sick
from the cheap wine, so he let me go.
The next morning I woke
on your floor, ribs sore
and bruised from the hard wood.
We took a double-decker bus
to the Cliffs and spent all day hiking up
and down the green hills, wading through
thigh-high streams. The waves
crashing against the bottom of
sheer rock faces. Sun and wind
beating against my skin.
I stroked a wild pony’s face.
You still have that picture of me,
wind-blown and smiling.

Whitney Waters
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andrea gregory
Activities
Everyone I know is a recovering alcoholic. All they ever want to talk
about is how they don’t drink anymore. It’s boring. The only time they tell
the good stories is when they get together in secret meetings held in the
church basement. Sometimes I go to these meetings. They’re for members
only. I joined for the activities.
“Hi, my name is Leah, and I’m an alcoholic,” I say to an audience sitting in a semi-circle of folding chairs. “It has been twenty-six hours since
my last drink.” I don’t want to lie. I used to lie a lot as a kid. I try not to do
it as much anymore.
The group looks at me with disappointed eyes.
“It’s okay,” says Mark. I get that a lot.
Yesterday, I was invited out for drinks after work. I’m only the receptionist so it was a pity invite. I had one beer and left.
Mark and I are sort of dating. I can’t drink in front of him so we don’t
go out a lot. I can’t even call him for drunk sex, which has been my favorite kind of sex since my early 20s. Sometimes I call and try to hide it. He
always knows. He’ll come over anyway because he thinks he’s my sponsor.
That’s when the no-drinking-drinking-is-bad-we-can-rise-above-thisaccept-the-things-we-cannot-change conversations start.
I look back at Mark with disappointed eyes. Sometimes I wish he still
drank. Just a little or on special occasions. We would have more fun.
He looks away, down at the floor, and uses the palms of his hands to
cup his chin, resting his elbows just above his knees. It blocks out his
stubble that’s creeping into a beard. His hair has gotten a little shaggy and
flops around his face. He tilts his head to look at me again. I want a smile
or even a half smile. I get nothing from him.
Next up is Mary. Mary is the one who got me started in all this. She
lives across the hall from me. We used to get together and drink wine every night. I know all of Mary’s secrets, and she knows mine.
“Hi, my name is Mary, and I’m an alcoholic.”
She used to look sad when she said it, but now she looks happy with
a wide smile. She is the social-event planner for the group. She organizes
the bowling league, the badminton tournament, the knitting circle and
speed walking in the park. I take part in two of the activities, the bowling

league and the knitting circle. I don’t do either one very well. Occasionally I will sneak drinks in the ladies bathroom at the bowling alley. Mary
knows I do this and because of that thinks I’m an alcoholic too. She didn’t
use to think that. It doesn’t matter. She thinks everyone who is not in AA
is a closet alcoholic. She didn’t use to think that, either.
Tom is next. I find it strange that he is sitting next to Mary, because
they are divorced. It turned out they had more problems sober than they
did drunk. Tom used to live across the hall with Mary. Now he rents a
room at the Y. He says he likes it there and feels free of commitments. His
only commitment is to not drinking. He and Mary don’t even talk now.
One time they had a custody battle over their dog right in the middle of an AA meeting. It was the most interesting AA meeting ever. Who
should get the beagle named Barney? That was before Tom realized he
wanted to live at the Y forever and couldn’t have pets.
Barney howls most nights. It doesn’t wake me if I’m already asleep. It
usually starts around eleven. Mary says it wakes her up. She never really
wanted Barney. Sure, she thought he was cute, but he was Tom’s idea.
She said she only fought for him because she wanted something to
hold on to while the relationship was crumbling. She said the custody
dispute happened during an AA meeting because that’s the only place she
could get Tom to talk to her.
He usually sits on the other side of the room, directly across from her.
Everyone knows it, so that seat is sort of reserved for him. He says it’s the
seat farthest away from his ex. Only downside is that he has to look directly at her if he’s not turning his head.
Today is Tom’s anniversary. He gets a chip. Everyone claps as he holds
it up with a victory punch in the air. He smiles and slips the chip in his
pocket.
Roy is Tom’s sponsor. Tom got me a job working for Roy. Roy sells cars
at Roy’s Used Cars and Car Cleaning Service. I had no experience in sales,
but Roy owed Tom a favor. Roy gave me a job answering the phone. I was
the favor.
Mary hates that I didn’t stop talking to Tom. She says I should have
picked a side. She also hates Roy. Says he’s trouble. Blames him a little bit
for the divorce. Roy and Tom know each other from their drinking days.
Roy slips up on occasion. He keeps a bottle of Dewar’s in the bottom
drawer of his desk at work for when this happens. He knows I’ll join him
and won’t tell anyone. He says he used to drink the really good stuff. He
says people used to buy more cars.
Andrea Gregory
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“And we have an announcement,” Tom says, reaching for Mary’s hand.
She gives it to him, and I can tell he is holding on tight. “We are moving
to Arizona.”
What? The group is quiet and confused. What will happen to the
group? Who will take over planning and organizing all the activities? Let
there be one last ski trip, I pray, looking down at my shoes. The insides of
the heels of my shoes are always scuffed. It must be the way I walk.
I have never been on one of these ski trips, but, really, that is the whole
reason I joined. Carol is a grant writer and somehow comes up with
funding for everyone to spend a week at Sugar Hill. Because I work for
Roy’s Used Cars and Car Cleaning Service, I cannot afford a vacation. But
thanks to AA, all that was supposed to change. Arizona will ruin everything. What is there in Arizona?
“A clean start,” Tom tells the group, and Mary smiles.
She won’t look me in the eyes. She knows I am upset. She has told me
nothing about any of this. Who is this smiling woman holding Tom’s
hand? She hates Tom.
“I’ll organize the ski trip,” I say. I jump to my feet for this announcement.
People look at me like they are disappointed, the same way they look
when they hear how much time has gone by since my last drink. I have
been accused of not taking my sobriety seriously. Not to my face, but other people have told me it has been said. They never tell me who said it.
Now they all think I can’t be trusted to run the ski trip. I fear no one else
is going to step in. Participants in the activities are not the same as leaders. None of my friends feel like leaders. Mary is the closest thing to a
leader we’ve got. And now she is moving to Arizona.
“We will still be here for the ski trip. You can sit down, Leah,” Mary
says.
I feel my face get warm.
“Of course, you can help, Leah. Anyone can help.”
The open invitation does not feel inviting. Mary doesn’t want my help.
She never even told me she was thinking about getting back together with
Tom.
“Well, can we talk about the ski trip?” I ask.
“Tom hasn’t finished his announcement.” She looks at me while she’s
talking but then looks back at Tom. She pats the top of his hand with her
free one. Their grip on each other looks so tight it hurts. The tap is to let
him know he should continue talking. He does.
“And, yes, we are back together,” Tom says.
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Everyone claps like it’s big news. This the second time tonight Tom has
gotten applause. I join in because everyone else is. You don’t want to stand
out too much with this group.
“And with that good news I think we should take a butt break,” says
Brian. Brian is our official leader because he starts the serenity prayer and
announces breaks. If I weren’t dating Mark, I would be dating Brian. He
is losing his hair. There is a circle of baldness that grows every week. With
a baseball cap on, he would be fine. I’m attracted to his power. Everyone
likes him, and everyone listens to him. He has always been the leader, but
if it were not for Mary, we would have no activities.
Everyone gets up, and it is like a mad dash to the stairwell. Up the
stairs and out the door, everyone feels like they can breathe better. It’s one
of those summer nights that feels colder than it should. Brian is carrying
the butt can. Parishioners complained about the cigarettes they had to
walk over if they used the side entrance of the church. Now we have to
stub them out in a can and take it with us. It’s not a big deal.
I am trying to quit smoking, but I light up in the company of my smoking friends. No one will try to quit with me. They all say you have to pick
your vices.
Mark wants to smoke next to me. He tells me I look pretty. I thank
him, but I really want to talk to Mary. I tell him I will be right back. I try
to get to Mary, but a circle has formed around her. Everyone is congratulating her and Tom and telling them how much they are going to love Arizona. I’m not even sure anyone in the group has been to Arizona. Most
haven’t ever traveled outside of New England.
I push my way in and I see that Mary and Tom are still holding hands.
I wonder if they held hands all the way up the stairs and out the door. I
wonder if they fed each other cigarettes and then lit them for one another
so they didn’t have to stop holding each other’s hand.
“Can I talk to you?”
“Sure,” she says.
“Alone?”
“I’ll be right back,” she says to Tom, kissing him on the cheek and finally letting go of her grip on him.
We walk a dozen or so steps away from everyone else. Everyone else is
in a puff of smoke. They will light new cigarettes off old ones before they
drop them in the can. This will go on until Brian says the break is over.
“Why didn’t you tell me about any of this?” I say, accidentally blowing
smoke in her face.
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“Because you wouldn’t understand,” she says, letting the smoke drain
out her nostrils as she talks. It makes her look unattractive when really
she is pretty. I wish she would quit smoking with me.
“I’m supposed to be your best friend.”
“Tom is my best friend.”
“You hate Tom, or at least you did a few days ago.”
“I knew you wouldn’t understand.”
“And you are moving? Don’t you think that is a little drastic? You’ve
never been to Arizona, and you don’t know anyone there.”
“I will have Tom, and I will have AA.”
“There’s more to life than that.”
“Not to my life.”
Then we stop talking. We just look at each other, study each other to
see if there is really anything we are going to miss. I feel like we are on an
island. The parking lot is nearly empty and it feels like a dark sea.
“We can still keep in touch on Facebook and by e-mail,” she says like
it is the prize for second best in her life. “Maybe you and Mark can come
visit after we get settled.”
“When are you going?”
“After the ski trip. We thought it would be a nice way to say goodbye
to everyone.”
“Well, I think it is going to ruin the ski trip. You are going to make the
whole trip all about the two of you. And you have to know it’s not going
to last between the two of you. There is a reason you guys are divorced.”
“I can’t believe you just said that,” she says.
I don’t say anything back and then we are quiet again. She drops her
cigarette to the ground and steps on it. She pulls out another one and
looks through her purse for a lighter.
“I left my lighter with Tom,” she says. “I have to go back to him.”
“You don’t,” I tell her, but she walks away from me. My island feels
deserted.
I want another cigarette, but giving up chain-smoking is the first step
to quitting. I watch the group of alcoholics laughing and smiling. They
are a happy group of people. I think I am their saddest member. Maybe
it’s because I was never an alcoholic. Maybe it’s because I never hit rock
bottom.
I have not suffered enough, Mark once told me. He said I was unscarred. He has scars from putting his fist through a car window. He won’t
tell me the story. He said it feels like it happened in a different life. I know
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he told the story to the group before I joined. I could probably get Mary
to tell me the story if I really tried, but it doesn’t seem to matter.
“Time to go back in,” says Brian, waving his free hand as he sucks in as
many puffs as he can off the filter of his cigarette.
He drops it in the can at his feet. He picks up the can and passes it
around for everyone to drop butts in. He leaves the can at the door and
leads the way in. Everyone except Mark follows.
Mark is waiting for me. From a distance, he looks taller and more
handsome than he really is. As I walk toward him, he focuses into average. Still good-looking but average.
“I know you’re upset about your friend leaving,” he says.
“She hasn’t left yet.”
“Yes, but she is going to, and things will change.”
“Ten bucks says she’s not gonna do it.”
“Leah, you know I don’t gamble.”
“Right, that’s on Tuesdays.”
Mark has had more problems than any other man I have dated. He also
has kids from two different mothers. I’m not sure how many he has. I’ve
met some of them, maybe even all of them. I’m awkward around kids. His
look sticky and angry. I would never tell him that.
“We should be happy for them,” he says.
“I know, but it’s not like her to keep things from me.”
Mark hugs me. He rests his chin on the top of my head.
“I love you,” I say into his chest. We have been saying it for two weeks
and it feels like filler when we run out of things to say to one another.
He says it back to the air above my head.
Back in the basement, no one wants to ruin Tom and Mary’s happiness
so they don’t tell sad stories. People ask them things like are they going
to get married again and what they are going to do for jobs in Arizona.
Tom has found a job. Mary is still looking. They are wearing their wedding rings like they never got divorced. I am surprised I didn’t notice that.
I have no idea how long Mary has been wearing her wedding ring. I feel
like a bad friend. I want her to turn and smile at me so I know that everything is okay between us. She seems to be avoiding looking at me. I think
it’s going to feel like this when she moves away.
“Can we talk about the ski trip?” I say. Someone has to interrupt all the
happy-couple talk. It’s like people forgot about the custody battle for Barney. Things had gotten bad, real bad. No one cares about that anymore.
But skiing, everyone looks forward to that.
Andrea Gregory
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“Okay,” says Mary, looking at me. “I think we should rent a cabin this
year. I printed out some listings from the Internet I can pass around.”
She reaches in her purse. The stack is thick and folded in half. You can
tell she worked hard on this by sheer volume alone. No doubt, she has
picked her favorite. After the excitement of flipping through page after
page of rental property pictures and descriptions proves to be too much,
Mary will save the day with her favorite one already booked. Everyone
knows this was what she did last year, but people like the charade. And
most of all, Mary likes to be the hero.
She passes the stack clockwise. This way, it takes the longest to get to
me. I bet she will even make her announcement before it gets to me.
Tom is looking through the stack, acting like he hasn’t seen it before.
Mary says we should rent two vans. She says we should stay five nights
and have six full days at the slopes. She says some of the rentals have outside Jacuzzis. “Clothing optional,” someone yells and the whole group
laughs.
“I think we should go the second week of December which means we
will be there for my birthday,” says Mary.
People start wishing her a happy birthday three months in advance.
Mary thanks them. People will now remember her birthday. They will
bring presents: mostly gag gifts and cards about being over the hill. They
will decorate the cabin. Blowing up balloons, everyone will feel out of
breath because they smoke too much. But they will do it anyway. During
the party, everyone will toast with mugs of hot cocoa. It is going to be the
kind of birthday and send-off Mary wants.
After the meeting, I ask Mary if she wants to come over and watch a
movie. She tells me she doesn’t want to leave Tom alone.
“He moved back in, you know.”
“No. I hadn’t seen him around.”
“Well, he did. I know you don’t think it is going to work, but it is. You
just don’t understand because you’ve never been married.”
It feels like the meanest thing Mary has ever said to me. After all the
times she cried to me about what an asshole Tom was, I don’t know why
she is choosing him over me.
“Did I do something wrong?”
“We have been friends because we are neighbors. Hell, you wouldn’t
even be in AA if you didn’t live across the hall from me,” she says. “It was
fun hanging out, but Tom is my real life now, and it should have always
been that way.”
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I leave the church and drive down the street to Applebee’s. I drink at
the bar and tell the bartender all my problems. I am the only customer at
the bar so he has to listen to me. Occasionally he has to make drinks for
the waitstaff, but he always comes back. I leave out the part about being in
AA, but I tell him everything else.
“Your friend sounds like a bitch,” he says.
“She’s not a bitch. She is my best friend, and she is really good at planning and running activities.”
“My bad,” he says, and walks away to count the money in his tips jar.
I call him back to make me another martini, extra olives this time. He
does it right and smiles at me as he delivers it, but he doesn’t stay. He has
decided to clean off every bottle with a dirty rag.
I text Mark. At first, it is just normal stuff: good meeting, can’t wait to
go skiing, can’t wait to do things to you in the hot tub. Then I tell him I
am drunk at Applebee’s even though I’m not drunk. I ask him for a ride.
“I’ll be right there,” he writes.
When he arrives, he sits down at the bar and orders a coffee. He says
he is not even tempted anymore. He says he has everything under control.
“I don’t think I can be your boyfriend and your sponsor,” he says.
“Then I’ll get a new sponsor.”
“I think you really need to focus on you. It’s not the right time for you
to be in a relationship. This was a mistake.”
I try to lean in and kiss him, but he holds me back with both hands. I
feel sloppy and foolish.
“Just go,” I tell him.
“I am not going to leave you like this.”
“You just did.”
He pushes the martini out of my reach. It’s fine. I don’t even want it.
I’m trying to think of something to say to win him back. Nothing comes
to mind.
He wants to drink his coffee before we leave. He takes his time. He
gives me ample opportunity to come up with something brilliant to say.
I’ve got nothing.
The car ride is quiet too. I don’t think we have ever been around each
other and not said anything for so long. I did not love him, I tell myself.
When I get home, I knock on Mary’s door. I want to tell her Mark
broke up with me. She is either asleep or pretending to be. “Don’t go,” I
say to her door.
Barney starts howling. He will not stop until he wakes up as many peoAndrea Gregory
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ple as he can. Only the sound sleepers are safe. I know Mary will wake up
now. She will take Barney for a walk to try and make him tired. I leave before she comes out and realizes I was the one who got him started.
Tomorrow I will plead my case to both her and Mark. I should get to
keep at least one of them.
My apartment feels chilly. I put on flannel pajamas and crawl into bed.
I can hear Mary’s door. Barney barks in excitement about the walk.
I tell myself to dream up a plan as I fall asleep. A lot can happen in
three months. Everything could fall apart and someone could need me. I
will remember to bring the snacks next time for the group even if I always
forget when my turn comes around. I will get good ones and a Box O’ Joe
from Dunks. I will tell the group a sad story and briefly have the room on
my side. I will get a chip and Mary and Mark will clap for me. I will join
all of Mary’s activities and compliment her on her success with them. I
will ask Mark about his kids, reminding him how well we know each other’s lives. One day at a time. This was just a bad one.
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karin aurino
My Man Stayed with Me
My man made me stop vomiting, so I drank.
I danced on tables, and I was thrown out of bars.
I tried to throw my man away, but he stayed.
He was younger, but I was immature.
I was a bitter drunk, but I loved animals.
I squandered my opportunity to finish college.
I wanted a kitten, but my man was allergic.
I was reckless, because I was afraid.
It was about that time, when I needed to change.
I was modeling, but it dulled my brain.
I was searching for the attention my mother never gave.
I lost friends when I was a jerk.
I kept friends when I was kind.
I was kind more than I was not.
I went to therapy and lost my mind.
My man found it, so I let him keep it.
I found yoga and brussels sprouts.
I was flawed, but my man stayed with me.

My Name is Wife
You’ve known me for fifteen years.
You tell an exciting story about
poetic justice: “I tried to explain
to him that it’s okay to receive a
racist email. They can’t fire you
for that, but you have to delete it.
Don’t send it to everyone in the
office. I insulated him from so much
when we were partners. He had the
balls to file a lawsuit against me
after all I’ve done for him. They
had two security officers escort
him out of the building. Now
everyone knows what an asshole
he is. Winning the lawsuit and
seeing him get fired, I feel justice
has finally been served, but I keep
thinking about his son, Gregory,
and Olive Oil.” “You mean Sarah.”
“Yeah, that’s it. I can never
remember her name.” I say,
“She has the same name as me.”
“She reminds me of Popeye’s
girlfriend, Olive Oil. The skinny
one. What’s her name again?”
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william rudolph
A Toast before Labor Day
On the eve of this three-day weekend
the radio warns us
to buckle up: we who are driving around
half-toasted already, toasting
our Puritan work ethic: an excuse
as good as any other
to blow off a Monday, pack away
white skirts and seersucker slacks,
and pause from our national avocation:
griping about the grinding 9-to-5.
We, the “esprit de corps” of labor,
toast another record-breaking
telethon, another cycle of parades and speeches
and barbecues, another five-set
tie-broken US Open: annual final chances
to serve and receive until it hurts.
Here’s to the end of sun-rotting summer. Here’s
to the demise of sucking mosquitos
and biting flies. Here’s to storm-dancing
until we recall how to blizzard.
Already, the trees—misting leaves
upon our wheel-worn shoulders—
try to blanket our toiling bodies with
what was life; soon enough, upon
what was water, we will slip adrift
again—through a humdrum hibernation—until we thaw into Memorial Day and
try again to convince ourselves
that how we spend our days—our livelihood—
may, one day, contain our calling.

john dorroh
Thanksgiving
Another year of people asking about the
depression on the sofa. I’ve nothing new to tell
them, and I think they wonder why I wait
to remove history with a checkbook. Uncle
Marvin had his first Thanksgiving out of prison
there. Maria was sitting in that great crater
when she received the phone call that her
grand-baby had just been born. My second lover
proposed marriage in that very spot.
I appreciate the congealed salads and pecan pies,
the lunchroom yeast rolls that melt on the tongue.
And the good intentions. But I am not ready
for such a change. I can’t fathom switching brands
of toilet paper, let alone vaporizing breaths
of ghosts who’ve held my hands as I jumped rope
with angels and saints from my history book.
I’d rather my family and friends focus on the new art
which I hung on the walls with special lighting for effect.
It’s far more interesting than calculating how much
closer to the ground they are to the floor
than they were last year.

Separation Anxiety
My family lives on the other side of the fence
pasturing aimlessly about—the sheep, the followers,
the unknitted. They don’t look at me in the eyes any
longer, rarely turn my way. I know things that they don’t:
how to kick rocks and debris to the side, out of my way
so I can go where I need; which grass upsets my stomach;
how high up the cliff is too far; when it’s time to bed down
for the night.
We came from the same blood and seed, yet shepherds
know from experience and heart that genetic disposition
is no longer grounds for unity.

John Dorroh
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richard risemberg
The Wedding
Forgive me if I roll my eyes while I tell you this, but our son didn’t invite
us to his wedding. It’s true that he got married in a quickie civil ceremony
in one of those blank rooms in the courthouse, but still. You’d think a kid,
even a kid who had no interest in ceremonies, would invite his own parents to his wedding. Or marriage ceremony, or whatever you want to call
it when you’re too precise, too dry, which is Drew all the way. He didn’t
invite friends either, and I know he has a few. We were permitted to join
him for what passed for a reception: just the four of us, an ordinary dinner at an ordinary restaurant that I knew we wouldn’t even remember the
next week, let alone in our rapidly-approaching old age. And it was the
first time we’d met Alison, his bride. Let me tell you, she seemed a little
stunned by the turn of events.
I’m sure she’d expected better of life. If I hadn’t been well-trained by
my own wife, I’d have asked her why the hell she would marry a bowl of
plain oatmeal like my son. Drew is the opposite of Becky and me. We like
a bit of sparkle in our lives, we like fun, and I’m not sure Drew knows
what fun is. Though I guess he could recite the OED definition of the
word and tell you when it was first written down and who wrote it. But
then so could one of those computer voices that turn language into a sort
of intelligent constipation.
I guess it’s his way of rebelling: his parents like a bit of fun, so he’ll be
Mr. Serious and never yell, never laugh, never get drunk, whatever. Never
slap a buddy on the back after hearing a good joke. It’s his choice, but I
can’t pretend I’m not a little disappointed. I guess we failed him somehow,
me and Beck. So anyway, we weren’t there when he actually married
Alison. At least we did get to toast to them with a glass of actual wine,
even if it was cheap Italian plonk. I gave a wink to Alison with the toast,
and it seemed to scare her. What can I say: it’s not my life.
My life is people, all the way. I like noise and laughter, I like jokes and
loud talk, I like crowds. Beck’s just the same, which is how we manage to
get along. We’re different in other ways: I like to read, she prefers music;
but I go to concerts with her, and she talks books with me. And we both
like to eat and drink and talk and travel. Especially we like to travel by
train, where you really get to meet people and talk up a storm. If they

don’t stay in their compartments and have their meals brought in by the
steward, like they were in solitary confinement. People sort themselves
out. And I guess that’s what Drew’s done, he’s sorted himself right out of
the stream of life. To tell you the truth, I don’t even know what he does at
work, but I’m guessing it involves paper research or computers or something. Not figuring out how stars die kind of research, but proving who
said what back when, so someone can sue someone else. I know he works
for lawyers but he isn’t a lawyer. At any rate, it’s nothing to make party
talk out of. Me, I work in PR, I know a few famous people, I get paid pretty well to be a loudmouth, and it suits me fine. My Beck’s the same. We
met at a Hollywood PR firm where we both started out, and now we have
our own. Hell, we even have a researcher on staff, a smart dull fellow like
our son, who digs up dirt on clients so we can cover it up with shinier
dirt. I’d have hired Drew for the job, but I knew he wouldn’t want to work
for his old man, and he wouldn’t get along with the rest of the staff anyway. At least the researcher we do have will cut loose with a glass of brew
once a week or so. He’s a human being. I’m not so sure about Drew.
He was always different, never a goo-goo bubbly baby, hardly ever
cried as a kid. We did everything right: Beck nursed him, I read him stories, lots of cuddling, all that magazine stuff, and anyway it came naturally
to us. The kid was serious from the word go. Put one of those musical
mobiles over his crib, and he’d look at it for a few minutes, no smile, then
start wadding up his blanket like he was trying to make the bed, lying flat
on his back. At first we were grateful he was a quiet kid, then of course we
worried that he was too quiet, but he learned to talk on time and to read
when he was three. Never did cotton to music, which was a great disappointment to Beck, but what can you do. He went to school, got bullied
around a bit for being too serious, then—it’s hard to figure these things
out; kids don’t talk about them much—then it looks like he bargained
his way into a deal helping the muscle louts with their homework. Never
complained, never explained. The teachers weren’t sure either, but that’s
what it looked like. In high school his sport was chess. I could beat him at
it, but he was good. Then he gave it up in college. Now he’s something that
passes for a regular citizen but he’s sure as hell not like us. Of course he’s
got the right to be himself. But you got to wonder.
Naturally he wouldn’t talk much about his love life, but as far as I know
he had only one girlfriend before Alison. We met her once, a nice plain
girl with lots of smarts, could talk up a storm about politics. I’m on the
reddish side of liberal myself, as far as I’m anything, Beck the same, so we
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got along with Aurora, but they didn’t last. I asked him what happened,
and he said they just got bored with each other. Well, that’s the way it is
sometimes. Alison’s prettier, and I guess pretty smart, but she didn’t talk
much at the restaurant. A library clerk, so that’s good. You got to know
something in that biz, and you got to be able to handle people diplomatically. She’ll need that skill with Drew. Though who knows if he can even
be handled. I’m thinking he’s the handler, not the handlee, if that’s a word,
and I feel a little bit sorry for her, though of course I didn’t show it at the
dinner.
At one point during the so-called festivities, when I had probably been
telling too many stories about work and not asking Alison enough questions, Beck mentioned that Alison’s eye shadow had run a bit, and they
both heaved off to the powder room. Of course Beck wanted to talk with
her alone for a minute, and that was a signal. I mean, her eye shadow was
in fact running a bit, which I guess meant that maybe she’d been crying
a little. She looked a touch apprehensive, which I kept telling myself was
because she hadn’t met The Parents before and was scared of making a
bad impression, but I was pretty sure inside that it was something deeper
than that. So they left me planted with Drew for a good ten minutes, and,
let me tell you, trying to draw him out was like talking to a cardboard cutout. Always the same blank expression, and that little hunch of the shoulders he does. Yes or no answers to questions that were begging a story.
I’d like to know a little about my son’s life, since it’s got to be my fault in
part. Beck and I, we made his flesh and bones, but we also set him up
mentally, at least somewhat, right? I don’t know what the current theories
are about nature versus nurture, they change very week, but it’s got to be
both. I never could figure him out; neither could Beck. He never liked any
present we gave him, and we could give him plenty, and we did. Most of
it’s still in our garage or up in the attic if he didn’t sell it to buy something
we would’ve been happy to give him if he’d ever asked. I used to think he
needed a psychiatrist, but now I’m more inclined to send myself to one.
Anyway, he’s an odd bird, a bird with no flock. Except now Alison. What
did she like about him? He’s physically plain-looking, dresses like a lowlevel bureaucrat, and has all the charm of a wet mop. Useful, yeah, like a
wet mop. But would you get into bed with one? Would you? So let us say
that the conversation lagged. No father-and-son heart-to-heart stuff, forget all that.
The girls came back from the restroom. Alison looked happier, but
Beck looked worried. Maybe that was progress of a sort. We ordered ti44
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ramisu all around for dessert, since that’s what was pushed on a big sign
out in front of the restaurant. It was cold and stiff, which I tried not to
interpret as a symbolic comment on Drew. Beck and I asked for espressos, Drew sipped his water, Alison nursed the dregs of wine in her glass.
The waiter hovered nearby, like a dog begging for leftovers. Alison pasted
a big smile on her face. Beck was sitting next to me and I couldn’t look
at her face without being all too obvious, but I assume she put on a positive expression; in our business you learn how to fake it or you go broke.
I’d prefer to leave that at the office but it does become a habit. Drew was
honest all the way, what you see is what you get. And what I saw on his
face was not something I would want in a life partner. Alison was next
to him, she couldn’t see his cardboard-cutout look, but I suspect that she
knew it all too well. I winked at the waiter, who scurried off and brought
back champagne, like I’d whispered to him when we’d come in. We lifted
the fancy flutes and made a final toast to a happy life together. No one
drained their glass. I paid, we left, I drove them home to Drew’s apartment a mile away. To tell you the truth, I was glad to drop them off. When
we got back in the car, Beck let out a long, theatrical sigh, but I could tell
it was heartfelt. “Tell me about it when we’re home,” I asked her. She was
quiet for the drive.
The news, when she laid it on me, was nothing surprising: Drew, who
was at least articulate when he chose to speak, had impressed Alison with
all the stuff he knew, and they’d slowly worked their way up to lovers.
Then she met some charming author on tour who spoke at a library program and fell for him, dumped Drew. A wise move it would have been,
too, but the author was married, so the snake dumped her when it was
time for him to move on, an old story. Drew had been biding his time and
worked his way back into her life, but he was not so nice to her anymore.
Beck had asked her, Why marry him then? Alison said she had no one
else who knew her the way Drew did. She said that she had loved him in
a strange way till she met the Charming Author, and that she supposed
she still did, she was “sure of it,” but she wasn’t sure he still loved her. Of
course I got all this from Beck, it’s not the kind of thing Alison would
have talked about to me in the ladies’ room, not that I would have been in
the ladies’ room ever anyway. I was the old man, presumably Drew’s ally,
who sat at the table trying to crack a smile out of them with wisecracks
and maybe a sharp observation or two.
But I wasn’t Drew’s ally here. I was worried about Alison, even though I
hadn’t met her before. She seemed kind of helpless, like she felt she didn’t
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have a choice, though she was bright enough that obviously she did. Maybe not a world of choices, but enough. Maybe she felt she owed him, because of the fling with the Charming Author. I don’t know. Of course I
hadn’t heard yet about the Charming Author fling until the girls went off
to the ladies’ room, or really until Beck told me the story at home afterwards. But the way Drew looked at her throughout the goddamn meal,
like he was watching an animal he’d trained, I didn’t like that. I’ll admit
that I’m kind of a loudmouth, but I’m pretty sure I’m not a bully. I’m not
so sure Drew isn’t, if that sentence makes any sense.
I guess the question is really, Do I love my kid? It’s not an easy one to
ask yourself. I’ve got to keep an eye on him; I guess maybe he’s the animal
I’ve trained, and I’ve done it wrong. Human beings: we think we’re cultured, sophisticated, compassionate, civilized, whatever. But give us the
smell of blood and we revert. Like Orwell said in some essay he came out
with during the Blitz: “As I write, highly civilized human beings are flying
overhead, trying to kill me.” Rwanda, child soldiers, all the mess in cesspool cities all over the world. And women suffer the brunt of it, just because they’re small. It’s heartbreaking. And here I am with Drew, my own
son, a low-key, quiet, competent kid, but I wonder sometimes if the beast
within is the one who’s really in charge.
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aj dexter
camptown races
were you loved as a child?
did your parents imagine
that you hung the moon?
or did your father beat
the livin’ devil out of you
when he caught you
tap dancing in your mother’s shoes?
tanned your hide and mama said
he does it because he loves you
the man whispered I will always love you
as he crushed my nose under the anger of his palm
I have a thing for fat boys, he said
could I break your nose?
and like some penitent saint,
knees bent in prostration, palms folded in silent consent,
I accepted my punishment.
the man at the grocery store
hisses at me
like some ancient curse,
look at that!
and I am that
I am that thing which gives him cause to peer
look at that!
and all of his friends
and all of his children
crowding me like weeds slithering into my shoes,
pressing in to see the that;
he’s teaching them, his lesson clear:
do not ever be like that
you better never let me catch you with no damn dress on
fucking crazies.
camptown races shit.
doo-dah. doo-dah.

I say nothing. I put them out of my mind, I cannot think of anything but.
(look at that what is that
ha ha ha ha)
I tune them out.
(you know maybe I’m an old white dude
but that thing wouldn’t go out 30 years ago
look at that)
their voices return to me like little hauntings—
(what is that thing?)
and my mother says plainly,
as if to make things better,
the corners of her mouth folded in,
he doesn’t understand
camptown ladies sing this song
doo-dahhhh
doo-daaaaaaah
as he walks past
doo daaaaaaah
in my ear
doo daaaaaahhhhh
I can hear it—
I can smell it—
breathe hot and angry!
(forgive them, they don’t understand)
and later, long after the grocery,
I feel the palm of another man,
heavy with the weight of embarrassed masculinity,
eager with something to prove,
some score to settle,
crushing against the side of my head—
I have a thing about trannies, he’d said then and I was flattered
y’all always tricking someone, it’s fucking sick, he says now and I am expected to
make amends
(camptown ladies sing this song)
my father tearing my mother’s beige hose from my head
stripping me of my crown of flaxen blonde hair
stop please no one has to know
(heaves, sobs, spits blood)
please no one I won’t say a word
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do-daaaaaaaaahhhh.
they all, in unison although decades apart:
camptown ladies sing this song!
all the doo dah day!
a choir boy: knees bent, palms folded!—
be merciful to me, O God,
quoniam iniquitatem meam ego cognosco
et peccatum meum contra me est semper.

AJ Dexter
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Lament for Sick Boys
How the hell are we going to afford this? my father had said that night—
his tongue tripping over words like borderline
and personality and disorder—
three words of which he knew the individual meanings—
but could not figure out how they worked together in a sentence—
a sentence, see also: death sentence—
as in your son is thinking of killing himself—
as in hide your razors—
as in lock up all your sleeping pills—
as in, do you know what your son is doing
locked behind bedroom doors all day?—
and dinner, too, had come and passed without words—
conversations lost somewhere,
replaced instead with glances and sighs and
discussions of church tomorrow—
unusually quiet, as if an armed militia had been dispatched to this foreign country
to quell any inkling of an uprising—
and now even weather reports and teachings of schoolmarms were subversive—
and soldiers in tattered uniforms roamed a south long since won by the north—
my mother, concerned, had made me leave my bedroom door open that night—
hoping she would never again see this boy who lived in her son’s bedroom
but who looked nothing like her son—
the one who’d been delivered into her hands,
then: he was heavy and solid as a stone
now: alien, unhealthy—
whose son?
and by morning I was fine—
everyone gets sad sometimes mom goodnight
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loss: a fragment
You liked all my poems
and we discussed the art we made
and browsed for yellowing books.
And when the snow came that winter,
I photographed you nude upon our bed,
your shoulders white like two snowy hilltops.
And the old women above us,
who have not loved in years,
wonder why we laugh so much.
They hear music and dancing
and they scowl and complain.
But we laugh and say they love only Christ,
and he’s long dead.
I once wrote a three-page poem
and lost it
and then rewrote it from memory.
I forget nothing,
least of all you—
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kirby olson
1453 and All That
The Ottoman Turks attacked Constantinople.
They fired two-ton boulders over a mile
with a cannon built by a Hungarian engineer.
The sixty-foot high walls buckled as
a half-million Turks rained arrows
into the last citadel of Eastern Orthodoxy.
We play four-on-four in a small gym.
It hurts, but I join the defense.
Under the basket, swift passes occur.
I touch the ball and knock it loose.
We get several new chances, and
then Ben hits a three, a long bomb for the win.
Constantinople fell when a defender
left the gate open after a sortie.
It was the Circus Gate.
Turks piled in and the pillaging began.
Three days of belligerence
after which the city lay in ruins.
We left the best shooter open too often.
He only needs a half-second and it’s in.
The three-point line is where he lives.
Squeaking sneakers, as all hustle for the rebound,
but the parabolic arc is sure,
and the swift swish signals our defeat.

The Song of the Hit Man
In the distance the clocks sing
as I look for socks and ring
in the hours,
and polish my Glock.
The ping of the hours,
the song of the towers,
pushes me to glower,
as I reach for my gat.
The clocks fetch feathers.
Beneath the snow, the soils stretch fathers.

Kirby Olson
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Snowscape with Crows
In the winter, a dark cloaked figure,
on tiptoe,
an assassin perhaps—
a figure much like Clouseau,
a large black cloak amidst the snow.
Baroque buildings denoting the Bible
abound,
while he whips a rock
at a crow.
The clock spins
amid a virtually empty
zoosphere,
as a murder of crows assemble:
“Law! Law! Law!”
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simon anton nino diego baena
Guernica
after Pablo Picasso

The eye aims at the center.
A contrail disappears at the edge
of a curve, then
the sky returns.
Vast migrating beasts left
a great beak tearing
at the flesh in their wake.
But I see no damn color.
I only watch a frame burn into cinders.

robert halleck
A Diaspora Of Sorts
It is a large church and cemetery
unlike its congregation shrunk small
headstones grouped by family name
show few dates after 1980
to this small town size 1347
life returns once a year on
a Thursday in November

cameron morse
Mosquitoes
What am I to do with these things that
have happened to me? I see
Grandpa recumbent
reaching for his beloved
from the kitchen floor, grasping
the hem of her pants
at the moment of his death.
She bats him away
in her forgetfulness. I want
to sit out but the mosquitoes pounce
upon me. I offer up my blood.
Bless me with your tongue. I look
for comfort, a confidant.
No one’s listening. I want to die
young. You can watch me when it happens.
A white welt rises.
My knuckle stings. I bat away
unwanted kisses. The longer I stay
out here, the less I feel
like going in. I receive no warmth
because I never asked, I never
expected any. Yet if you touched me,
I would dissolve.

susan eve haar
The Beginning of the End
I’m sleeping alone in an apartment on East 18th; shabby and cozy, it’s the
best rental since my divorce. My bedroom backs onto a walled garden
next to a hospital. There’s an electric hum most of the time, but there’s
the occasional bird song too. The rooms are high-ceilinged and capacious, though the construction is shoddy and the electrical dangerous.
An ancient elevator in the back of the building creaks through our unit
at all hours, and though I weatherproof the panes, all the windows leak.
Provisional—that’s how we’re living and I’m okay with that. How still the
air is, how inky black the night. The phone rings and I wake alert, like an
animal.
“Is this Sarah?”
“Yes.”
“This is Ms. Claremont at St. Jude in Miami. We got your number from
your cousin, Ms. Goldenson; your dad forgot your name. I’m afraid that
something has happened to your mother.” The woman speaks softly, as if
her words might crush me. I take the address; I don’t ask for any particulars. She doesn’t suggest that I talk to my dad, and I just say I’ll be there
soon.
I book a plane. It’s not yet six o’clock and it’s a quick trip to the airport
so early. I am wide awake, ready for whatever is to come, or so I think.
Though I try to read on the plane, I find I can’t concentrate, reading the
same paragraph over and over like I’m rehearsing.
The turnoff to the hospital is a small entryway with a discreet sign in a
wall of thick-fronded tropical plants. I will never learn all of their names;
Birds of Paradise, I know that much. There’s a seduction to the vegetation
that softens the enormous parking lot. Cement buildings are scattered
around the asphalt lot that runs to the water’s edge. I have parked there
before; I will park there again, and glimpse the turgid water of the canal
as I walk toward the main building, but that’s in the future. Today is only
the beginning of the end.
Not for a moment do I think that the woman who awaits me in the
hospital is my mother. My lovely, ferocious mother is in Boston, I know
that. No, not my mother; my father’s wife.
I’d loved him all my life, and I’d crawled for her, to get a crumb of his

affection. She was the gatekeeper, and if my father saw me at all, it was in
the rearview mirror. They travelled a lot, to international symposiums and
to Swiss spas. They shuttled between homes in Princeton, Cambridge and
Martha’s Vineyard, all stuffed with books, the kitchen cabinets plastered
with newspaper clippings and poetry. I’d see them when summoned,
we’d dine in elegant restaurants where I’d watch him wince as she ordered
bottled water. She’d littered the academe with men plucked out of marriage
and he’d burned a path with his rage, but they were charmed by each other.
They’d burst into opera, critique each other’s books, play endless games of
cards, hide money in Switzerland. There wasn’t room for anybody else, so I
never flinched when she’d call me to cut my father’s toenails.
They had such a fine time, those two. I can’t deny them that, their life
together was really pretty wonderful. And her, the giant glasses that hid
the pop eyes of her hyperthyroid, the red beret worn raffishly over that
doll’s face troweled with makeup. The woman for whom my monster daddy sprung to open the door. She was knock-kneed by then and wore wigs
of various colors, but she walked with the arrogance of beauty. His goddess. He would wonder aloud to me how he, of all the suitors, had picked
up the golden apple. He never got that he was the one who got picked up,
but that was part of her art. She was a survivor. Her biological mother—
not her mother, she would correct—had died at Auschwitz with her second husband, a Danish diplomat. She had been sent out to the country,
hidden by a peasant woman. At that point in the story, she would complain of the garlic scent that permeated the woman’s house. Somehow she
eluded fate, fourteen and alone, traveling to England, Cuba, and then the
United States, learning languages as she fled. Here she would quote Rilke
in German and the story blurred. But at sixteen she married a Park Avenue doctor. Even she understood, she said, why his mother cried at the
wedding. My father was her fifth husband.

***
I can hear him bellowing as soon as I push through the heavy, glass hospital doors. The sounds of the wounded animal who is my father. Groaning,
the air pushes out of him through the bellows of grief. Crying out to God,
shaking his clenched fists, his body heaving, his face covered with gray
stubble.
“Don’t take my beautiful Suzanne,” he cries, like God was another suitor he was losing out to. It had probably never crossed his mind that she
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was mortal. And I can’t say I blame him for that; it had never occurred
to me, either. There he is, in a navy sweater, his face smeared with snot,
swollen with grief. His pants are loose, barely held on by a belt and mottled with dark stains. He smells of urine; the odor hits me as soon as I try
to hug him.
He doesn’t recognize me as anything but part of the scenery, though
he knows me. He stands, one hand on the central nurses’ station counter,
clutching the edge. He keens, he screams, he curses God.
“Dad.” I put my arms around him. He hugs me back fiercely, bowing
down, his face on my shoulder; he is sobbing. I hold him. I feel his body,
the physical strength remaining though the mind departs. He lets go of
me and turns, shaking his fists at the ceiling.
“I want to know where she is. My beautiful Suzanne, my goddess.
Where are you?” he cries out, furious. “God, fuck you, God. You’re a cruel
God, you’re a lesser god, you’re a shit. Just a shit. I curse you, God. You
took her, bring her back to me.”
This isn’t acute care, not really; it is a quiet section to park the dying.
We aren’t alone; there are others. An Indian family huddles together, a
small, dark woman with gold-bangled wrists weeping quietly, encircled
by her son’s arms outside a shut door, and a girl, hardly a woman, jabbing
at her cellphone, trying to reach her boyfriend’s parent. There are others,
yes, but they move out of the way of my father’s enormous loss, bigger
than theirs, dwarfing theirs, eating the air with his voracious need.
“Let’s go see her,” I suggest.
She looks beautiful, only the tips of her shoulders and face above the
sheet. Startled, I realize I have never seen her without a mask of makeup.
Her skin is alabaster white, lit from within. Her hair, so often hidden in
her collection of wigs—she wore them like a spy—curls gently on the pillow. She has the tender lips of a Kewpie doll. She breathes; there is no life
support.
“My goddess. I don’t know how I ever got her.” My father shakes his
head with wonder.
“So beautiful.” I look at her face, innocent, free of age, free of her power. My father covers his face, hiccupping with grief. I cross and take her
hand, yielding, in mine.
“Kiss her,” my father commands from the corner and I do. I sit close
to her on the bed, putting a hand on her chest, feeling the breath. I had
never touched her first before, but now I am someone else, not a child or
a rival: I am a mother.
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Her brain was crushed. You could see it in the scans, the volcanic lake
of what had been her brain. The languages, the cultures, the lovers, the
desire, and the getting. What do I know? She took her water without ice
and over-tipped. These are the things we can know. But the woman who
had wreaked her will on all in her path, squeezed all of the juice out of
life, she was gone.
Dad wouldn’t believe it.
“What, are you a doctor now?” he sneers when I tell him I’ve looked
at the scans with the neurologist. And there was a living will. Somehow
the hospital had it; she did not want her body maintained if her mind was
gone.
“She signed that thing,” he acquiesces. “But you don’t know what she
wants now.” Nostrils flaring, mucus dripping from his nose, cunning as
ever. “I’m not letting her go.”
“What do you want to do? Let her live, put her in an institution until
her body rots?”
“Cut off her head and freeze it like that baseball player,” he counters.
“Ted . . . what was his name?”
“Williams.” He nods. “But her brain imploded. Do you really want her
head?”
“What do you know? Maybe they’ll be able to fix it.”
“And in the interim, what? You want me to find you a place near the
lab, fix it up so you can live there?” Again he nods, weeping, his eyelids
thickened, the rims pink as the inside lip of a conch.
“Yes.”

***
Three hours later in this arctic of time. He weeps with a preternatural energy.
Then he goes outside and roars.
“You are a terrible god, God. Why did you do this? Why do you need
to do such terrible things so that we will fear, so that we will worship out
of fear, who are you to need this? You’re God, God. Why would you need
anything?” he implores and then he rages.
“I smash you, God, I spit on you; I shit on you. I shit.”
The ward hushes. I decide to starve him.
I go to the chapel, I meditate, I ponder. I go down to the cafeteria and
have chicken soup, redolent of coriander. It’s been at least two hours, long
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enough. I return. I feed him soup and then I have the nurse take down the
side of the bed.
“Get in,” I tell him and help him up. He gropes her greedily, her breasts,
the body that she has denied him these last years, her ancient and incontinent lover.
“Hold her,” I tell him, and he clings to her like a lost child.
“Now she is an immigrant again. She speaks six languages and she’s
ready to learn another. They’re waiting for her, she’s crossing the river, so
curious about this new place, and she’s ready. Let her go—” He turns toward me. “Now.” And he gets out of the bed, docile.
“Can I come back?”
“No,” I tell him. “Now you go and you don’t look back.”

***
And so my father became my child and now I keep him. I feed him pastrami blended, a dot of mustard on the top, from a baby spoon. He loves
black coffee and eats very little. Perhaps he will die, too.
I have taken three people off life support, given birth to three, bought
and sold homes, crashed cars, given up lovers, walked out of a marriage.
I have broken my heart and seamed it up again. And now there is death.
I have felt its breath, my aging, and the nothingness of time and the exigencies of past choice; the inevitable and inexorable future. Each day precious, time succinct. Only so many days, yet still the urge to float into the
end. Because nothing will happen. That’s what I believe. My father says
that when he was a little boy, he believed that while he slept, his finger
would escape him and go to God and write down all his misdeeds and
bad thoughts. In his ninety-first year, he curses God and he fears him. Because he cannot believe that he, too, can be extinguished, that he will end.
My father, who cursed his children, who diminished us, who demeaned
us with his terrible jokes.
“Look who thinks they’re nothing,” he’d laugh. As he moves toward the
inevitable, he wrestles with God and he fears him. I feel it too, his terror.
I love my father, but I don’t believe. I believe in nothing and I am chilled
to my core.
He opens one eye now and looks at me.
“I hope you find love,” he says.
The End
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tracy youngblom
When You Died at the Dassel Lake Nursing Home
The last time we visited,
the babies all said ick, ick,
ick, ick when you garbled like a goose,
your hands clawing the crocheted blanket,
fingers threading its loose pattern
or weaving air, tracing shapes—
the life you had to leave reappearing,
kitchen with its unfailing heats,
stove and starched heart.
Perhaps we can bear it if we imagine
your tongue finally unglued
from the roof of your mouth,
and you asking plainly for us.
When we thought we heard
our names, we may have been mistaken.
Dust motes floating, spotlit
by the first sharp rays of morning—
this I can believe. Settling
on your finally still hands,
no more emphatic gesturing,
yes. Words you tried to say
for months exhaled in a last
clean breath, your ragged throat
soothed, a clear mist of giving
up—oh, yes. It was Holy Week,
so we had to wait to bury you,
just as we had always waited

to be sure you wanted us.
A week, three days? Christ,
the grief, not knowing.
I was one who helped carry
your drained body to its grave
where now we wring our hands,
place our stones. Astonishing weight:
you bore to your rest what you would not
give in life. We managed
to hold you, all our eyes trained
on the distance, the broken ground
we were headed for.
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nandini dhar
Unrequited Desolation
From my corner of the porch,
you are always in pieces: demolished,
split. A thesaurus
of incomplete anthems, a list
of masked diseases. Out of your
gloom-laden archive
of antiquated tantrums, I am
whittling a coffin. Out
of my inaudible dirges
and unrecognized memoirs, you
excavate a city: hitherto
undiscovered. Hence, unmapped.
Between your fingers
and mine is a wreath: of
shattered glass bangles,
treaded upon petals, extinguished
matchsticks, worm-eaten manifestoes,
charred matchsticks.
This scattered elegance
of scarred allegories
we have filled our fists with.
Inadvertent, inadequate—
like sun-bruised legends,
repetition-bruised memories,
siren-bruised dawns. Yet,
the consolation is, neither

of us could decide
in what rhythm
to compose a hagiography.
You who do not live
in the lines
of your poems.
The lines of your poems are safe—in
my mouth. Like memories of siren-bruised
dawns on the kneecap.
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john cullen
Privacy
The hospice worker phoned,
delayed.
Again
at another client’s home. Waiting
at the window, my mother wonders
what happened. I know
but don’t want to
tell her.
“Oh,
maybe the rain
slowed her down?” This morning
we’re alone.
I will have to change
her sweat-damp shirt, the second
since she woke at five.
“Is it snowing?” she asks.
Outside, it’s ninety.
I hate to do this, and feel
embarrassed
for her, and uneasy
at the sight of her
shrunken breasts,
which reminds me
how life pulls in on itself
near the end. She eases
back into her wheelchair,
and I roll the TV
volume up
while I try to disengage
her hair clip.
“Oh, dear.” She feels
everything coming undone

as her hair spills
down her shoulders, and all
I can do is coil it behind
her neck, like a limp rope,
and reassure her
I will braid her hair
after we change
her shirt.
I’ll give her one
of my V-neck T’s
with a flowery spray.
They go over her head
loosely, the smell reminding her
of her father, who after
each morning’s shave splashed her
with cologne. The fresh cotton
wicks her anxiety.
I prepare to remove her shirt.
She sits clutching
my white T,
inhaling her past. I stand
behind the wheelchair
for privacy. “Wait!”
she commands.
“I don’t want Nate Berkus to see me naked!”
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o-jeremiah agbaakin
while i watch my uncle bury the afterbirth
“laudanum for the baby who cries and cries”
—Danielle DeTiberus, “Petit Treason”

the oldest fever known to the body is longing
so we never wean the baby from the language
who weaned before latching for milk, the first
leak of a mother’s love engorged. we encourage
the ache, pinching its cheek for any pink sign
of life. nobody taught the ground to wean, to stay
away from the blood meal. it opens its mouth
to drink from Cain—gravity, its invisible jaw and
time for sting. it eats the blood clot, reddened
cheese after the first white of a wound. it cries after
what’s spilled, quaking in the chest for seism.
outside, the moon grazes in a cloud, comes out wet
with a mold or halo. my uncle sleepwalks to
a grave, begs her to give up what she ate. he longs for
his wife & sobs & climbs the staircase, clumsy as
a snake separated from limbs, hissing at mourners’ footprint
scattered everywhere. he sobs quietly over the day
-old cot. he weeps quietly under the baby, hiding his grief,
soft as a tongue. he cries: sound within sound
grief beneath grief. my uncle grows silently to the yard
a black nylon in his armpit wrapping the day
-old placenta like fresh meat from the cold abattoir.

the moon decomposes & like us the ground
cannot give up flesh. he swears that he hasn’t forgotten
to feed it. it eats anything on it except snake
eggs & the seed which it gives back as fangs in a wreath
of thorns, the size to bruise the son’s head. he
unwraps, this child’s evil, the son’s mock pound-of-flesh,
a striptease. before death claims the whole body,
fooled for a while till the bone is too old to chew or too
brittle for him to grow into a replacement rib for
the hole inside him. he bends to dig the second grave for the day
weeping again. he scoops the soil which has hid
the core of the earth’s hunger. he doesn’t stop digging as if
the earth dragged the hoe from him—to steep the grave
for the son who may have stopped crying by now. the ground
is the first god to know when another body breaks & crumbles.
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afterrain // or the book of Adam
for Father’s Day

in offa road, a man
holds his wife’s hand
the way you hold a rib
bone before it becomes
a jaw bone. with a bright
purple òfì, she fastens their
little girl to her spine and
holds a boy by the hand who
holds his tiny brother who
holds his own brother. they
walk like that—outstretched—
hand in hand as if chained by
their love. the rain wet on them
as if they were a bunch of flowers
sitting outside in the dew.
they come upon a sudden puddle
that is splayed & snaked across
the road. the man cuts himself
away as the woman frees
the son’s tiny hand of tendril
and coil and sap. they part and separate
to permit this brown, sluggish
snake to pass among them.
i can almost hear the chain snap
creaking from a far distance.

O-Jeremiah Agbaakin
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michael cohen
Talking to Myself
Coasting down Ironwood Hill Drive the other day, I saw in the sky ahead
a dogfight between two birds. I managed to see the flash of rust that told
me the chased flyer was a red-tailed hawk. The chaser was a much smaller
bird, but I couldn’t tell what it was. As I drove on, what seemed to be a
dialogue went quickly through my head, though only one voice was really
articulated:
Curious: “Aren’t you going to stop?”
Lazy: “-------?”
Curious: “All right, how many things are you going to happen on today
as possibly interesting as this one?”
Lazy: “------!”
I pulled over, hit the hazard light button, grabbed the binoculars I keep
handy, and jumped out. Nothing visible in the clear blue Arizona sky.
Curious: “Next time, react a little faster.”
Lazy: “---- ---.”
I’ve filled in Lazy’s part of the dialogue with punctuated blanks, because I’m not really sure what that second interior voice said to the first
one. In fact, I’m not really sure it was a conversation. Is it merely a convention or a metaphor when we call thinking like this a dialogue, a talk
that I had with myself? Do you have to have a split personality to have
a conversation with yourself? When you talk to yourself, does anyone
answer?

*
I asked my wife Katharine whether she had conversations with herself and
she said no, but working in the yard, she would occasionally ask her dad
(gone these twenty years) about a tree or a shrub, “What should I do with
this thing, Dad?”
“Does he answer?” I asked.
“No, but it’s a way of trying to recall advice he might have given, a way
to jog my own memory.”
I hoped for some enlightenment for my question when I saw the title
of a book that came out in 2016: The Voices Within: The History and Sci-

ence of How We Talk to Ourselves. Charles Fernyhough, a psychologist at
England’s Durham University, is the author. Fernyhough has many questions about what we hear inside our heads, but not many answers. He
presents a flawed and inadequate model that depends on research in the
1920s by Jean Piaget, modified by Lev Vygotsky and based on the observation of children: They communicate with others, and then they often use
“private speech” when they are at play, asking themselves aloud what they
plan to build or draw, answering their own questions, and elaborating.
This thinking out loud is internalized as “inner speech,” which becomes
the origin of the dialogues we sometimes perform in our imaginations as
well as the hallucinated voices that people with schizophrenia and other
mental illnesses may hear. Fernyhough is candid in admitting that most
researchers disagree with his model and think the voices in such people
come from early trauma and repressed memory. But he persists. The famous physicist Richard Feynman, he tells us, reports real dialogue with
himself in problem-solving:
“The integral will be larger than the sum of the terms, so that would
make the pressure higher, you see?”
“No, you’re crazy.”
“No, I’m not! No, I’m not!”
No, he wasn’t, said a voice in my head. No, he wasn’t.

*
When you talk to yourself, does anyone answer? We all know of pathological instances. David Berkowitz, the infamous “Son of Sam” killer who
murdered six people in New York City in 1976, claimed to have been ordered to kill people by the voice of his neighbor’s dog and by his own
gun; He had conversations with both. Most of us, I suspect, have had the
experience of encountering on the street a person who may have a mental
illness and who seems to be conversing with himself or herself. A psychiatrist friend of mine has told me that the continuous talking of many such
people has the intention of trying to drown out or quiet the voices they
are hearing.
Not everyone who hears voices is crazy. The Feynman example above
seems to indicate that some people without mental illness can have a real
dialogue and an answering voice. Another friend, a psychologist who
studies auditory hallucinations, has told me that up to twenty-five percent
of the population may hear voices in some form, from the simple case of
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thinking you’ve heard your name called while you’re walking on a noisy
city street to cases of people hearing the voice of a dead loved one speaking whole sentences.
In dreams, I’ve spoken with my own loved ones who have recently
died and have been reassured and consoled by such conversations—but
of course dreams are very different from our waking lives. A waking conversation with oneself means we supply both sides and remain conscious
that we are doing it. And monologues are also different. I say aloud, over
my putt, “Keep your head still, damn it!” Or addressing a drive, “Finish
your backswing.” When I soloed in a small plane I did not actually see
my instructor in the seat next to me, but in my mind I clearly heard his
voice: “Keep the nose down . . . watch the airspeed . . . square the turn to
final . . . watch the airspeed.”

*
Literary examples of internal dialogue or argument between parts of the
psyche (“You’re crazy! No, I’m not!”) may not be as ancient as the Greek
word used to name such dialogues: Psychomachia or battle of the spirit/
soul; they seem instead to begin in the Christian era. A fifth-century poet,
Prudentius, gave the title Psychomachia to his poem about the Christian
virtues fighting and defeating the vices of Pride, Anger, Lust, and the
threatening spirit of Paganism. In later centuries, Christian apologists use
the form of the battle between vice and virtue in the soul of a struggling
sinner hoping for salvation. Such a struggle makes up the conflict in the
fifteenth-century morality play Everyman and the seventeenth-century
allegorical novel Pilgrim’s Progress, where the hero is named “Christian.”
Shakespeare occasionally splits a character into two parts and dramatizes his or her internal debate in a soliloquy. Chilling examples occur
in Hamlet. Thinking aloud—the very definition of a soliloquy—Hamlet
poses the question: Why not, given a hostile world and outrageous Fortune, take “quietus” with a “bare bodkin?” Another question answers the
first: Don’t we fear what comes after and its unknowns? When Hamlet
considers killing the praying Claudius, he first says he will do it, but an
answer comes back, “And so he goes to heaven.” That needs to be looked
at a little closer, thinks Hamlet aloud. “And am I then revenged?” he asks,
and answers his own question, “No!” He does not kill Claudius, even
though the other question he asks—“how his audit stands who knows
save heaven?”—means there is no guarantee that Claudius’s appearance
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of repentance is real; and as soon as Hamlet moves on, Claudius admits
his repentance is indeed not genuine. Hamlet can be cold-blooded: Here
half of him wants revenge by killing Claudius; the other half wants to kill
Claudius’s soul.
We might say Hamlet’s interior dialogues aren’t typical; he is, after all,
the Young Man Who Can’t Make Up His Mind. But to back away from
this particular example to the idea of drama in general, it is a dialogic
form that starts in ancient Greece with two voices in conflict. A playwright’s job is to listen to the inner voices and get them onto the page
while capturing their differences. His creative act reproduces a multiple
personality disorder without the pathology.
Shakespeare’s internal debaters—his speaker in Sonnet 144 also talks
about his “better angel” and his “worser spirit”—are not always so far from
the good-versus-evil back and forth in dialogue, still with us in movies or
TV commercials when a tiny angel perches on one shoulder of the conflicted young woman (should she have another wicked chocolate?) and an
equally tiny devil speaks into her ear from the other shoulder. Sometimes
the stakes are much higher: Remember “the better angels of our nature”
that Abraham Lincoln invokes in his first inaugural speech, suggesting
that we have within us the impulses for both war and for peace.

*
Let me go back to the personal example with which I began, where two
voices in my head debated about whether I should get off my duff and do
some nature observing. I called the two voices “Curious” and “Lazy.” But
they might have been called, more pretentiously, “Industry” and “Sloth,”
whose struggle with each other would have been recognizable to John
Bunyan or the author of Everyman. Internal dialogue, while it may be
problem-solving as in the Feynman example, is more frequently an internal debate about what we ought to do versus what we’d rather do. And
when it’s not dialogue, it’s just a one-way communication, the voice of
conscience, the “still small voice” speaking to Elijah, the Dutch uncle in
your mind roughly reminding you to call your mother or brother, or perhaps an admonitory voice you recognize as your mother telling you once
again to be nice, do the right thing, lend a helping hand. In the Apology,
Socrates claims to have a daemonium, a little spirit that warns him when
he is about to do something he should not do. Why didn’t he just admit
that he could still hear his mom telling him to do the right thing?
Michael Cohen
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*
William James devotes a hundred pages of The Principles of Psychology to
“The Consciousness of Self,” and his idea of the self includes those persons
and things that I think of when I think of what is “mine.” Thus, the self
is extended to include others. But except for pathological cases he does
not discuss talking to oneself or having conversations with oneself. Inner
dialogue doesn’t seem to be active in the healthy self. Recently, some psychologists have formulated “Dialogic Self Theory,” a description of the self
mainly associated with the Dutch psychologist Hubert Hermans, with the
admitted influences of James and of Mikhail Bakhtin, who wrote about
the “dialogic” imagination in Dostoevsky’s novels and the novelist’s aversion to a monolithic voice or authorial attitude as he attempted to reconcile opposing views in his characters. The self, according to Dialogic Self
Theory, is “extended”—the word James used—and involves attitudes of
family, friends, and colleagues which are internalized. The self may suppress these other views to present a monolithic posture to the world, but
accepting other views in an internal dialogue allows for development and
rejuvenation of the self. But the theory does not suggest the dialogues ever
get to the level of an out-loud exchange (“You’re crazy! No, I’m not!”).

*
To leave theory behind, there are some studies that are encouraging
to those of us who habitually talk to ourselves. Carol Marie Kronk in
“Private Speech in Adolescents,” published in the 1994 Adolescence;
Daniel Swingley and Gary Lupyan in “Self-directed Speech Affects Visual
Search Performance,” in the 2011 The Quarterly Journal of Experimental
Psychology; as well as psychologists and non-psychologists all over the
blogosphere discuss talking to oneself as an aid to thinking, finding an
object, making a decision, or improving one’s self-esteem. This last only
works if you say good things about yourself when you talk to yourself, as
in Émile Coué’s famous formula from the turn of the twentieth century:
“Every day in every way, I am getting better and better.”
Positive reinforcement isn’t any great mystery. Darts players hit their
targets more often if they say to themselves “I can do this” than when they
say something negative, according to a study by four psychologists in the
International Research Journal of Applied and Basic Sciences published in
2012 titled” The Effect of Self-talk and Mental Imagery on Self-efficacy in
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Throwing Darts in Adolescents.” Successful athletes give themselves pep
talks or pieces of advice such as “keep your eye on the ball”—professional
golfers call this a swing thought.
But why would saying a thought aloud take you closer to a problem’s
solution than merely thinking about it? One reason is that a clearer conception of the problem or the requirements of the answer may result from
saying it aloud. Most problem-solving heuristics—the best one I know is
still George Pólya’s How To Solve It—insist that first you have to understand the problem and what you are being asked to find. As most teachers
know, until you have tried to articulate something—speaking it aloud to
yourself or to an audience—you may not actually know it.
Finally, in defense of talking to myself I offer this: Speaking a thought
aloud engages more of your brain, fires more neurons, than merely thinking it. We know from the studies mentioned above that speaking aloud
the place you are putting something helps you remember its location
later. The recollection is a kind of dialogue: “Now where did I put those
keys?” and the reply is the memory of yourself, saying, “I am putting the
keys on the kitchen counter.”
My wife asks her father what to do with this plant and waits, not for a
spoken answer exactly, but a surfacing memory: His voice saying “What
I usually do is. . . .” The voice, the memory, is evoked by initiating a conversation, even if an audible response is not expected. So I suggest, if you
are querying an absent father or just giving yourself a good talking-to, to
speak out. “Are you crazy? No, you’re not!”
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peter huff
Partial Reading List
mystery through the narrow gate
their eyes before the mayflower
the trouble with being an appetite
the best minds of one’s own
wonder the heart of a woman
all our relations
thus spake a very short introduction
being doing the never ending
bridge to a life for our time
i and thou changing
and other essays on the hanged man

Unjustified
speak to me in lower case
uncross your t undo my i
let go of comma spacing
format tense and indentation
uncheck your grammar release
the braille of tender body
and next to mine unjustified
recite your true rough splendor

Peter Huff
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steve lovett
Dark Sky and Cop Ash
Raindrops explode
as they hit the pavement. God says,
“I don’t care.” The cop says,
“Well, you better start caring because . . .”
The cop turns to ash.
The rain mixes with the cop ash
and flows into the sewer.
It is like your love for the family you were
born into but did not choose,
for the family that found you
in the dumpster behind Walmart.

A Father’s Admonition
Pray God spare you
the opportunity
to be courageous.

Steve Lovett
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I Cannot Consume
what you consume. Television
shows everyone knows. Books and books
and books. Articles, journals, Kindles,
and Nooks. Z-Phone XIIs, tombstone bells.
I read a line
and gaze
out the window,
thinking, drinking
coffee, enjoying
the cream
in the coffee
with no television.
Then I read again
where I’ve just been.
(Do you read with the tv on while answering emails and drinking coffee
through a straw to keep your teeth white?)
Where does it all go
inside you? Howlin’ Wolf,
chicken, yes. A big man, he did
eat, but magazines, too?
And the Times and Post and Tinhouse and Granta?
You reference more in one utterance
than I’ll consume in a month.
And the bands,
bands I never want
to have heard of. In your belly they all go,
with no room for me or the Wolf ’s greasy chicken.
In my belly, only coffee, cream,
a sentence, or two.
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t. ben bryant
One Time I Saw A Rhythm
Tokyo beat an asymmetrical rhythm. Stuttering along. Glittering. Insistent. I can’t remember when winter began. After I met Ayame. She walks
beside me. Alone. Thinking. Disconnected by an inner spark that only
she can see flickering. She wants to be a film director. She has directed
one short film. I watched it. The story was vague. Undefined. Typically
Japanese. She made it look good.
She stops. I hear her cry. Sparrows cut the purple sky of Tokyo. A lone
bird is dead at her feet. Trampled by passersby. She stares at it for a long
time. I cover it with my handkerchief and bury it in the shrubs and take
her to a nearby park. Trains pass close to the edge. Their sound is deep.
Insinuating. A constant dull beat. Hollow. Empty. I hate to see that, she
says. I don’t know what to say. I say nothing. I watch her.
On our first date I waited at Kinshicho. The smoking area adjacent to
the station was crowded. It was summer. The heat was dead. Wet. Heavy.
Filipina and Thai girls showing their slim bodies under the red and blue
signs. Skin like oil slicks. Rainbows smeared on tan canvases. ¥30,000 will
buy a night in a love hotel. You might keep your wallet. It might disappear. Businessmen talk to the girls. Feverish looks at flesh. Wary glances
searching for pimps. Some walk off together. The girls a few steps behind pounding out messages on their phones. The men not looking back.
Heading for a cheap room with a good lock.
Ayame arrived and my first thought was how tall she was. She smiled nervously at me and made a joke about my haircut. Cigarette butts scatter
underfoot when we walk away. We have shitty coffee at Dotour. She is
graduating art school in the winter. Her first film is finished. She wants
to find an assistant director job. I tell her I am a writer. I pay my bills
working at an elementary school. I teach kids to write stories. She laughs
because I am not the type who looks like a teacher. I worked for a medical
company before. The legal department. That looks right, she says.
We go to an arcade. I hate arcades. She loves them. She loves the taiko

drum game. We play it for a few hours. She has her own drumsticks. I lose
constantly. She has her screen set to difficult. Mine is beginner. Junior
high kids laugh when they see how terribly I do.
She comes home with me. We make out with the window open. It is sweltering even with the air conditioner screaming. Its wail low. Throaty. I
take off her shirt. She stops me there. She is on her period, she says. We
lay in bed and watch movies about Tibet and Spain. She falls asleep beside me. I open my notebook and write. I have been writing a novel about
a fox that pretends to be human. I fall asleep after a few pages. Deep.
Dreamless. Sounds suspended in infinite loops.
I wake up. She leaves for class. I don’t see her again for three weeks. We
send messages. Sometimes call. She is always busy. Graduating. She is
twenty. I am thirty four. We make plans to meet. She comes over the next
night. I cook shrimp pasta while we listen to Voices From The Lake. After
dinner we walk along the riverside. Tokyo isn’t as hot as before. The cicadas are droning. Insect synthesizers. We sit beside the river and smoke
cigarettes. We can see Tokyo Tower and Skytree stretched thin on the
surface. I feel the pulsating buzz of the city. Removed. Distant. She leans
against me.
We go back to my place and fuck. We are sweaty and sore. We take a
shower together. I wash her body and hair. She tries to shave my beard.
Laying in bed we talk about the past. I am divorced. She had a boyfriend.
They broke up before we met. He was a cameraman from Germany. She
thought she was his girlfriend. He was her first. I feel bad for her. A little
jealous. For a long time we watch the lights of Shitamachi across the river
and pretend they are stars low on the horizon. Each one a tone. The city
a song.
I see her again the next weekend. We go to the beach. It is a four-hour
train ride through farmland. The Bōsō peninsula is chaotic. Towns
bloom. Ink spots on a score. She sleeps on the train. Warm light the color
of sunshine through orange soda makes her pale face seem more alive.
Her black hair is purple in bright light. I write. She naps.
The train stops at a small town. One platform. No ticket window. We have
to walk for thirty minutes to find a taxi. The driver takes our bags. Drops
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them in the trunk of his black car. He plays old jazz. Sounds like Joe Pass.
It could have been Kessel. The ride takes less than two minutes. I pay
¥410. Ayame says we should have just walked the rest of the way as if we
knew where we were going.
The inn has four rooms. All sky blue with futons that match. The tatami
floor has turned from spring grass green to dead straw yellow. It crunches.
High hats underfoot. The floor reminds me of a picture I saw as a child in
Tennessee. My grandfather read National Geographic religiously. Ayame
makes the futons. Opens the sliding window. The beach stretches forever.
We sit and listen to the waves. Static hisses. The crackle of my cigarettes.
The high hat crunch of her walking to the toilet. Windchime rattles. Ice
in tea cups.
She comes out of the bathroom naked. I walk over to her and she pushes
me down onto my back. My turn, she says. She rides me. I look away for
a second. She pulls my face back. Eye to eye. We don’t look away. She goes
stiff and my body becomes a roaring chord screaming into the darkness.
She lays down across my chest. Dark hair in waves. Tidal pools on my
chest. I feel myself drip out of her and onto my leg. She falls asleep. Faint
snores. Cat purrs.
I forgot to close the window. Mosquitoes and sun wake us up. The thrum
of their wings is persistent. Ayame takes a shower. Brushes her teeth. I
call down for breakfast only to be told there is a communal dining area.
Breakfast is in an hour. Ayame naps again. I listen for the wind. The wind
is not moving. Seabirds make beeping noises in the distance. I think of
fishermen working lines in the deep waters.
After breakfast we explore the town. There is only a gift shop and a convenience store. Anything else is accessible by car. The inn has a van if we
want to get supplies. I decline. We take a walk on the beach. Small shells.
Faded. Holes bored into them. Parasites. We sit on the edge of the water
and watch the light dance. No clouds. Steady light. The day begins to disappear. We stay until the air becomes chill. Mist forms.
The room is hot. The large window trapped the heat. A maid brings a
course dinner of seafood and local vegetables. They crunch when we bite
them. Satisfying. Loud. We laugh at the sounds of our eating. The maid
T. Ben Bryant
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comes and clears the dishes and sets the futons again. We make love.
Faint light from the moon. Reflected. Filtered by the window. We go for
another walk. Sticking to the tall beach grass that appears fleetingly in the
moonlight. Sometimes I think if I keep walking I can disappear, she says.
Just keep going until I am nothing. I think about disappearing. Fading.
Complete.
We make love again. Our bodies are still sticky from before. We move
slowly. Afraid of daylight. Afraid of becoming nothing. When we finish
Ayame sits under a single lamp and reads a book by Nagai. She tells me
the story but I am not listening. I am thinking of a little girl with brown
hair and pale skin and eyes like her mother but a spirit like my own. I
wonder when I will see her again. I wonder if I will see her again. I almost
cry but stop myself. Ayame asks if I am ok and I lie. The past is what it is.
Japan is what it is.
The next morning we take the van to the platform and board the train.
There are no other passengers. Gears creak. Metal on metal. I see Ayame
off at her station and get back on the train. I don’t see her again for two
months.
My phone buzzes on my desk. Ayame wants to meet. Summer has gone.
Autumn has been forced out. Winter holds the city. It is a dry winter. No
snow. Little rain. A constant cold that seeps through the skin. Clings to
the bones. I meet her in Tsukiji. She is wearing a long black coat. Her
hair disappears into the fabric. She rushes over. Kisses me. Nothing has
changed. She looks tired now. Graduation is next week.
We walk past a large temple that is closed for the evening and to a restaurant owned by a friend. Tsukiji is famous for seafood. This restaurant
serves Italian. We sit at the bar and eat light pastas and drink imported
beer. Ayame laughs more than before. She leans into me. Keeps her head
on my shoulder. Lilac. The music of a busy kitchen. Ayame goes to the restroom. My friend comes over. She is good for you, she says, she is in love
with you. I tell her I am in love with her. She is young, my friend observes,
don’t break her heart. I promise I won’t. Ayame comes back. My friend
tells her jokes about when we were at university together in the States.
Ayame is genuinely surprised when she learns I was in a band. Even more
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surprised to learn we were popular. My friend is surprised that Ayame
has already directed a film.
We leave the restaurant and walk towards the station. We are looping
around the hospital. Always looping. Circling. Infinite.
We go to my place. The underground is a roar. The train emerges. The
silence is intrusive. My station is empty. We make our way under dim
orange lights. Ghost skin. Haunted eyes. Into the night. Shops are closed.
People are inside. Lights spill into the darkness but not onto the street. It
takes ten minutes to reach my apartment. We are freezing.
I turn on the heater. Ayame makes tea. Dark. Bitter. It cuts the chill. A little.
When the room is warmer I turn on the boiler and run some water until it
is hot. We take a shower. Our hands stay on each other. We dry each other
well and lay in the bed. It is warm. It is safe. We kiss each other lightly.
Faces. Hands. Stomachs. Legs. Backs. Our sex is gossamer. Transparent.
Clinging. The world is playing a major chord. She whispers in my ear.
Words that are not words. Sounds ancient. Meanings lost. She drifts off.
I wake up and she is gone. She left a note. She will message me that night.
She does. She has to go home to visit after graduation. I have to work. I
can’t go. Her parents are disappointed. She leaves a few days later.
We message. The messages become less frequent. A beat slowing down.
Three months pass. She wants to meet. She has started a new job. We try
to find time. Our schedules are messy. We message. The messages become
less frequent. Seven months pass. We want to get to the place we were.
She hates her job. She wants to be a film director. She is working at an
advertising firm making coupon layouts. We try to find time. Our schedules are messy. Two years pass. I am lying in bed with a woman I have
been seeing for a few weeks. Ayame wants to meet. We want to get to the
place we were before. We try to find time. Our schedules are messy. We
message.
Outside. The city. The trains. The people. Us. A song. Endlessly looping.
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andrea moorhead
Temptations
If I held the torch any higher
the wind would catch the flames
and carry us all into the air
sweeping cinders and coals
our hair incandescent green
so no one could see us
imagining the air on fire
the clouds burning in a rarified smoke
so sheer so transparent
that our words slip from the tongue
scatter across the sky
if I held the torch any higher
we could see over the buildings
imitate the ancient soothsayers wandering
from cloud to cloud
before the night had finished its rounds.

gary fincke
Appearances
1
I have spent a February evening with ten thousand fist-pumping fans at
the Bryce Jordan Center in State College watching my son play guitar in
a rock band. The show is full of light and fire and smoke and enormous
videos synchronized with the band’s songs. My wife and I have VIP passes,
and we opt to watch from near the stage in a roped off area. The surface we
stand on is hard, and I feel the familiar ache in my legs that comes from
when I suffer through more than forty-five minutes of walking in a mall.
Three hours after the show ends, an hour after falling asleep, I’m
driven awake by the sensation of both legs simultaneously cramping.
Automatically, I bend my feet back and tell myself to relax. After a few
minutes, the sensation dissipates.
In the morning, after I’m on my feet for less than a minute, the backs
of both legs suddenly burst into flame punctuated by electric shocks. I
brace myself against the bathroom wall, but there’s no convincing myself
to relax until I bend over at the waist and the pain slips into a steady discomfort that feels like relief. I know at once that these aren’t ordinary leg
cramps. I limp to the kitchen table and tell my wife I have “issues” with
my legs.
“You fell on the ice last week,” she says. “Maybe you hurt something
besides your head.”
I’d slammed the back of my head against the icy street when my feet
had gone out from under me. For the rest of that day I’d considered going
to the doctor because I thought it was likely I had a concussion, or, in my
imagination, potential bleeding in my brain. A week later, my headaches
have been gone for three days, and now this new leg pain has either been
brought on by the fall or its timing is a sinister coincidence.
Cautiously, I drag myself to two classes that meet in a building close
to my office, but when I leave campus to walk to my car, the pain in
my thighs and calves is so intense I have to hold on to the school’s new
wrought iron fence as if it were a cane, leaning on the railing, measuring
the distance of one hundred yards as if I have the stride of an insect.

My doctor, when I call the following morning, is on vacation, but I
sound so anxious that her receptionist makes me an appointment with
another physician for the next day. That doctor, echoing my wife, believes
I’ve injured my spine, but she doesn’t know just how. She writes me a prescription for a muscle relaxer and sends me for an X-ray.
I tell myself I am needlessly worrying, that the pills I’ve just begun
swallowing will soon make the pain a memory. Then I do some online research about what might cause my pain besides trauma. The alternatives
are nearly uniformly appalling.
Nerve Damage
One kind of damage can generate an array of symptoms—sensitivity, pain,
tingling, burning, numbness. Another kind produces weakness, muscle atrophy, twitching, paralysis. There are causes from probable to unlikely:
trauma, compression, poor nutrition, lupus, MS, diabetes, cancer, ALS,
Guillain-Barré Syndrome. Treatments vary. So do results. There is the
chance of spontaneous recovery. In one of three cases, the cause of nerve
damage will remain unknown.
Walking holds the threat of embarrassment. Stooped, I don’t want to
be seen. I ride the elevator to my second-floor classroom, relieved to be
alone, but when the door opens, two of my students are nearby. Immediately, I am certain they suspect I rode the elevator because of my advanced age. I am sixty-four.
“You need to get over yourself,” my wife says, which makes perfect
sense. Until I leave the house.
I welcome pushing a grocery cart because then I have an excuse to lean
and take pressure off my spine. At home, I look like my father at the dinner table, finding some comfort in leaning on one elbow. In restaurants, I
sit up and suffer.
2
I pass the X-ray test, but on muscle relaxers, my IQ seems to plummet. The
associative thinking I rely on in my workshop classes is slowed so much
or stopped altogether that I have to explain what I am taking and settle
for hours of unremarkable discussions. A few days into taking the muscle
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relaxers I roll over in bed and feel what I believe to be my entire network
of nerves light up from head to toe, becoming one of those “system” transparencies of the body in an anatomy book. It takes me an hour of concentration to convince myself I’m not dying. In the morning, calmer, I make
an appointment with an orthopedic specialist.
Twenty-five years ago, shortly after I began teaching at the university
where I work, a colleague confided to me at a party, “Since you’re as much
of a hypochondriac as I am, here’s a story you’ll enjoy.”
I thought he’d mistaken me for someone else. Sure, I’d told him I had
asthma sufficient to force me to a few emergency rooms, dozens of allergies, and a chronic, worsening problem with my knee, but he plunged
right in. “Proust had asthma,” he began, and I knew where I’d made my
mistake. Now he was elaborating, explaining how Proust had his bedroom lined with cork, that he kept the drapes drawn and burned “medicinal powder” to create a fog of relief. “He spent practically all of his time in
there,” my colleague said. “You’d have loved this guy.”
“Maybe so,” I said, but I didn’t admit I’d never read Proust. All I needed was for that colleague to add me to some list he’d made of badly read
aspiring writers.
“You know,” he finally said, “I’m forty-seven years old. I’m getting up
there,” and I tried to hide my astonishment that he wasn’t fifty-seven or
even older. That colleague was only nine years older than I was, but he
carried himself like my father, stooped, watching his feet as if every surface was covered with a scattering of marbles. It explained, I thought, how
much he enjoyed any sign of my weaknesses.
Five years later, when my daughter was in high school, the biology teacher who served as the cross-country coach shot and killed himself after being arrested for having sex with dozens of his students while
they were enrolled. Among the letters to the editor published in the local
newspaper in the aftermath of the arrest and suicide was one written by
the daughter of my Proust-story colleague.
The teacher, she wrote, had comforted her in his car after she was upset about her performance in a cross-country race. “It was more than
my running,” she wrote. “I was sixteen. I was miserable about a hundred
things, and when he hugged me I felt happy. And then he kissed me and
said, ‘Doesn’t that feel nice,’ and it did, in a way, and then he opened my
blouse and told me how beautiful I was, that I should be happy to have
such wonderful breasts, that they were a gift, and then he raped me.”
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The teacher, she went on, had been raping students for several years.
“I knew,” she wrote. “Everybody knew.” Which was what my daughter,
nine years younger than my colleague’s daughter, echoed when the news
broke: “Dad, trust me. Everybody knew.”
3
In the waiting room of the orthopedic center I count three sets of crutches,
two wheelchairs, and one awful wheelbarrow that holds a man with no
legs who uses a language exclusively of vowels that he bellows at tropical
fish that swim in a corner tank. For five minutes, while no one is called,
he shouts at the fish. Everyone in the room listens, their magazines limp
in their hands.
When I stand, unaided, after my name is announced, I feel as if I am
envied. When I take tentative, but steady steps, jealousy wheezes behind
me. I walk through a door before I stoop and gasp, the woman who called
me already out of sight around a corner. I press both hands against the
wall until the steady deep ache of discomfort replaces the electricity of
pain. In this small privacy, it is my story again, the one with a suppressed
whimper. Through that wall my fingers can almost hear a flood of those
vowels. I restart my fiery legs.
I’ve barely begun my description of pain when the physician’s assistant
who greets me smiles and says, “It sounds as if the dogs are barking.”
I dislike him immediately. I try to tell him every symptom in detail,
but before I finish, he begins a cursory test of muscle strength and flexibility. Less than ten minutes after I’ve entered the examination room, he
writes me a prescription. “This should do the trick until the inflammation
recedes.”
By now I hate him. If there’s a “real doctor” working at the orthopedic
center, I don’t spend a moment with him.
While waiting in line to co-pay and make a future appointment, my
legs hurt so intensely that I drag a chair from the waiting room to where
the receptionist is dealing with patients who are leaving. “Are you in discomfort?” she says.
“More like agony,” I say, and I lean forward in that chair, staring at the
carpet as if I’m inspecting it for an infestation of tiny insects.
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Vicodin
Vicodin may be habit forming. It may tempt others, so keep it secure. Tell
your doctor if you drink more than three alcoholic beverages per day. Vicodin may impair your thinking and reactions. Side effects are fainting, confusion, fear, seizures, unusual thoughts. An overdose will harm your liver.
The first signs of overdose are nausea, sweating, confusion, weakness. Later
there is stomach pain, dark urine, yellowing of the skin. Take Vicodin exactly as prescribed. An overdose can be fatal.
4
Eight years after the suicide of the high school student seducer, my colleague invites me to his sixtieth birthday party. As he greets me, he says,
“We’re glad she’s here. She’s had some problems.” As if he expects me to
intuit everything, he uses only pronouns and “daughter” when he speaks.
What I do know is that she is married now, but her husband isn’t there.
She seems to be on some sort of mood-leveler, greeting everyone while
seated on a chair as if she’s in a receiving line at a funeral. Her younger
sister acts as the emcee when the time comes, telling stories, asking her
parents to speak, working the crowd for sentiment. But she, who for a year
babysat my three children, never rises from her chair and never speaks.
5
I exhaust my prescription of Vicodin and a few vials of anti-inflammatories.
I see another doctor who adds spinal stenosis to the diagnosis and arranges for physical therapy. Regardless of appearances, I ride that school elevator. I park in the handicapped zone. I lean on anything solid, and my wife
stops telling me to sit up straight at the dinner table. March withers until
its shadow goes out.
One night I dream my mother, already dead at my age, unclasping her
beaded purse as if entering my house requires a ticket. For twenty-three
years, she says, she’s carried the proper ID for pain, waiting to hand it
over, and now she’s heard that my body has become crippled. She shakes
my clipped hair and nails from her purse, spelling my name with her
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finger in the thick dust of me. She asks me to moan my symptoms. Lie
down, she says. In two places, she ties her green hospital gown behind
me. There, she says, now finish undressing. And yes, she examines me,
saying, “Relax now, close your eyes. This is where the past ends.”
When I wake and try to walk, there are knots in both calves, as if I’d
just risen after cramping. I try to walk off the pain in the dark, and the
near future looms like one of those Dickens spirits. Tomorrow, he says.
Imagine. The following day, much worse. The clot of the next hour forms
in the deep veins of my leg. Caution blinks on like a timed night-light.
In the living room of unable-to-sleep, the near future stands so close
he can overhear my breath as I move to the window where the drapes
leave space for an eye. He adores my softened chest of interrupted fitnessroom exercise, the flaccid muscles nudging the small, unsteady steps. He
loves the stooped beauty of decline as I limp from one night-light to the
next.
Therapy
Every movement is a child’s, knees near the chest, six variations of stretching
to the therapist’s jazz of optimism, each of his riffs so simple it terrifies. In
the next room, a woman moans while waiting. Weeks from now paces by
the display of canes. Months from now sleeps sitting in a chair. Years from
now, in stays and corset, swoons into the spine. When the legs flutter like
insect wings, the room thrums. Distance is inches. Self-pity’s caught breath
nearly shrieks.
6
In South Carolina for my annual spring break golf trip, I tell my friend
about my problems. “The weather’s good,” he says. “Do what you can.”
Carts are required, and for once I don’t complain. A third player named
Lou joins us, but though he looks to be our age, he drives his cart directly to the senior tee, twenty yards closer to the first hole’s par four green.
On the tee, swishing his driver back and forth like he’s fanning the ball,
he looks smaller than he had when we were introduced, hunched over,
decrepit.
His drive is straight, landing in the fairway between the traps on either
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side, but I am absorbed by how slowly he makes his way back to his cart.
He seems to shuffle.
I swing carefully, anticipating agony, but the pain that flares down the
backs of my legs feels tolerable. A minute later Lou points at where my
ball lies in the short rough thirty yards behind his. “It’s a good lie,” he
says, and though he’s right, I begin to dislike him, and that anger increases with every shot I hit shorter than Lou until I overswing on the fourth
hole and aggravate discomfort into pain. Since he isn’t using the same tee
box, he doesn’t hear me complain to my friend.
“Back behind you a ways,” he says, as my friend and I drive along the
left rough looking for my ball. Now I hate him.
7
A few years after my colleague’s birthday party, his older daughter is dead,
a suicide. My wife and I sit through a memorial service in his church, one
full of the pomp of medieval ceremony, an hour of ritual and incense and
the intermittent ringing of bells. A minister wearing an ornate robe who
holds a gold-edged Bible over his head as he moves from place to place on
the chancel. Who kisses it before he opens it to read.
Afterwards, in the church’s community room, there is a covered-dish
meal served by volunteers from the congregation. I have a noticeable
limp from my recent knee surgery, but my colleague says nothing about
it when he sits beside my wife and me and offers that his daughter had
been struggling for years. Before he leaves the table, he tells us how much
his daughter enjoyed babysitting our children. There’s no mention of her
high school rape, which must have happened during her tenure of taking
care of our three children.
“Looking back,” he says, “I never imagined.”
8
I begin to listen to the tingling in my fingers when I slouch even a few degrees. I evaluate whether it is fatigue or muscle weakness I sense in my legs.
You’re the wrong sex and age for that, my doctor says, when I suggest
MS after she asks what I worry my symptoms might mean. When I men-
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tion Lou Gehrig’s disease, she shakes her head, embarrassed, I think, even
to provide answers to what she considers to be self-pitying fantasies.
As the weather warms, I play golf on courses near my home with a
swing so limited someone watching from a distance would think I was
playing on a par three course. I gain accuracy, but the idea of playing
from the senior tees is one I equate with giving up the game. Riding, however, is a necessity. I put aside my contempt for golf carts and rent one
without hesitation.
The lawn that surrounds my house, ordinarily about a fifty-minute
chore, is now a job that requires three days of twenty-minute shifts. I discover that the garbage can has wheels and roll it to the curb like a child.
I carry grocery bags one at a time, always in the stooped posture of a
comic-book crone.
One night what wakens me is a dream of dust bursting from my back
like the manifestation of an incubus. I am afraid to reach behind me. The
darkness is a clock. My mother, appears again, this time walking off her
pain by pacing in the guest room.
Outside, at 3:42, one house is bright so early it must be lit by carelessness. The phone displays a predator’s heartless eye.
Lying on my side, both legs curled up into the position of least discomfort, I remember how my father suggested, when I faced knee surgery,
to crawl backwards down the stairs, that living alone like he did meant
there were no witnesses to his body’s decline. His knees whisper until he
smothers them with his hands. He collapses to a gurney.
I haven’t tumbled down the stairs, not yet. I’ve been so careful with descent that I can repeat one set of pains for weeks before something worse
replaces it. I shuffle, hands outstretched. Now I am the neighbor watched
from windows, a name chosen for me from the list of uncomfortable
words. In the stooped world, each thing has a shadow.
The Pain Scale
From 0 to 7, the imaginable ones:
No pain. Very mild. Discomforting. Tolerable. Distressing. Very distressing. Intense. Very Intense.
From 8–10:
Utterly horrible. Excruciating/Unbearable. Unimaginable/Unspeakable.
From examination to examination, counting down from very intense to
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distressing, my body adjusts from the open mouth of agony to the grimace of resignation.
“Experience is the best teacher.” My father must have repeated that
hundreds of times, and what I am being taught is the extent of my vanity. It isn’t about whether or not I am handsome. It’s about whether I look
younger than my age. That I am robust, maybe even somehow sexy. But
instead of looking ten years younger than my age, I think I look ten years
older. No, that isn’t accurate. I simply look my age, grandfatherly and a bit
infirm.
In the fitness room, I glance at myself when I pass the panels of mirrors that line one wall. I evaluate my posture, disgusted by how self-aware
I have become, but I am unable to resist looking. I consider whether or
not I have always been this way, and that it has taken chronic pain to
make my absurdity clear.
9
By the end of April standing builds pain behind my eyes sufficient enough
to gobble memory. My prescriptions are recycled like bottles and cans. A
chorus of “As Needed” is sung in harmony by vials. The house expands. It
holds the unanswered riddles of heavy rubbish untended. The yard’s roots
seem to be aroused by neglect. Supported by a cartel of weeds, disintegration postures like a dictator. At its top, the weeping birch dies off into a
wispy omen. I imagine that strangers, driving past, ask each other, “Who
lives here?”
One answer that occurs to me: If a man fears walking, he hears fumbling at his locked door. If he leans heavily on the kitchen counter, he sees
the prowler near the garage. If he pours water into a glass, watching over the
lip as he swallows, he knows the stranger is deciding how much he is worth.
I remember how my mother, unaided, walked to her bed where, an
hour later, she died. I remember how, behind his locked door, my father
fell from his wheelchair, choosing privacy over rescue. I make an appointment with a pain management clinic. They promise a strong likelihood of
relief if I’m injected with steroids at the base of my spine.
I shuffle to the elevator that rises to where syringes grow like the green
onions my father salted like hard-boiled eggs. When the man who prepares me for the epidural I’ve agreed to try discovers I am a writer, he tells
me he’s written a book, too. His is about his service in Vietnam. There’s a
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copy propped up on his desk. “It prepares you for this sort of thing,” he
says, and I don’t encourage him to elaborate.
Epidural
An iodine wash. A bee sting. Some pressure followed by a rush of warmth
through the legs receding into the promise of relief. Side effects? Not many
and very remote. The worst headache of your life, not life threatening. Sudden dizziness and weakness, an alarm you need to answer. A number to call
for further instructions. It is twenty-four to forty-eight hours, on average,
for improvement. Up to a week for some. If you are unchanged, there’s surgery, the last resort of the knife.
10
The next morning, I move carefully, listening to my body. Nothing flashes
down my legs. I lengthen my stride. Being ordinary brings a tentative joy
that doesn’t last past a session of trimming shrubbery.
Six weeks later, I manage to say, “noticeable improvement” after a second shot. Because I cannot have another shot for at least six months, I use
that generalization in spite of not having a moment without discomfort.
There are strange mornings when my bare feet, numb through sole and
heel, can’t remember the small wounds of the wooden floor. But now, as if
declaring myself cured, I mow my lawn shirtless in one continuous fiftyminute sweep. For that work, and for every other exertion, I spend twenty
minutes with ice applied to my lower back.
My wife invites my colleague, now retired, to my surprise birthday
party. I haven’t seen him for six months, but now, when he enters the
restaurant, he uses a cane, his face gray, his body shrunk, even his voice
gone to near whisper. It’s almost impossible, at the crowded table, to hear
anything he says, but I concentrate, saying nothing about my persistent
back pain. When he is the first to leave, his wife helps him stand, and he
leans on her and his cane. I can’t take my eyes off the stop and start of his
shuffling.
Afterwards, when I examine my face, I look so much the same that I
am ashamed of my anxiety, but it doesn’t keep me from going online to
do more research, this time for a definitive attempt at becoming pain free.
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Surgery
The back muscles, because they run vertically at the incision, can be moved
instead of cut. After access is gained, the nerve root is gently moved, disc
material removed. Though the success rate is more than 90%, some patients
have a recurrence of pain. As for any surgery, there are risks and complications: a dural tear, bleeding, infection, incontinence, nerve root damage. The
last two are quite serious, but they remain rare.
I ask one doctor about the risk scale for surgery, whether there is a poster
with numbers and corresponding expressions of happiness and despair.
“One with a zero for success,” I say. “And a ten for paralysis.”
“That’s your imagination run wild,” he says, and we move on to routine
discussion of progress versus setback.
11
Two months after my birthday party, I attend my colleague’s memorial
service. Once again, a minister kisses an oversized ornate Bible and carries
it face-high. This time a second minister brandishes a glittering cross.
Leaning on the pew in front of me, I manage to stand with the congregation through a lengthy series of readings and prayers. The minister
reveals that my colleague wanted nothing said about his life during the
service.
Now it is an ordinary church service, and when the congregation
kneels on command, I sit and search for one more person like myself,
finding the woman who had entered earlier by using a walker. Eventually,
nearly everyone rises, row by row, to take communion accompanied by
serious sprays of incense.
After the service, when I embrace my colleague’s widow, she is so thin
in my arms that I am certain there is horror in her weightlessness.
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hannah marshall
For the Makers
In the morning, the studio clings
to July’s fever, plump with rain.
My father switches on the air, set to 80.
It grumbles and drums across large wood tables.
The concrete floor echoes—
chipped red paint and clay dust—as he listens
to the news on an old boombox,
as he ties on his denim apron.
Ground, body, hand, light,
heat, color, stoneware.
The sun yowls through the large windows,
along shelves lined with greenware, patient as martyrs
for the furnace. The kiln room is always hot
and dry, no matter the forecast.
This is what you have in common
with potters and prehistoric mammals,
with the cup holding your coffee: bones
which scaffold living mud,
my flesh and yours
consumed each day we live,
becoming other vessels, the dust of making
scattered all over the floor,
working its way into the cotton of our t-shirts,
entering our lungs
and exiting as sound and moisture.
The potter shapes the mire to nourish.
You clasp the history of the ground beneath you.

All of this: fettling knife and leather-hard tumbler,
glaze-dipped bowls, powders for mixing slip,
the bubble wrap rolls on the packing table, the cracked
Open sign in the gallery—all is filmed
with the ancient mud of making.
The pots are cooling now, and my father runs a rough hand
over the satin glaze, imagines the bowl
filled with fruit, your hand reaching in.
What you hold becomes the architecture of roots,
your hand the supple green shoot.
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Before Flight
He’s reading a chapter on “Self-Efficacy and Reflective Optimism.”
She reads a punny poem called “Trouble.” The rain is soft around
the porch where they sit, two citronella candles wafting smoky repellent around their plastic Adirondack chairs. It’s July, a Monday,
and Hurricane Barry threatens tropical storms tomorrow, even this
far north. Mist blows in upon her pages, limping them, shivering
the skin of her bare arms, her toes. Tomorrow, perhaps, a flood. And
what’s for lunch? It’s almost noon; she has a shift at the library soon.
He must finish his lesson plans for the August term class. She plucks
a bloom from the geranium, goes inside to put it in a glass jar. She
leaves the book of poetry on the coffee table, the words still twisting
about her fingers as she trims the flower, sets the jar on the bathroom counter. Lunch will be sandwiches, and leftover pizza, and
cantaloupe, and celery. August will be hot, and soon. Their daughter
makes a blanket fort in the back bedroom with her aunt (the cool
one). They make friendship bracelets and eat plastic grapes, drink
air from small green teacups. The house holds all scars at bay, with
trepidation, a precarious pinking around its gutters, slick with water dripping off the pine. In the attic, the bats sleep. Their young
breathe quick gulps, dream of flight through cucumber gardens and
cornfields, their wings brushing through clouds of gnats, floral reverberations of lightning bugs, mosquitoes, long fields of reflected
light, days growing imperceptibly shorter, cooler, as the children all
sharpen their number 2 pencils, try on new shoes at Payless. The
parents set aside their books to cook beans and rice, to make mint
tea, and draw baths, and cut tags from the kids’ new, white socks.
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Dream Therapy
I lose much to the landscape of night.
Asleep, I’ve lost my husband many times.
I’ve lost years. I’ve stood in high school hallways
and lost my education. I’ve fallen down
the carpeted stairs in my grandmother’s house
again and again, tumbling soft as cotton.
I’ve lost all reason. I’ve lost the reason to trust
and the reason to try—I’ve lost
my virginity and my religion.
I’ve lost the meaning of each word,
like underwater voices striking my ear
in a slosh of silence. I’ve never lost my teeth.
At night, they grow larger in each dream,
pushing back my lips, a bone lily blooming.
My sixth-grade braces pop their bands,
the wires pull and snap and I am all teeth, no sharp edges.
I am filed and harmless, and I’ve lost my tongue
in whitening worry.
The dentist never comes to save me
with his novocaine and drill,
my mouth expanding to devour my whole body,
consumed but for a hand fluttering useless
in front of an overgrown incisor
as if to hide the silence of my blank monsters.
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elsa nekola
White Birch Winter
Ellis would never hire a guy—not for anything, not even now that the
roof is caving in. I drive to his house on a wet, chilly December Sunday,
when he should be at church, so I can have a look around.
He lives at the end of a long gravel road in a turn-of-the-century farmhouse, guarded by tall pines and blue spruces, a small creek running under glossy shards of ice. There’s a snowmobile by the garage under a ratty
tarp, an empty chicken coop my mother built when she lived here, a tire
swing filled with snow that surely no child has used in fifty years. Pulling
up, I can’t help but think this place looks hollow and neglected, but who
am I to judge? I’m living no better, and I am, as my mother says, in my
peak years of life.
His truck is parked in the yard, boot prints in the snow leading to the
cement-block steps. The hinge on the screen door is still broken, like it
was a month ago, like it was a decade ago. I remove my mitten and knock.
I wonder if he’ll recognize me, want to talk today.
He appears behind the door, squints at me. “Jean,” he says. “What
brings you over on a Sunday morning?”
“I just stopped by to say hello.”
He lets me in, and I’m almost knocked out by the smells of turpentine and linseed oil. The kitchen table is scattered with paints—not house
paints, but specialty Dutch oil paints, rolls of canvas, a hammer, nails,
ragged scraps of sandpaper and wood.
“Watch your step,” he says.
“You’re not at Trinity,” I say. I pull out a chair, but the open tool box is
on the seat, and I don’t want to move his things. Despite the mess, I trust
that he has a system.
“My back’s been acting up. I can’t sit in them pews.” He shuffles to the
stove. “I’ve got some coffee percolating.”
He hands me a mug of coffee, thick and pungent as the oil coating his
brushes and rags. “My granny used to put a whole egg in her coffee,” he
says. “Shell and all. I don’t do things the old way anymore.”
The turpentine will go to my head before the coffee does.
“Can I open a window for a few minutes?”
He props open the back door, and there’s an orange tabby outside with

a stump for a tail, too hungry to be spooked away. He opens a can of tuna
and leaves out milk in a metal bowl. I want to tell him to just bring the cat
in, that it would be good company.
“The thing’s probably cold,” I say.
His eyes are fixed on some distant thing, or on nothing at all. It’s hard
to tell from their cloudiness. “What if it lives another ten, fifteen years?”
he says. “I don’t want that much commitment.”
When his eyes refocus, he almost seems startled. I do resemble her, my
mother. He never was quite sure where, or why, she’d gone.

#
Ten years ago, my mother wrote a letter, and left Ellis in the night. She
told me she couldn’t face his indifference, that she might have waited until
morning to leave if it meant he’d have begged her to stay. She lives on a
commune now, down in the bluffs near the La Crosse River. To this day
I can’t figure out why she married him, why he married her. Now I’m responsible for him, and I don’t take that lightly. He doesn’t have anyone
else.
I had visited Ellis and my mother over the five years they were together, but I still can’t stir up her image in his house. I can’t see her hunched
over the sink, the sink built low to accommodate his first wife. I can’t see
her by the wood stove, feeding kindling to its iron mouth. She had spent
long Saturdays patching up the peeling paint on the walls, setting mouse
traps in all the corners of the house, stuffing garbage bags with musty
newspapers. All I see of her now are remnants of spackling paste on the
dull cream wall.
“The house reeked of mothballs and his dead wife,” my mother once
said. “And I could never get the smell out, no matter how much vinegar I
used.”

#
The truth now: I had left my husband, too.
I arrived in White Birch with the fall colors and now the landscape is
a limited palette, white and muted and marked with tree silhouettes. I
live in a tiny, run-down vacation home on a lake small enough to walk
across in winter. I rent this place from a man who owns three taverns and
two resorts in the area. I think about the man, mostly because he is the
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only man I know around here besides Ellis, and when I drop off my rent
checks I make as much small talk as possible because I might not see him
for another month. His hair is wispy and blond as though bleached by
the sun, even though daylight has been scarce for months now. I wish to
myself that he’ll take an interest in me and at least offer to introduce me
to some folks.
Never mind that he has a wife and a family of his own. I’ve learned that
these things don’t always matter.
On Sundays I notice an elderly couple snowshoeing across my lake
during the time that everyone else is presumably in church. I watch them.
Sometimes they hold hands.
Through my binoculars, I try to see the people in the cabins across
the lake, eating supper, playing cribbage, watching movies. I’m becoming
more and more like Ellis and I’m barely thirty. My mother must have felt
the effects of isolation so severely that she had to live on a commune to
get it out of her system.
I have to admit, I feel a bit desperate at times.

#
When I arrive at Ellis’s the following weekend, he’s wandering the yard,
poking at the snow with the handle-end of a shovel.
“Did you lose something?”
“Oh, just my keys.”
“Are you locked out?” I say, but then I see the door is cracked open.
“Keys to the pickup,” he says.
“Supposed to snow more tonight,” I say. “We’d better find them now.”
The porch light is burnt out and the sky is darkening. It’s almost four.
I don’t tell Ellis he shouldn’t drive, not anymore. I tried, and he forgot,
and I hate to be redundant. But what if he skids on black ice? Or can’t see
the difference between the white road and the frozen lake? I have real
concerns.
He doesn’t need the keys, but I look anyway. If I get them back to him,
maybe he’ll feel some sense of control. This is how I justify looking when
I should be doing other things, like finding work.
“You sure they’re out here?” I ask.
“I dunno. They could be in the house.” He continues to walk over the
same spots he’s already checked.
I go inside. The kitchen doesn’t smell of turpentine today, but whole
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wheat toast and peanut butter. Wisconsin Public Television is on in the
living room, some show about gardening, plant hardiness zones and climate change, Ellis’s recliner positioned in front of the boxy set. I open the
refrigerator. My niece told me they kept keys in the butter compartment,
and if her family did it, maybe other people did, too. Ridiculous. No butter in there, either, just expired packets of ketchup.
Squirrels wrestle and scratch up above, then jump from the roof onto
the great white oak outside Ellis’s kitchen window. I feel a draft on my
neck and shoulders and hear the wind rattling the house’s layers. Someday I will fix the leaks in the roof.

#
By mid-January, snow has accumulated on top of the house, and the weak
roof can’t withstand the weight much longer. The fall had been exceptionally rainy; Ellis had placed buckets all over the house to collect cold rainwater, emptied them ritualistically on the same slick spot visited by the
stray cat. The rain turned to snow in December and hasn’t stopped falling
since. Layers of snow coat the roof—packed, soft, icy, hard, packed, soft
again—and it won’t move for months unless the roof goes with it. I will
have to hire a guy.
Another day, another visit to Ellis’s. I’m here to tell him not all change
is bad, that his safety is important. I step onto the concrete-block steps
and notice the keys to his pickup, sticking out of the snow next to an empty terra cotta planter. I hook my finger through the cold ring and clutch
the keys in my hand. Now I have to decide whether to tell him I’ve found
the keys, or keep them, so he won’t be tempted to leave.
Inside, he has finally finished building a new easel.
“What do you think?”
I say, “Awfully ambitious of you.”
I convince him to go down to Bear Tracks Diner for a cup of coffee and
a slice of pie. Part of me wants to take him out in public so the townspeople know he’s still alive. It brings them peace, I think, even if they never
bother to talk to him. Maybe that’s selfish of me, of them. Ellis is oblivious
to my motives.
Henrietta Mikkelsen approaches our table and asks how Ellis is doing.
She says that her husband, who had worked for Anderson Lumber Company along with Ellis, died in his sleep two weeks ago.
“Well, that’s too darn bad,” Ellis says. He continues to eat his cherry
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pie. I thought he’d have a stronger reaction to the death of someone he’d
known for decades, but he continues to surprise me with his disinterest.
My mother once said, “His indifference isn’t casual, it’s in his bones.”
Henrietta says, “Yes. Thank you,” and squeezes Ellis’s hand, a touch he
doesn’t reciprocate. She walks back to her empty booth and spreads jelly
on her toast.
“How’s your pie?”
“Fine,” he says, his face unchanged.
He had worked for Anderson Lumber Company for forty years. “I
wouldn’t wish that work on anyone,” he says, because now he needs a
back brace.
I just say, “Mm.” People up north can say “Mm” and it’s okay. There
don’t always need to be words.

#
He took up painting later in life when his eyes began to go cloudy from
glaucoma. Maybe he is trying to preserve his sense of color and texture by
creating it himself.
His paintings are good, but he never shows anyone his work. I imagine
he’ll die with those paintings in a closet. I’ll probably take a few of them.
My favorite is of a paper birch tree in winter—stark and white, with silent
purpose. There are so many birch trees up here, but that doesn’t mean one
should not be painted by itself and noticed for what it is.

#
I go to Bear Tracks Diner by myself. I chat up the waiter, but he’s shy, and
when he finally looks me in the eye I realize he’s too young to consider
handsome. I order a milkshake—silly because it’s freezing outside. Then I
order a steak that comes out bloody, but I’m happy to eat it.
“A dessert first kind of girl,” he says. It should be a joke but doesn’t
come out that way. I can’t read the people here, which is odd because I am
one of them.

#
The landlord’s name is Daryl; his wife’s name is Cathy. When I drop off
February rent, he is home by himself and I invite him over for a cup of
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coffee. We trudge through the snow, over a path made of my boot prints,
towards the lake.
“I haven’t been inside this cabin for a while,” he says. “I like what you’ve
done.”
“I haven’t done much.”
Most of my things are still in southern Wisconsin with Robert. I’d
made a bookshelf from a peach crate, hung my clothing on wooden dowel rods, slept on a mattress on the floor. The place is stuffy with cedar
smoke and the smell of mulled wine. I eat poorly; I haven’t taken up ice
fishing so I don’t have anything fresh, and the vegetables are wilted and
out of season. I offer Daryl some shortbread crackers with his coffee. He
sits on my rickety wooden chair and I sit on the bed. The place is so small
that when I stretch my legs out in front of me, our toes touch. He brings
the mug to his lips and steam circles his face.
“So you’re from Madison,” he says.
“I used to live there. But I’m from here.”
“White Birch?”
“No, not White Birch, but I’m from up north. A town called Little Norway Falls, east of here.”
“I don’t see young women living up here by themselves very often.
Maybe never. In fact, I think you’re the first one. You’re like a pioneer. You
cut your own wood? You know, I could do that for you.”
He’s trying to be cute but it embarrasses me.
“I’m not a pioneer,” I say. “And I’ve been cutting wood since I was ten.”
After the coffee we drink a few beers and share a mug of mulled wine
and he tells me about his three sons—hockey players—and the time
Cathy’s dad caught a sixty-pound muskellunge. He tells me the turnover
at his tavern is high, that employees don’t want to stay past summer, that
the tourists go back to the cities—a blessing and a curse.
“Well, I need a job,” I say.
“Tips might start out slow for you, but if you stay for the summer—”
I want him to keep talking. Then I want him to stop talking, so I nudge
his foot with mine. I nod at his words and get under the covers, my eyelids heavy from drink.
“Are you going to sleep?” he says.
“No.”
He doesn’t understand. He says goodnight and leaves, stumbling a bit
outside the door. I rest my head down, my chest aching. My vision’s blurry from the wine, and I lick the shortbread crumbs softly from my fingers.
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A moment later I hear the crunch of returning footsteps in the snow
outside my cabin, and a moment after that he’s in my arms.

#
I wake in the morning muttering our names. Jean and Robert. Robert and
Jean. We had been married six months before a voice told me to leave. It
sounded like my mother’s voice, then my sister’s, then like Robert himself.
The voice would appear like the last smolder in a wood stove, the one that
burns on and on and keeps you from sleep.

#
Groundhog Day. Trees line the road, creating shadows as they sway. The
pines and blue spruces shed snow in clumps; the snow smacks against my
windshield like a dozen aimless birds. When I arrive at Ellis’s, he hands me
a cup of lukewarm coffee. Any substance above freezing feels like a gift.
“My granny used to put a whole egg in her coffee,” he tells me again.
“I’m here to shovel,” I say.
“Lotta snow out there. Don’t hurt yourself.”
“How was your weekend?” I ask him.
“Oh, just fine.” He returns to the living room. The weather channel is
on, threatening a blizzard. A blizzard will surely cause the roof to cave in.
After all this time, Ellis still never asks about my mother. Does he
know what she’s up to? Does he care?
I walk outside and look up at the sagging roof again. I imagine this
old farmhouse caving in on itself, Ellis buried in debris. I imagine his oily
rags catching fire and the whole damn place going up in flames. I imagine
the chicken coop and tire swing in another fifty years, untouched by anything but weather. I can’t take it anymore.
I go to the garage and find the tallest ladder and a push broom. I will
clear the roof myself, and forget about hiring a guy. I know where the roof
is weak, and those are spots I can avoid.
When I get to the top, I throw myself on and nearly slide off. The new
snow is slick, and what’s underneath has iced over. I hold onto the roof
with one arm and move the push broom with the other. The bristles are
too soft, not stiff enough to loosen the ice, but the light snow lifts in a
whirlwind, circling my head like angry smoke.
I did not think this through. Snow starts to fly. Clumps fall from the
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roof, whooshing like laundry falling down a chute. The lighter snow is
thrust back at me by the wind. I squint, turn my head. Even on this cloudcovered day, the whiteness of the snow hurts my eyes.
I glance down at the cement-block steps and think that if I fell, I could
easily hit my head on them, and all this snow would turn bright red and
wet, as if a deer had been gutted. I remember Ellis’s reaction to Frank
Mikkelsen’s death—his straight face, more interested in the pie in front of
him than exchanging kind words with Frank’s widow. He knew Frank for
forty years, and I was only his stepdaughter for five.
And I do slip. It happens so quickly that I hit the ground with a thud
before I can blink. My heart pounds in my throat, like pulsing hands
strangling me. I wait to see the blood, wait for the pain to hit, but I’ve
missed the cement block steps and landed on the snow-covered lawn. I
groan. I’ll be sore and bruised tomorrow. My front teeth have sliced the
tip of my tongue.
Ellis appears in the doorway. “What are you doing on the ground,
Jean?”
I try to catch my breath but it escapes me in metallic-smelling puffs. “I
fell off the roof,” I say.
“What were you doing up there, then?”
“I was trying to help.” My words are wispy and seem to float away.
“Don’t bother with that,” he says. “I told you not to hurt yourself on my
account.”
He stands for a moment, watching as I struggle to compose myself, to
get up. Then he turns around and vanishes into the house like dust—a
dust that will soon settle, a thin film that can be brushed away so easily,
or, even more easily, cling to everything for years.

#
I decide to get out of the north woods for a while. I drive to the commune
where my mother lives, Valley of Peace and Good Will. The winter hasn’t
stopped them from working, and my mother is making a dozen loaves of
bread to sell at a farmers market in Trempealeau County.
“I never know if I should look them in the eye or not,” she says, referring to the Amish, who sell pies and jams at the market. “I don’t want to
offend them.”
“Of course you can look them in the eye,” I say. “They’re people.”
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I walk over to hug my mother, my back stiff and hunched forward. My
jaw is set in pain, as though I’m mulling over an agonizing question.
“The heck happened to you?” she asks, rubbing floury fingers all over
my shoulders and back.
“I slipped on some ice,” I say. Then I tell her I’ve been living in White
Birch.
“Why?” she says. “I couldn’t wait to get out of that place.”
“No one seems to remember me there, or you,” I say. “If you weren’t
there for decades, it’s like you were never there at all.”
“How is he?” she asks me. “Have you seen him?”
I don’t tell her that I see him almost every week.
“He needs help,” I say. “Can’t see for shit, can’t remember for shit. But
he makes beautiful paintings.”
“Paintings?” she laughs. “Are we talking about Ellis?”
“I don’t see what’s so funny. They’re not bad, Mom.”
She continues to laugh, and her curls bounce around her crinkled eyes.
“You never knew him very well, Jean. Besides, I was asking about your
husband. Robert. Have you been down to Madison to see him?”
The plaque on her cabin says Maureen Lindberg—Ellis’s last name,
which isn’t legally hers anymore. When I ask her about it she says, “I have
to keep some sort of anonymity around here, don’t I?”

#
Two days later I’m north again. Ellis has brought the stray cat indoors and
is feeding her packets of powdered coffee creamer from the diner mixed
with tap water.
“I’ll buy milk,” I offer. “And cat food.”
“Okay,” he says. I can’t tell if he’s smiling or if it’s a shadow, and he
needs a shave.

#
One month later Ellis dies in his sleep. Spring is almost here, but the
ground and lakes and roads are still frozen over. I’m late on my rent and
too upset to face Daryl.
I had seen Ellis a few days before. Nothing had changed. He hadn’t
seemed ill, and his mind was sharp enough to heat the coffee all the way,
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to sit with me as I ate rye crackers and jam. He had been working on a
painting of two cardinals dancing above the branch of a blue spruce.
I find him sitting in his recliner, his head tilted onto his shoulder. He
faces the painting, and faces the window, so that the low winter sun shines
on his face.
When I see my own face reflected in the glass on the porch door, I look
silvery and bloodless, but I am young, and alive.
The landline number for Valley of Peace and Good Will is written on a
crumpled receipt in my coat pocket. As I search deeper, my finger hooks
around a key ring. The key to his truck. It had been lost in the depth of
my pocket since December. Other than our occasional trips to the diner,
Ellis had been here for months, breathing the same dust, eating the same
meals, looking at the same trees.
I call my mother and tell her about Ellis. She cries, and then she says, “I
hope this gives you permission to move on.”
I take the hungry cat and a few of my favorite paintings from the closet. I will have to make arrangements. I’ve never arranged much of anything before, but who else will?
And it occurs to me, as I sit with the dry heat filling my car, that maybe
Ellis had been happy. Happy before I arrived—before I intruded on his
life—and content in his routine in a way I might never understand until
I’m old, old; until I can find comfort in making do for so long that it’s not
making do anymore, it’s just living.

#
Finally I return to my shack on the lake. It is Sunday, and I hear the church
bells from town resonate across the frozen water and land and through
the hardwood forest. Two figures walk somberly on the ice, mourning the
passage of winter. They’re not holding hands today, and she is walking
slightly ahead of him, following the warm puffs of her breath in the cold
March air. I had waited in anticipation for the opening of the lake in April,
but now I don’t know if I’ll still be here.
It’s okay, I tell myself, as I watch the couple proceed to the middle of
the lake, where they stand for a moment, small with the water below them
and the white sky above them. None of us know if we’ll still be here, and
in what form.
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paula friedman
Outrider
Road rage, he mumbled, when the woman
driving in crammed downtown Reno screamed
he’d cut her off. Might’ve been true, he pondered,
his eyes busy grazing the casinos, grimmer
and more forlorn in daylight. He was shocked
she followed him with such furious persistence,
her faded blue Chevy nosing his rear bumper until
he pulled off the road, shaken, convinced that should
this old or young—he couldn’t say for sure—downish
woman called the police as she threatened, her
words would trump anything he’d manage to spill.
No reason to believe this, except the sickening
darkness that filled his gut, seeping outside then back
again, hardening like a pit, a dead giveaway—of what?
Same verdict that lured him to doubt most everything,
even the road he drove over, and left him feeling lost
in the world, or as if long ago the world had become
lost to him. He worked to settle his nerves as she exited
her car shrieking words broken beyond comprehension,
ragged sounds zigzagging from between plastic lips.
Time to leave the scene. He checked out the sprawling
stretch of blueness overhead, the unflinching mountains,
and bit by bit collected himself, surprised to find his fear quell,
at least for these moments, and the gallery of past judges turn
cartoonish as the woman, so that when she squalled out
that had she remembered her pistol she’d shoot him down
right there in the dust, he rolled back his head and laughed.

bonnie larson staiger
Still
after Mike Arnautov’s “Meditation”

Just as your meditation brings fragments
to me—a someone on the other shore
same waning moon over my Missouri
River of rivers and wind dying down
from unquiet gusts on summer evenings.
A conflagration could bring us nearer
tame our impatient minds so we could teach
each other to listen to boundless peace
of words and greet a myriad of lights
just before the air awakens at dawn.

shane castle
Ursa
In the fourth message, she tells him she’s a bear. He hits her back a few
minutes later with a bear emoji. Not the more realistic one. The caricature. Which is too precious for her taste but still better than a lot of what
she gets, like when they say fyi im not gay this isnt grindr haha! She tries
to be patient: no i mean like bear-bear more specifically a brown bear. This
doesn’t always work, of course. Sometimes they try to correct her and go
u mean grizzly bear? To which she will say actually i said exactly what
I meant and if he keeps going, if he’s a particularly condescending idiot, she’ll be like whatever idiot grizzly bear is only colloquial for the north
american brown bear of which there are two types ursus arctos horribilis
which is what youre probably talking about and ursus arctos middendorfii
aka kodiak brown bear which is what im talking about. Not that she really buys into all this taxonomy business. Lines can be deceiving. Brown
bears, for instance, can mate with polar bears, a scenario she’s entertained
many a lonely night. Actually, polar bears are brown bears after eons of
living on ice, just as all things become whole other species of things after being separated too long. But getting into these nuances tends to bog
things down, so she usually ends up being like btw i dont have time to
play games so please dont play games w/ me. Which isn’t totally true. She
has time. It’s just her in the den this winter. She only had the one cub this
year and he fell in the river trying to catch a yellow birch leaf, got washed
down to the big churning rapids. She ran so fast—so so fast—but was
too late. Normally, she’d leave that part out, but she’s feeling a little out
of herself just now in the artificial light, not so much herself as an idea of
herself, and this one hasn’t been particularly idiotic, so when he sends her
his precious little bear emoji, she hits him right back with a whole torrent
of truth, a torrent she regrets the second she hits send: just to be clear i
mean bear-bear i can tear apart anyone messes w/ me all alone my cub died
he was a good cub one of the best EVER its cold i need contact but u gotta
treat me RIGHT no games u down?

***
Apparently he’s at least partly down because he hits her back like three
hours later when she’s curled up on her left side licking her elbow: defi-

nitely ;) wheres kodiak? She shakes her head. Issue one: what kind of dude
would definitely be interested after a torrent like that? Issue two: what a
stupid question. Where’s Kodiak? Um, island, southcentral Alaska? Ever
heard of Google? Issue three: what makes him assume she’s cool with
them using her place? She is, but what makes him assume it? She turns
onto her right side and rests her chin on top of her forepaw and has all
kinds of thoughts, but it’s not like she’s getting any younger and it’s not like
anyone else lately has been much smarter.
She waits ten minutes then hits bear emoji guy back: kodiak. A minute later, she realizes she should probably add a ;) so she adds it and then
waits some more and waits some more until a week or maybe it’s a month
later she wakes up to the buzz and the blue glow in the darkness. Guess
who it is? Bear emoji guy finally hitting her back: hey not sure if u remember me life got craaaazy busy but im in the area now. . . . . Seriously? Dude
happens to be in Kodiak? Two, three flights from anywhere? In winter?
Who does this guy think he’s fooling? And what could she hope to get
from him? Lice? Her head sawed off?

***
Her den is a little weird this year, a bit snug height-wise, very little headroom. She has to scrunch down to move around. But width-wise there’s
room enough for two. Just now it feels like that extra space stretches out
forever. She places a paw on the wall. The claw-work actually came out
pretty well, with the ribbing she likes. It reminds her of an esophagus, like
the earth is trying to consume her, but she still won’t allow herself to be
swallowed down. She’s stuck in the craw. Though sometimes she thinks
winter would be the best time to die. Go to sleep. Slip into anonymous
death under the surface. Eventually the mouth collapses. Turf reseeds.
Like you never existed at all.
She’s pretty sure she’s not carrying this winter.
She feels nothing inside.
Maybe what she needs is a little air, fresh air to clear her head. She
hates to break sanctity, but she needs out, not for long, just a minute or
two or ten. She claws through the polished ice plugging the mouth of her
den, then pushes her nose through the outer crust of snow at the surface, squeezing her eyes tight as she breaks through—her inner clock says
it’s one or two in the afternoon and she doesn’t want to go snowblind,
not again—but something must be off inside. Because it’s not light. Quite
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the opposite. The moisture in her eyes almost instantly freezes but, even
through the gauze of her eyelashes, she can tell it’s more like two or three
in the morning. The subzero blackness crackles from here to forever. Tiny
ice crystals twinkle all around her nose like so many stars, settling on
her muzzle, tickling her whiskers. She sniffs at one floating past her nose
and—whoosh—just like that she gets a whiff of the entire valley, gnarled
hemlocks buried in snowdrifts, far-off birches and spruce and, in the
spruce, a memory: little Ursa as a cub wanting her fur to smell just like
the spruce, rubbing every inch of her skinny little body against the lowest
boughs and her mother telling her to quit luxuriating so in her senses.
Why? For one, boars don’t like it. Why? They think it distracts you from
them. Why? Eat your berries.
She could be quite distant at times, her mama, but she still misses the
warmth of her breath at night when she was still a little thing, nuzzling
into that great warm expanse and, even though mama could be a little too
harsh, even though she was always nudging her too hard in the ribs, she
misses her presence, the way she would glance up now and then from a
blueberry bush or from stripping the spine from a salmon on the riverbank, just to see what her young one was doing, where, how. She remembers mama catching fish after silver fish among the falls. She remembers
her chasing away a fox, an eagle. She remembers her chuffing at a man
down on the trail, a man who put up his hands as he backed away saying
Easy, girl, easy. Her mother could still be alive, though she’d be very old
for a bear now, especially given the limp from the time she got hit by the
truck, the way she always favored that shoulder.
She can’t help but wonder if any of her own cubs are looking out of
their own dens tonight, thinking of their mama, of her. Did any of them
ever notice how she walked? How she watched? How she only nudged
hard if there were men or dogs in the valley? How she always chose whatever path happened to have the lowest spruce boughs? How she never
gave up letting the needles tickle across her own muzzle as they passed
through? It’s strange: all this time and she still doesn’t know if others outgrow the ticklings or if everyone else is just better at keeping them private. What she does know is that her young ones all let themselves feel
things for a time, really feel things, like the yellowy-haired girl four cycles ago who would lay on her back in the meadow letting dragonflies
tickle her belly. Or her first cubs, the twins with the matching silvertips,
who would stand shoulder to shoulder at the edge of the marsh, pressing
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their forepaws over and over again into the squishy moss growing like a
pelt of green fur out over the water’s edge. Or like the last little guy. How
he would stand and stand at the river’s edge and look back to her two or
three times before finally braving that rush of the cold, clear water over
his toes. How he would look back to make sure she was watching. Which
she usually was. Almost always. She can still see his black eyes trying to
make sense of the world around them. His eyes still glistening with the
light.
To think, a couple of men have actually had the nerve to tell Ursa
that her kind isn’t endangered, not technically, one idiot said, not in alaska anyway. She’s perfectly aware that hubris is something that sets men
apart. Disembodied notions. The earnest belief that everything is distinct
and reducible and their own. They’re so stupid. Then again, she must find
something beautiful about them or she wouldn’t watch them so. What?
Maybe the way their bodies tense up when some part of them senses, below any conscious level, that she’s lying there just out of reach in the grass.
So out of touch. Yet she’s attracted to them, maybe for the trying? She
meets so few other bears these days and those she does come across seem
more and more standoffish. Not just stoic. Not just aloof. But afraid of
the least footstep. Mean. They seem to be forgetting the simple pleasures,
like they’re giving in, or giving up, adopting this ugly human belief that
nature brooks only hardness, coldness, cruelty. The crazy thing is men
seem to think they learned this from watching the bears, but they don’t
watch bears, not most of them, not really. They haven’t watched anything
but porn for a long time. They do viewings. They make memories. They get
their money’s worth. They see possibilities. But they don’t see.
Not that long ago, a painfully handsome idiot with cloudy blue eyes
explained (#mansplained) to her that she was naïve, that her kind was going extinct because they weren’t wary enough of man, didn’t understand
man is still part of nature and nature is unforgiving. Why’d she let him
get away with that? She just froze. How did he mean naïve? Did it really
have a pejorative sense? She hated that face they made when they thought
they knew something you didn’t, but he must have known something she
didn’t. She let him stay for several nights—they felt like years. After he finally left, she licked herself clean and looked up naïve on her phone. Just
like she’d thought. Native. Rustic. Innocent. Just born. She didn’t understand how that could be a bad thing. All it meant was still needing your
mama sometimes. By that definition, she is still naïve. Her lungs may be
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freezing in the subzero air, her muzzle all white and crisp with frost, but
what really makes her shudder is to imagine people who aren’t.

***
Back inside, she’s already restless again. She heaves up, lies on her other
side, then rolls back again. She stretches out as far as she can so her forepaws touch one side of her den, her hindpaws the other. Her space longs to
be filled. Why she didn’t anticipate that in the fall is beyond her. Still, the
last time one of them came to her place, she realized about twenty minutes
into it that he’d already turned her into a fetish. He crawled up inside her
like a rug. When she asked him to leave, he refused, citing the cold, the
dark outside. Besides, he whispered into her ear, you don’t want me to.
Something told her she might actually have to kill this one. Did she? No.
Didn’t even bluff. Let him wear her for several more hours. No, let him
wear her out. Her fur felt sticky for days after. Yet here she is again, staring
at her phone, lost. Stupid, stupid Ursa. She still thinks there must be a way
to play this right, like fishing at a waterfall. If you wait still enough, if you
watch closely enough, if you strike quickly and precisely enough, you get
something in the end, something that fights with every ounce of its being
to stay alive, something delicious. There must be men, she thinks, you
can reach that way. But even after all these years, she doesn’t know how,
doesn’t even know how to take their words. Maybe it’s her. Maybe she
needs to start by repositioning herself, approaching the waterfalls from
a different angle. Maybe she needs to move to one side, open up just the
right space for him to leap into, a new, glimmering tidepool he simply
can’t resist—and there she’ll be.
She starts to hit him back: lol isn’t it CRAZY how hard—
Delete delete delete.
She tries again: when you say ur “in the area” r u saying ur not here for
me but im a nice perk? or r u saying ur not here for me but whatever youll
settle? or r u really saying ur 2 afraid to admit u need this as bad as me and
have actually traveled to the edge of the world to—
Delete delete delete.
She lies still for a long time, staring into the little blue screen, waiting for the right words to come, the perfect words, simple, electric words,
the kind that come with a little bolt of static that connects two bodies in
an instant, a miniature lightning strike between. Maybe, she thinks, the
screen itself is the problem, its electro-magnetism. She can be sensitive
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to invisible forces anyway, like when she walks under the big power line
and her guard hairs stand up and she can feel the power of an entire other human world humming, harmonizing with something deep inside her
chest, and yet how dangerous must that electricity be for her to feel it so
far below the line on the ground? It’s not unreasonable to think she’ll get
ghosted again or, worse, that one of these days she’ll start to think she actually understands one of these dudes and he will show up all smiles only
to mount her head on a wall. No name, no Ursa, just a little brass plaque
listing date, species, sex—veni, vidi, vici. Maybe the taxidermist will add
a snarl to her lip to complete her transformation into this once terrified
now terrifying thing. But bears aren’t that way, she wants to protest. They
have to be made that way. Her mother came to hate men but she still can’t
help but think it’s all a colossal misunderstanding of natures, of bodies
that walk flesh-to-ground and bodies that hover above it on rubber or
leather or balance even higher above it on these weird little symbols she
feels she still only half understands: if only i were a real woman, she begins again, one of these delicate little things i see sometimes w/ u men on
the trails. . . . if i was one of these women maybe then i would understand
when “ur great but im not ready for anything serious” implies “but i may be
soon” . . . maybe id wake up in a cabin in the middle of winter many years
from now and thered be ice on the panes and birch logs burning down to
ash in the stove and food on the shelf and pictures of our full grown children
on the mantle above the hearth and maybe id look out into the darkness
and even step out onto the porch to smell the spruce frost knowing ur still in
bed just waiting for me to return and wed both live until we were 80 years
old still taking walks together in the woods wearing jingly bells and calling
out hey bear hey bear!
*Sigh.* She’s not feeling it. She simply isn’t one of these women. What
she is in her little story is the bear: the thing the old lovers warn away.
She’s the bear the dreamy idiots in flannel pass by and she’s the bear the
aggressive idiots in autumn camouflage carry rifles to kill. That’s why her
guard hairs prickle up around them. In their lust for the wild, even the
best of them, the bravest of them, the archers—the ones who allow themselves to get closest to it, to get right up close and smell it, to get within
two seconds of their lives—may shoot her body full of their barbed little
quills, so that either way, guard hairs prickling up or a quiver of arrows
in her back, she’ll feel herself transformed into something the world has
never seen before, some new species of giant porcupine. What’s the Latin name for porcupines again? She checks her phone. Erithizon dorsatShane Castle
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um. Aroused back. If you so much as think of blowing on her back, tenthousand quills will prickle up to warn you away. How strange, the way
men name things. How perfect sometimes. Others, not so much.
Delete delete delete.
Forget it. She won’t send anything. She’s done with this, with them.
She’s just going back to sleep. There is peace in this exhausted darkness:
peace in the sound of her own breaths fading toward sleep: toward dream:
toward peace near the little lake up on the alpine pass: here, it’s apparently daytime and the lake is frozen over and there are big patches on one
side where the wind has blown all the snow into wavy drifts and the ice
shows through faintly blue. She’s approaching the small cabin, the one
where hikers sometimes bed down in the summer. Someone has left the
door open, which is very unusual, unheard of. She can’t see very far inside
yet, only a wedge of the floor on the other side of the threshold. But she
can tell something vital is hidden away in the back. Something beckons.
Maybe a whole cache of food no one would ever miss. Not food. Or food
for something other than the body. She can’t tell. There are no scents, no
sounds. Nothing whatsoever. Nothing like this exists. And that’s what
draws her toward it. She approaches hesitantly, glancing about, sniffing
the lichen on the wooden planks of the porch. Once at the door, she slowly cranes her neck around to peek inside. Something black. Something
rumpled. Moldering on the floor. She freezes. It takes her a moment to
realize what she’s looking at. A t-shirt. But it has been turned inside out.
And she can almost make out the form of some applique, some vague
outer design bleeding through the fabric. She’s trying hard to see what is
bleeding through, when she hears the buzz, and nearly jumps out of her
skin. She thinks maybe it’s her phone, but it can’t be. Her phone, she believes, is frozen into the lake ice along with the tiny bubbles. She wakes in
a panic in her den to find it right where she left it: her paw.
Her vision is still blurry—she can still see the lake ice somewhere inside the blue light of the phone—but the words are slowly coming into
focus: hey . . . u still game???
She’s thinking about writing u gotta be kidding . . .
She’s thinking about writing id rather die . . .
Until he adds a ☺.

***
When bear emoji guy arrives, he’s not quite what she expected. In one of
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his photos, he was standing on top of a mountain looking like the kind of
dude you’d expect to be standing on top of a mountain: fit but not musclebound, tan but not baked, sunglasses. In another, he was reclining in
the back of a fishing boat with his tattooed forearm resting on the gunnel,
cutting a white wake through a steel gray bay. His way of sitting, contemplating the sea, made him seem thoughtful, strong, at least confident
enough to remain silent for a few minutes. But he’s a little soft around his
midsection. And his eyes are a little too close together, close enough anyway that she can’t help but notice and feel bad for noticing. And she gets
the feeling he thinks he can literally fill empty spaces with words, because
they’ve been lying on their sides looking at each other for almost half an
hour now and he still hasn’t left open enough space for them to lean into.
She wonders if he doesn’t want to anymore. She doesn’t even know if she
wants to, but she wants him to. On the plus side, his breath is clean, like
mint. And he does seem to be trying to make her feel more comfortable,
explaining how he came to this, about a breakup. Sounds crazy to say it out
loud, he half-whispers. Twelve years? To realize you’re just good friends?
Finally, a pause.
She wonders what’s the matter with being good friends and how people would even evolve to think this way, but she doesn’t say anything. She
just looks into his eyes. He looks back into hers, seems to search hers,
even seems to see something inside her. She can feel whatever it is shifting, something within her skin rolling prone for him—and this is when
her phone cycles down. Instant, total blackness. She closes her eyes anyway. But he doesn’t do what she thinks he will. Anyway, he whispers. I
know you’ve got your own story.
She does. She just doesn’t want to share it now. Not with him. Not yet
anyway. But how to say that without sounding like a bitch? That’s not what
you want, she whispers as seductively as she knows how.
And waits.
Eventually has to lean forward, to kiss him, to place what feels a tremendously clumsy paw on either side of his face, to draw him in. After
a moment, a hand moves tentatively to her hip. It’s a little small, a little
cold. A layer of something seems to be coming between them. Something
about him? Or her fur? It doesn’t matter. What she wants is for him to
grab hold, pull her toward him, grind himself against her, hard, like he’s
trying to smash their two skeletons together, their meat, nerves, blood.
She wants to feel his frustration with being two. She wants to feel him
inside and to feel how being inside isn’t even close to being close enough.
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That’s what she wants: to feel the weight of the whole universe collapsing
in on them, all of it, down to a single, infinitesimal point.
He stops. It isn’t cruel. It isn’t dismissive. There’s a gentleness about his
hesitation that’s too sweet, if anything. He’s stroking the side of her face in
the darkness.
I’m not like the others, he says.
She’s not sure how to take that and doesn’t say anything.
I want to hear your story, he says.
She kisses him again, partly to kiss him, mostly to shut him up.
She grabs his hand and puts it where she wants. She rolls on top of him
and rubs herself against him until she can feel how hard he is and then
she slides down, kissing his neck, his chest. You don’t—he mumbles, but
soon she feels his fingers rubbing her ears. Not pushing. Not guiding. Just
kneading. Tickling her guard hairs. She’s tingling all over with pleasure.
And soon he’s shuddering all over, and she thinks she should stop before
it’s too late, before she gets what she wants, whatever that is, whatever.

***
The two are lying side by side. He is talking again and she is staring at the
ceiling. He asks about her cub and she says she doesn’t want to talk with
him about her cub and he says everyone needs to talk and she says she
thought he was a realtor, not a counselor, and they lie in silence for a while.
It’s realtor, he finally says. Not real-uh-tor.

***
A week passes. Two weeks. Three. She sleeps most of the time away. Other
times, her eyes will be open in the dark for a few hours before she realizes
she has been awake. For now, her phone is off. Cold. Dark. There’s no light
in the den other than a faint, occasional glimmer when she rolls over, a
trace of static crackling through her fur.
She dreams about giving birth. Her big heart flutters with anticipation.
Everything will be all right now. All she has to do is hold a little one close.
But something goes wrong. There’s no pain, no discomfort, no sensation
at all. Something simply slips out of her onto the den floor. Cold. Hairless.
Calcified. She reaches out to touch the form, to what? She doesn’t know.
Just to feel this thing she’s mourning. But as soon as she touches it, the
rear end calves off, crumbles away into dust. She assumed it was gone but
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what remains begins to claw forward, to panic. It scrabbles along the den
floor, tries to stand, opens its pinched little mouth, as if to cry out, but it
can’t make any sounds, and collapses into the silence.

***
Some while later, when the air has begun warming and snow is getting
more granular and glistening, she’s sitting on her rump at the mouth of
her den, watching over the wide, white expanse, gazing all the way out
to the sun-streaked bay, nose twitching after a salty breeze. She thinks of
times she has walked down to the sea, felt the waves lapping at her toes.
Once, years ago, she swam out, and she still remembers its icy, downward
draw. The sheer immensity of the thing. Out and out, all the way to the sky.
Down and down to she doesn’t know what. If a whale, even a huge gray
whale, was flopping around out there right now, she wouldn’t even be able
to see it from here. Compared to that, what’s one bear, even as big as her,
gasping for breath? What’s a gurgle? A few more air bubbles rising to burst
and disperse at the surface? Maybe that’s what she deserves anyway. For
letting her little guy drown.
She’s remembering the day she took that picture of him playing peekaboo in the devil’s club, the particular way the light was falling on them
through the canopy, how intensely he watched a beetle making a track of
parallel dots through the powdery dirt, how hard he scratched his little
butt back and forth against the cottonwood stump. She doesn’t understand how she can hold memories in her head, how she can be right there
inside them, but not affect anything at all. She doesn’t understand how
everything on the periphery can just be gone the way it is. If she tries to
turn her head, even a little, nothing is there.
It will be a while yet before the snowpack breaks all the way up on the
mountainside, but she can already make out a few hemlocks and boulders
poking through maybe a hundred yards below her on the slope. Farther
yet, a couple exposed patches of turf. Soon enough, the snowless patches will grow larger, greener, with flowers, bees, voles, foxes, deer. Then
these few patches will grow together into one patch and that one patch
will eventually stretch all the way up and over the mountain to the high
crags where the Dall sheep spend entire lives sprinting around on the
brink. Not always successfully and sometimes to her benefit. A couple
springtimes ago, she and her duckfooted cub found a lamb broken down

Shane Castle
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in among the talus, a young one who must have slipped trying to follow
the others way up above.
Its fur was still so new and so white it seemed like a patch of snow itself
had magically sprouted black eyes that wouldn’t stop looking until their
final dilations.
Maybe, she thinks, that’s all life is: the universe’s way of fixing on itself.
So much energy, so much suffering, for a few, fleeting glimpses.
She turns, looks over her shoulder into her den.
There is a sound, way down in there, a familiar hum she can't quite
place.
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john blair
Big Bertha
To Texas . . . / To sing first, (to the tap of the war-drum, if need be,)/
The idea of all—
—Walt Whitman, “From Paumanok Starting I Fly Like A Bird”

In Chicago they had the biggest drum
(the biggest drum
O the biggest drum
the biggest goddamn drum)
eight feet
of the round sound of pound
wood
and steel and the broadest raw steerhides
the Chicago Stockyards could slaughter up
to make a thump so low in its frequencies
that faraway mountains just might sing it
moaning back like whales;
passions do not come slowly
they bound
they pounce
they drum on the skins
of animals peeled like apples in one
unbroken piece
and for years Mud City
cheered
still windy with cow-fire
at every football game
(Themistocles
Thucydides
The Peloponnesian War
X squared
Y squared
H2SO4
Who for? What for? Who we gonna yell for?
GO MAROONS!)
until it stopped
in the name of physics and of the fields
(open & grassy & unmown)
of the mind
& the drum was put away
stored beneath the bleachers
of the West Stand of Stagg Field
next
to an abandoned squash court
in which
a secret would be made (2nd of December 1942
45,000 ultra-pure graphite blocks
5.4 short tons of uranium
45 short tons

of uranium oxide powder
all in a pile
Enrico Fermi’s first atomic reactor
glorious black layer cake of chain-firing
neutrons and gritty bricks of pencil lead)
and the drum
the drum
the motionless
thundering drum
sat in its ticklish coat
of radioactive dust for thirteen more dreamless
years
until an oil tycoon from Texas
bought it for a buck
a single American
green-backed dollar
and brought it hot
and ticking home where even now it leads
the Longhorn band onto the lone-starred
fields of battle (The Eyes of Texas are upon
you
All the livelong day
The Eyes
of Texas are upon you
You cannot get
away)
war-song
heart-skin drum
yawp
impassioned
the crowd
rising to its feet in exponential fevers
of team-love
home-love
self-love
the stadium thumping back the pure
photonic heat of the floodlights
as waves
of power and joy and zealous
terrifying
anthems of light
break above the field
(open & grassy & swarmed like
the plain of Marathon
with heroes)
beaten in drumfire to shake the fragile
idea of all
for ten thousand
burning years.
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kimberly l. becker
Bringing Back the Fire
No one thought that I could do it. (What good
could a water spider be?) I’ve never
known, I never knew, my own worth so could
not imagine being of use not clever
like the rest. So I watched as those stronger
tried to retrieve the fire from the hollow
of a sycamore on the island where
Thunders sent lightning knowing we couldn’t follow
because of the water that lay between.
Before that, the world was dark and cold.
Fire promised warmth and life; without it, certain
death, not just for animals, but untold people.
Council convened and sent each animal in turn.
But one after another they failed
to bring back fire; instead they came back burned
and even today you can hear the tales
of how appearances were changed: wings
of raven ever blackened, owls with eyes
ringed white from smoke or changed to red by singe
of heat. Despite outward strength their enterprise
failed to bring back the fire. Even snakes tried
and returned scorched black, while darting through hot ash
made them move that way ever since. None died
but none succeeded in rash efforts
So I began to think just
maybe I could figure out
a way and be strong in mind
even if least expected
to contribute. They never
even noticed me. They stepped
past or over me as they

kept trying to bring back fire.
I waited until they were
all exhausted and marked outwardly and inwardly with
failure. I waited even
as they revived and began
to bluster about new plans.
I waited as they all slept
in disbelief at their inability to do what
was required to bring back fire.
Meanwhile I began to pray:
Creator, we need this fire
or we will all die of cold.
Everyone has failed thus far.
If it is your will, use me
somehow to retrieve the fire.
Just a small ember will do.
I cannot compare to great
animals, who bear the marks
of ineffectual efforts.
Help me figure out a way
to save not only animals but also the People.
Guide me, I prayed, use me if
I can be of any use.
I honestly do not know
if this was said aloud
or not. So I prayed and did
not move from the water’s bank
as others slept fitfully
around me or nursed their wounds
from their attempts many now
unrecognizable from
gravely altered appearance.
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Finally everyone went
home, but tossed and turned in sleep,
uttering obscenities
in dreams of fire and water.
And still I sat and waited
for an answer. I did not
eat. I did not mean to fast
but hours went by until I
no longer was alone: ancestors came and circled round.
I thought maybe I had died,
but when I began to move
realized I was yet alive.
Time was bending in different
ways: first I saw a blighted
world devoid of animals
or people desolately
dark. Then I saw a brightening
glow that could only come from
fire I had managed to bring
back. But how? I was waiting
to be shown and then as if
in a dream I found myself
spinning a bowl with thread from
my own body. I knew (don’t
ask me how) this was meant
to fit a bit of fire that
I would put on my back to
carry back and that was my
awaited answer that came
to me in solitude when
every sought-for thought had brought
forth naught.

Kimberly L. Becker
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Since I am the kind of water spider
that can dive and also skim the surface
and have fur to keep me warm, I wasn’t
afraid of the long swim to the island.
So after all this was shown to me I
told Council I would do it, I would be
the one who would go and bring back the fire.
But I do not think they even heard me,
since my voice was not loud and not a voice
they were used to hearing, not expecting
anything of note from one so small.
Determined, I took a deep breath, deep dive
then ventured towards the island through dark water.
Though by myself, I never felt alone.
I felt the strength of those who came before me,
so that when I finally got to the tree
where fire rested in hollow of the sycamore,
I carefully secured just a small coal,
an orange remnant and reverently placed
it in the bowl I’d made and affixed to my back.
It was only then that I knew I would
succeed in bringing back the sacred fire.
I didn’t dive
on the way back,
so as not to douse the tender flame.
Instead I skated slowly on the surface to hold the basket steady.
Those looking from above would have seen only a small light moving across the
dark of water.
I barely made a ripple.
When I got back to shore
I half expected to see the faces of elders
and faces of children and people,
who, thanks to the fire, would now live and not die.
In my momentary hubris,
I imagined
they would have been too stunned to say anything.
I imagined
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how they would have stood
around the small and emanating glow still snug in its bowl.
But they were all sleeping,
exhausted from their efforts,
so I quietly worked
to gather kindling
for a fire that would never die down again.
Once the fire was established,
I moved away to rest,
and from where I was outside the circle
I saw them begin to stir
in the warmth and light,
amazed at what had happened
while they were sleeping.
They began to speculate
about who had done it,
but I realized I did not need credit.
The important thing was it was done
and evidently they had not heard me volunteer,
which was just as well,
since I was tired
and wanted to retreat
and think about this thing that I had done,
but not alone.
It had come to me in inspiration
almost as if in a trance
and I knew I couldn’t take the credit.
I knew the strength did not come from myself alone.
I was just the willing vessel.
I kept the bowl that I had made
to remind me
of what I could accomplish
out of strengths that I’d been given
I, too, was amazed at what had happened,
seemingly not from my volition.

Kimberly L. Becker
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I dived deep, deeper than before,
air bubbles covering my body in silver beads like mercury.
Down below the surface I retreated,
but looking up I could see the wavy movements
of those who stood on the shore
and looked across to the island,
wondering what had happened as they slept.
Their voices come as echoing sound,
but I folded some of my legs over my ears so as not to hear their words.
Later, when my story became known
(a child had heard me tell Council I had volunteered to go)
I heard it told and retold but it was not their narrative to tell.
For instance,
many think the bowl was empty going over,
but it wasn’t.
It was filled with hope
and prayer
and humility born of necessity:
use me for good
I said to myself over and over
as I traversed the water to the island,
praying Thunders were not watching.
No one ever thought that I could do it. Some still dispute it. But I carry my
bowl still, my reminder to myself. Now that I am older and an elder, some of
the younger water spiders come to me for lessons and eventually one of them
will ask me to tell my story. It’s hard to tell it without seeming that I think I am
some kind of hero. But what they don’t understand is that I knew that a greater
fire had filled me with enough light to see solution to a dire problem. I had
made myself receptive to an unexpected answer. I think of this often as I rest
beneath the water, how doubt is a dampening of spirit.
I brought back the fire. I never would have believed it.
Deep in the water,
deep in my bell of air,
I dream dreams of fire and water.
And when it thunders I think of the hollow in the sycamore tree on that island that
once seemed impossible to reach.
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sheree la puma
As Sea Levels Rise & Fall
For American scientist Suzanne Eaton who was raped & murdered in Crete.

A fisherman on a day cruise finds two bodies, divers
lost, now risen, floating on the surface of the Aegean.
He notifies the local authorities who agree to leave them
undisturbed. “They are at peace,” they say. My eyes are
on the water, dark. There is a storm brewing underneath
waves/a siren song/blues for those struggling to survive.
Behind me, the Psiloritis gnaw on the sunset, red. A team
of delegates scour the rugged countryside for the missing,
scientist/scholar/wife/mother/daughter/last seen on land,
jogging. When you are woman, a smaller colder world.
She has not risen. She is in the caves, part of a cavern of
underground tunnels, that once served as bunkers for Nazi
occupation. What purpose it takes to pin down a word for
body/bones shedding the future. I wear fear like armor when
I wander. Who do we blame for the strobe lit sky? In the
curve of the road, a man takes a life & calls it loneliness.

Daughter: the sin that lives on my tongue
Here’s where all the trouble-begins,
on my tongue. I pray to Father.
Matchless in grace, anger daughter,
now a battlefield, birthing rage
like a divine sovereignty.
For a brief time, the incarnation of you
lives on my tongue, its chorus dark &
brooding. Tomorrow, the stories I tell
will be of my own invention, Mouth, lips
opening to breathe in sorrow, yours.
Here is how you navigate pain. Dive
deep into emptiness, there is silence
there like a Great Blue Hole. Mother
is a negotiation of waves. An ocean lives
on my tongue, water morphing into sin.
I am winter again, your favorite season.
On the horizon, a blue moon hangs low
& heavy. I am a cavern that hasn’t collapsed
shedding you like an inappropriate emotion.
A continent of grief lives on my tongue.
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The Anatomy of Melancholy
After the divorce she takes to reading obituaries. Not because she hopes to
find his name there, her Ex. Although, she does have mixed feelings about
the new arm candy, Maraya. Once, she’d imagined his pearl white Model
X skidding off Mulholland Drive in a beautiful slo-mo redo of Lynch’s
film of the same name. What she does not expect is to find Beth Lee’s
name at the top of page two, her best friend from high school, dead of a
stroke at fifty. She wonders what it’s like to shrivel into nothing. She wants
to love less, to erase this earthbound life & start again. Feeling stuck, she
does her best to create a new routine. She writes a little, cares for Max, a
ten-year-old bulldog won in the settlement. But even he reminds her of
failed intentions. When the strays turn up, preening & screeching on the
front porch, she goes for the Ruger. Shoo. Scat. She yells, waving the barrel
towards the sky. Undeterred they circle, rub matted hair against cold skin.
That night, against her better judgment, she builds a bed out of cardboard,
pours cream into a bowl & sets it on the mat. By the next week they’ve
gone to chasing Max around the kitchen & nesting on her pillow. Eying
them suspiciously, she asks, “Who are you, an opening, a gate, a door, or
a tunnel?” When they look towards heaven, purring without judgement,
she determines they are a bridge.

Sheree La Puma
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Lessons from An Ordinary Life
“We die just when we are beginning to live.”
–Theophrastus

This is how you cultivate/space. Rip paper off walls, expose histories
of spring/song/silenced. Burn sage. Pray. Let toxins release like spirits
of the dead. Sweep baseboards, thick with insect/wings/shed like winter/
skin. My children who are poisoned show no symptoms. Native plants
spring from soil that is gently/disturbed. Touch like the roughness of bark,
how long have my fingers whispered I love you? With mold pooling like
ink, I fear black/fruit/dropped from the white tray of a son’s high chair. Our
house smells of sin & you are an unreliable witness. I search for loyalty in
an abandoned bird’s nest in the yard. When Christ was forsaken by Father,
a book. I want an ark built of silver-fir/coffee & oranges on the deck, calm
seas/midnight blue. But what of the children birthed in summer & taught to
sing/the ones nourished at my breast? Within sight of Eden/they stage
mutiny.
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mark b. hamilton
Backbone
Diesel engines
ablaze with boxcars rumbling after.
Red lights
blinking across the long pipeline
to a little river town
called Backbone.
Porches and streetlights
blurring the Milky Way with those billions
of stars and their distant cousins
of myth
sectioned by aircraft and tethered
to the glow of my campfire.
Above Tower Rock
the keelboat was anchored; below, my tent
and grouse tracks in the mud.

St. Louis of the After
Ghosting silhouettes move through narrow passages,
the cooler air of alleyways between rusted sides.
I scrape past the crevices where acetylene torches
touch the colder dark to spark steel plates into scars.
Beneath slung cables and electrical wires, I’m a mallard
hiding in open water, hunched shoulders, neck stretched out.
Sometimes, I can lift the kayak with my fists in the mud
humping through shallows, moving through the quiet spaces
like some plastic mermaid-man, or half-manatee wending
through a labyrinth of gray timbers and overhead cranes,
until I can use the rudder and paddle out again.
Flocks of pigeons
flap over barges in low clouds
sweet with earth and grain.
At the casino’s parking lot, near Paddlewheel McDonalds,
I walk uphill and listen to the human voices beneath an Arch,
to vibrations of stainless steel from French,
to Spanish, to Osage.
Towboats rattle up
and towboats rattle down with coal
between two tribal names.
The city darkens: a fast tram whooshes
over the bridge to Ferguson; the casino sinks
into splashes of pink neon.
More towboats glide by, like huge amber beaver.
Where Lewis and Clark camped is now East St. Louis.
Above the spirit mounds
the Milky Way—at Cahokia
along the river road.
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dante di stefano
The Fermi Paradox
There are billions of stars in the galaxy, billions of galaxies in the universe, and I am here checking the news feed on my iPhone on a Thursday
morning in November. Blank page: bulkhead, starling, blue jay. Warble:
Budapest, Pack ’n Play, Paraguay, saxifrage breaking through the stone of
a poem. If the earth had no moon, the ocean tides resulting solely from the
sun’s gravity would be only half that of the lunar tides. A large satellite gives
rise to tidal pools, which may be essential for the formation of complex life,
though this is far from certain. My wife texts me and tells me she loves me.
Our daughter is asleep. I am afraid of dying. I’m afraid of what writhes in
the vast cold dark and I’m afraid of what does not.

john c. mannone
The Night the Stars Fell
Wichita Mountains, Oklahoma
November 13, 1833

Some two or three hours after midnight, small shooting stars
began to be observed in the sky which gradually increased in
number and magnitude until the whole firmament appeared
in motion with them, as if the planets and constellations
were falling from their places.
—The New York Evening Post

When the stars began to fall before the snow
moon, the Kiowa blood in my veins grew cold
and my heart began to winter. I prayed
to the rock spirit to hold my mountain together.
I prayed to the sky to take the chill
of death away, bearskins could not warm me
as I watched my sisters tumble down from skies
and my warrior brothers fall free from heaven,
their souls shining
bright, sky blazing with their spirits, fire-tears
mixed with sadness as my people were emptied
from their sacred place.
What kind of spirit would cast them out?
I knew it was a bad omen. The sky cried twice.

After the geese had gone, and the wolves howled
all night—the stars left a long trail,
tears streaking the eyes of spirit sky.

____________________
The Leonid meteor shower that night were exceptional with over forty per sec or 150,000 per hour blazing the skies. An equally frightening Quadrantid meteor shower also occurred on January 5, 1834.
[Indian Removal Act, 1830; Trail of Tears, 1838]

John C. Mannone
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Black Smoke on the Horizon
The night before
in a dream, the most beautiful poem
written in the sky, each wisp a word
of peace soars high like a white eagle,
then falls back to the hurting ground
like the thick black smoke of crows.
In my dream, the ruddy flood plains
jut against the expanse of deep blue
sky. The voice of a great chief cries,
warns me, but I rush into sagebrush
anyway, to the misplaced dreams of
Little Bighorn.
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john sibley williams
Canaveral
Some things are damned to flare up before breaching
the surface of space, umbilical smoke as it continues
the trajectory, like a giant white Kanji character
brushed onto the air, like a parasite projected
from its microscopic plate against the heavens,
one after another mother covering her child’s
wet & widening eyes. Tendrils of doubt, notes
jotted into the margins of how the world really works.
When you stop making lists of why, the reasons distill,
refine, & are pure. That we will do it all again, repetition
as worship, as eventually adding up to something; above
this one is another sky shot full of holes.

Land Management
The fields are a dog-eared book.
The best passages wear our fingerprints. The arable
all used up. Then planted & sown again.
Everywhere
dust rises up & resettles. A combine batters & builds. You are inside
rearranging your bedroom again so it looks
a bit less like your father’s, his father’s. Until you get used to it that way
the field’s going
& returning to us
every generation
seems an undeserved
gift.
& sometimes even then.
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Born For
These horses carved from unfinished
teak & whittled into something that
might resemble a life if we weren’t
so obsessed with our own
trudge
naked
along the unlit mantle
kicking up dust as if it were meant
to be there like sand or loose soil
if this were
a field but making
the most of what we’ve given them
they drag their tiny wooden figures
as if crosses
wagons loaded high
with all sorts of perishables & dry
goods
from one settlement to
the next tracing the same trade route
until etched
in body memory
over & over & over as if
utility
were enough for us to keep them
from kindling

John Sibley Williams
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laura martinez
The Land Can Speak
The land can speak
if we will only listen.
Listen to the prairie ghosts
alive in fields abandoned,
farms foreclosed,
families scattered.
Alive in Dirty Thirties dust
and fracked earth.
The land can speak
if we will only listen.
Listen to desert ghosts
alive in land sacred,
species scattered.
Alive in dry rivers and
earth sold to the highest bidder.
Listen to the land that speaks
in these places of my soul.
Listen to ghosts of the past
alive in prairie winds
and desert heat.
Alive in oil rigs and
missiles planted;
in copper mines and
rivers diverted.
Listen to voices that say:
Enough!
It’s not too late.
Listen.

laura mccoy
Rocky Soil
Follow memory
into nostalgia
and sigh
you used to be able to see
from Perigo Hill
right through
to the next town.
Family farm.
Family farm.
Family farm.
But when the farmers moved west
the woods
regrew themselves.
Started swallowing
old foundations
rock walls
rusting plows.
It’s heartening, isn’t it?
Without asking
the trees
keep covering
everything we do.

Ida Lake
My ice skates cut
into the lake
in sprays of
arced dashes
but the finished map
is script
silent,
punctuated:
thread beneath,
bass
through cold mud
thread above,
vulture drifts
from view.
Marks of movement.
The oldest
and loneliest
and after
tomorrow’s snow,
erased again.
Fall on me.
Tell me
of everything
I will not be.
Prove
I am here
in one shape.
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Dig
I.
Children as
our only selves.
Lose
simplicity of
the singular
to
accumulation,
selves
permeated and mixing,
veins of new
flowing down,
solidifying
to a whole
that is anything but.
Longevity,
ours.
II.
Three times
a blue jay
fell from his nest.
We took him
put him in a box
covered him with a blanket.
I would rub the top of his head and
he would open his eyes.

Laura McCoy
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Pawling Park
I want to know that I am sitting
on the root of an oak
with leaves so new
I can hardly see them.
I lie by inclusion.
I see no streetlights,
no telephone poles rising
from the sidewalk, I hear no
dogs barking on the corner.
There isn’t traffic driving by.
There isn’t any road at all.
No leaf
is pleasant interruption
because all that exists,
me and this tree
stock-still and invisible
at the edge of everything.
Nothing happens
as I walk back to my car.
I do not wear down
to a nub.
I do not wear down to anything.
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leslie schultz
Winter Song
Now comes the season of fanged eaves,
of raveling winds and jagged breath.
Tighten your jacket, my young friend.
Turn up your collar, pull your hat
down, and march, leaning into toothed
stars, the shrill buzz saw of heaven.

dan moreau
The Workshop
I always came to in the same seminar room with Gertrude, Ray, Flannery,
Ernest and Bill. Gertrude’s stories were usually letters cut out of magazines that looked like ransom notes. Ray’s pages were covered in cigarette
ash, coffee rings and grease blots. No one wrote better than Flannery and
we all knew this. Bill favored linen suits, Ernest safari gear, and Ray liked
polyester blends that looked like they were from Goodwill.
After class Flannery would stagger past me in her crutches. One night
Ray had to excuse himself amid a coughing fit. I asked him if he was going to be all right. He nodded, holding a bloody handkerchief over his
mouth. Ernest usually woke up Bill when it was time to leave and together
they would stagger out into the night leaning on each other for support.
At the end of every class I’d fall asleep. When I woke up next, the class
would be peering out at me, as if I’d been drooling on myself in my sleep.
I was a teacher in my former life, not of creative writing but of middle
school English. My MFA qualified me for little else. The first year I taught
at Northwest Middle School I was known as the writer, as if that conferred a special title on me, as if I were different than the other teachers,
who had taught there their entire lives and would continue to do so until their retirement. I saw the job as only temporary until I sold my first
novel or book of stories, went on tour and got a tenure at a university. I
don’t need to tell you how things turned out. Needless to say, after a few
years I ceased being known as the writer and simply as Mr. Papoulis. I
took the occasional workshop at the annex or community center. Once
I floated the idea of getting a PhD by Rachel after we had just had Corey.
“Are you serious?” she said.
“You’re right,” I said, brushing off the idea. We never talked about it
again.
I thought I was in line to be assistant principal after I had paid my
dues, but the district kept bringing in people from the outside, PhDs in
education who insisted on being called doctors and who believed in data,
learning outcomes and leadership seminars. When I retired with a full
pension, the faculty threw me a party. In my going away card a teacher

had written “Time to get started on your novel!” I smirked and closed the
card.
I filled my retirement with trips to the library and attempts at novel writing. One day Rachel called down the stairs to the basement. “I’m
coming down, ready or not,” she said. I quickly minimized my solitaire
window and opened a blank Word document. She wrapped her arms
around my shoulder and asked me how it was going. “It’s going,” I said.
She asked me how I felt about travelling. I said I was all for it, but first I
needed to get this novel out. She sighed and went back up the stairs. We
lived like roommates, seeing each other for meals, if that. Corey had since
moved out. One day my wife said she was tired of waiting around for me.
She had booked herself on a cruise around the world. I said I thought that
was great.
I didn’t want her or Corey to find me, so one night I drove up Cottonwood Canyon, stopped at a pullout lane and wandered off into the snowy
woods without a jacket, food or water. I don’t know if they ever did find
me. Next time I woke up I was in the seminar room.
This week’s story wasn’t like any of the others. It took me a second to recognize one of my own feeble attempts at fiction. Ernst said it was derivative of Ray’s work. Ray said he liked it, but I didn’t believe him. Flannery
sucked in her cheeks and bit her lip and said, “Sometimes it’s best not
to say anything at all.” I never admitted it was my work, but after class
I gathered up all their notes and pored over them. Bill’s copy was pristine. Ernest had crossed out every other word and entire paragraphs. I
could barely make out Flannery’s meticulous scrawl flowering between
the lines like ivy. Ray had dotted the margins with smiley faces and exclamation points. Gertrude had cut hers up into a fan. I reread my story.
Everything they said was true. It was derivative, flat and predictable. I was
going through the motions. I was a good technician, someone who knew
the craft and could write a serviceable story with a beginning, middle and
end but without much heart or emotion. I crumpled up the papers and
tossed them in the trash.
Flannery came in sobbing. Prince George, her peacock, had died. In
honor of his memory she wore black and did not submit a story for workshop. Ernest said death wasn’t an excuse not to write. Ray said he had a
friend with a peacock.
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“Nasty bugger. He roosted in a tree all day and would swoop down on
guests like a hawk.”
Flannery cried harder.
“Sorry,” Ray said.
If Flannery wasn’t submitting a story, I said I had something. Ernest
arched his brow.
“Let’s have a look-see,” Ray said. The second workshop didn’t go much
better than the first. At least this time I anticipated their criticisms. I was
aware of them as I wrote the story, hearing their voices in my head. Ray
said it was a very fine story. Ernest said it was insincere and sentimental
and not worth the paper it was printed on. Gertrude said those who flew
west fly the farthest. I felt marginally better as I collected their notes after
class.
The following night there was a new student: a slight, small boy with
shaggy hair, a ski slope nose and narrow brown eyes. He looked vaguely
familiar but I couldn’t place him. His story was about his seventh grade
teacher from whom he could feel hatred emanating like a heat wave. In it,
the boy doesn’t understand why his teacher hates him so much. One day
during lunch the teacher corners him and slaps him hard. Set against this
was the backdrop of the boy’s home life, staying with his older brother
who threw alcohol- and weed-fueled parties, losing his virginity to his
brother’s eighteen-year-old girlfriend. After his first year of high school
he dropped out. One night he and his brother were driving home from
a party when the brother swerved off the road and slammed into a tree.
Which was how he found himself before us tonight.
“I liked this story,” Ray said. “Everything past the first page was gravy.”
Flannery concurred. She liked the young voice, how it conveyed a
sense of vulnerability and wide-eyed wonderment. Ernest pounded the
table. “This is what a story should be.” He found a paragraph and reread
it. “Now that’s writing!”
Bill, usually asleep, nodded his head in agreement.
“The ocean is deep and infinite and we voyage upon the high seas,
empty vessels lurching forever toward the horizon.”
“Thank you, Gertrude,” I said. “That was lovely.”
I felt the boy’s stare on me, as well as the others’. I picked up the manuscript, curled back the corner. “It was all right. I thought it was a bit clichéd. The angry teacher. Maybe the teacher had a good reason for hitting
the kid.”
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“That’s beside the point,” Flannery said. “The boy is a boy. There’s no
moral equivalency between a boy and an adult. An adult should know
better than to strike a child.”
The boy grinned at me with satisfaction. After class, on his way out
past me, he said, “Nice class, Mr. Poe Poe.”
I was fuming. I wanted to run after him and wrap my hands around his
neck and squeeze until his head popped. I fell asleep.
He was older, skinnier and taller than I remembered, but still he had
that angelic face that drove girls wild. As a teacher I didn’t draw a distinction between children and adults. I felt there was little difference. People
didn’t change much from child to adulthood. The same kids who landed
in the principal’s office ended up in jail. I knew Max was trouble from day
one. He wouldn’t take direction or stay on task. I had a word with him
outside the classroom. I told him this wasn’t elementary school anymore.
He was in middle school and needed to act his age. He just smirked at me
and said, “Whatever, Mr. Poe Poe.”
“My name is Mr. Papoulis.”
“Poe Poe.”
“That’s it. You’re going to the principal’s office.”
Shortly thereafter, his mother, an attractive young woman, joined us.
“What did you do now, Max?” she said. The principal explained that we
all wanted to start off the school year on a good foot. He had already
pulled Max’s file, which showed a pattern of misbehavior and acting out.
Twice he had been tested for Special Ed but scored just high enough to
avoid being put in a self-contained classroom. The principal made Max
apologize to me, which made me feel emasculated, as if Max and I had
been scraping in the schoolyard and he had had the better of me.
After class I called his sixth grade teacher. Yeah, she remembered him.
She said she felt sorry for me. With age and puberty he was only bound
to get worse. They had already caught him at school with weed, but the
school kept it quiet. Her best advice for me was to leave him alone and
concentrate on those who wanted to learn.
The next day he called me Mr. Poe Poe again in front of the entire
class. Everyone laughed. I gave him detention, and again the following
week, and then again, until eventually he was suspended. He didn’t seem
to care. At night, lying awake in bed, my heart would race and my blood
pressure would soar as I thought about what I would do to him if I had
five minutes alone with him. There was nothing more I wanted to do than
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put my hands on him. A thirteen-year-old was bullying me and I didn’t
know how to stop it.
The incident in the schoolyard was true. I had cornered and slapped
him, justifiably, I thought, after he had refused to bus his own tray in the
cafeteria. I slapped him hard. He looked at me defiantly with his big watery eyes, holding back tears. The bell rang and he went back to class.
Each day after that I thought would be my last. He would tell his mother
or the principal and I’d lose my job. But he never did. In fact, he stopped
calling me Mr. Poe Poe.
The character in his story was dropping out of high school. In actuality, he stopped coming to class. His mother didn’t know where he was.
She thought he was staying with his older brother. As far as she was concerned, she had washed her hands off him. Not only was order restored to
my classroom, but the school was more than happy to see him—and his
bad test score—gone. The faculty and administration were under a lot of
pressure that year to meet the benchmarks set by No Child Left Behind.
The previous year we had failed to meet it, and if it did so again, the government would take over the school.
The next night Max was gone. I thought we were done with visitors until the door banged open. “Sorry I’m late,” the newcomer said. He plopped
down his motorcycle helmet on the table and slumped back in his seat as
if he was about to doze off. He was wearing a leather biker jacket. The ace
of spades was tattooed on his forearm. He wore thick Coke bottle glasses.
“As I was saying,” Flannery continued, “there can be no catharsis in a
story without redemption.”
“Bullshit,” the latecomer said.
Flannery arched her eyebrow. “Pardon me?”
“A story can be whatever it is. It doesn’t have to be restrained within
the confines of a box.”
“What would you suggest the writer do?” Flannery said to him.
“I’d have the characters walk out into the desert and take a shitload of
peyote.”
“I like that idea,” Ray said.
It took me a moment to recognize the new student from my first-year
fiction workshop. All swagger and gusto, Jake didn’t couch his criticism
in euphemisms. About one of my stories, which featured an improbable
coincidence, he said, “Real life doesn’t work that way.” Needless to say,
I hated him. When it was his turn to submit a story to class, I relished
the opportunity to savage him. I was extremely disappointed to discover
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that he was a great writer, a fine stylist and funny to boot. His sentences
crackled with energy. His scenes were vivid and his characters threedimensional. They were about druggies and deadbeats and other outsiders
living on society’s margins. He was one of the few not writing about
suburban malaise and relationship breakups. It pained me to admit that
I really liked his writing. He was already getting published in journals,
had an agent by the time he graduated, as well as a fellowship and a book
deal. His accolades were regularly written up in the alumni letter. I envied
his success. His advice ranged from the arbitrary (“a story should never
have section breaks”) to the hilarious (“that line’s worth stealing”). I once
saw his book at the bookstore in the new fiction section. I flipped to the
rear dust jacket flap, which featured his brooding black and white author
photograph. I felt woozy. I snapped the book shut and replaced it on the
table.
“This story sucks,” he said, pushing the manuscript across the table.
“Care to be more constructive?” Flannery said.
“I don’t know. If it’s broke, it’s broke. Sometimes it’s cheaper to buy a
new car than replace the engine.”
After class, he shouldered his messenger bag and asked me if I wanted to grab a beer. “Who else is going?” I asked. “Everyone. Flannery, Bill,
Ray, Ernest, Gertrude. Watch out for Flannery, she’ll drink you under the
table.”
I wasn’t sure what would happen when I stepped outside. But as I followed them down the stairs, I was still awake. We crossed the quad, past
the bell tower, lit up the color of burnt orange in celebration of another
football victory. The muggy night left a film of sweat on my skin. At the
bar Ray ordered a ginger ale, Flannery a vodka tonic. Jake bought me a
Shiner.
“So why are you here?” I asked.
He pushed his glasses up his nose. “Brain tumor.”
“I’m sorry.”
“It’s O.K. I had a good run. Not as good as these guys.” He pointed to
the others. “But at least I got some stories out into the world. What about
you? Why did you give up? You were so fucking talented.”
“I was?”
“Let’s not turn this into a pity party. All that’s behind us. Come on,
Flan.”
He took up Flannery’s hand and together they danced a slow shuffle.
“That’s it, Flan. Burn a rug.”
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“Why couldn’t I have had your life, your successes? I worked hard,
dammit. I paid my dues,” I said to him once he sat back down.
“My life? I died at forty from a brain tumor. How would you like that?”
“I wish I could have written something great.”
“Great? Who gets to write something truly great and be remembered
for it? Ray, Flannery, Ernest? How can you compare yourself with them?
They’re geniuses. You and I are mere mortals. You can’t compete with
them. Their writing is only getting better with age.”
Ray came over. “What are you guys talking about?”
“Nothing.”
Ray said, “Did I ever tell you about the time I dreamed up a story?
When I woke up the next day, it was still knocking around in my head
and I got it down on paper as fast as I could. It was probably the best story
I ever wrote, and it was also the easiest.”
Jake looked at me over the top of his glasses and said, “See?”
Corey’s eyes, sulky brown, peered out at me from the end of the table. I
wanted to stand up, hug him and tell him how sorry I was. His hair fell in
his face. Ray passed Corey’s story to me. It was about his relationship with
his father, about how the latter retreated into a deep and dark depression
and was emotionally unavailable. The narrator tried to draw his father
out, only to be rebuffed. What was worse than not having a father was not
having a friend, the boy wrote. Even the worst fathers were at least good
friends. The story was framed by the boy’s overnight stay at a friend’s
house, where he witnessed his friend’s father hug him, then ask him about
his day. His own father had never shown an interest in his life, nor was he
very affectionate. When he came home on Sunday, his father was lying
on the couch with a book. The boy tried not to disturb him as he walked
in. The boy paused. The father looked up from his book, arched his brow.
“What?” the father said.
The boy shrugged—“Nothing”—and trudged up to his room.
“That was a very fine story,” Ray said.
“I had a problem with the portrayal of the dad,” I said. “Maybe he’s
having his own problems. It’s never that black and white. Maybe he wasn’t
ready to be a father.”
“I thought the father was very believable,” Flannery said. “Here’s a man
who’s given up on life and turned his back on his family. What a wretched
creature.”
“What if the story were told from the perspective of the father, then
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we’d have a totally different story I bet. Perhaps the son is a disappointment to the father,” Ernest said.
I had never liked Ernest so much until then.
“No one should judge a father till one’s had children,” he said.
When class started Rachel was laughing at something Ernest had said,
twirling a strand of hair around her finger. We passed around her story. In
it, a bored housewife goes on a cruise without her husband. That bygone
way of travel makes her feel glamorous. She attends all the activities and
meets a charming wealthy widower. In her cabin she makes a joke about
two ships passing in the night. He laughs, says he wishes he had met her
when he was younger. Agreeing, she says she feels old and tells him about
her husband. He listens patiently, the way a man who’s been married before has been trained to. When she’s done, he doesn’t offer any advice—
she’s not seeking any—but simply holds her. The next morning they take
their breakfast on the deck and watch the Greek islands, like gold coins in
the distance, come into view. It’s a glorious morning, the sun glinting off
the crystalline water, and they hold hands together. The story ended with
the line, “They had the rest of their lives to look forward to.”
“I thought that was a tad clichéd,” I said.
“You’re a cliché,” Rachel said. I reminded her of the workshop rules,
that the person under discussion had to remain silent. She crossed her
arms and sat back.
“I thought it was rather touching and beautiful,” Flannery said. “Two
old souls finding love late in life. There’s hope for us yet.”
“What did you think of the husband?” Ray said. “He’s a presence in the
story. He’s there and yet not there at the same time.”
“Maybe he had more important things to do,” I said.
“More important than spending time with his wife?” Flannery said.
“Maybe if he had been there for her, she wouldn’t have gone on the cruise.”
“Maybe they didn’t love each other anymore,” I said. “Love is a finite
resource. Once it’s used up, there’s no replacing it.”
“We can’t debate what isn’t in the story,” Flannery said. “We can only
discuss what’s in front of us. If the couple ran out of love, the story never
explicitly or implicitly mentions this.”
“Can I speak now?” Rachel said.
“Sure,” I said.
“Everything that happened in this story is true,” she said.
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“That’s not the point. Even if it’s true, it needs to work as a story. I’m
not sure it does,” Flannery said.
In a huff Rachel gathered up her notes and left.
I turned to the class. “I think that went well, didn’t it?”
For the last class, Ray brought coffee cake, soda, cheese and crackers,
chips and dip, baby carrots and chocolate chip cookies. “Sorry. No wine,”
he said with a wink. Bill passed his flask around the table. Even Flannery
took a swig. Ray pretended not to notice. I wanted the atmosphere to be
light. Still, we had one last story to workshop.
“This was all gravy to me,” he said about that night’s story.
“I think you finally did it,” Flannery said.
“A fine story indeed,” Ernest said. “Full of honor, honesty and
humanity.”
“I think so too,” Gertrude said nodding slowly. “Now where’s that
flask?”
At the end of class, the table was covered with cookie crumbs, empty
chip bags, bottles of flat soda, and uneaten carrots. One by one, Ray, Gertrude, Flannery, Ernest and Bill said their goodbyes and left. I wiped the
blackboard and straightened the chairs. A vacuum cleaner droned in the
hallway. I stood at the door, took one last look and turned off the light.
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keith carver
John Fahey Begins His Public Life as a TA, Hawaii, 1962
I am still too backwards and stupid to look for teleology in events.
Still too retarded even to look for, much less comprehend, intelligibility.
The universe and all that is in it, including the people, including
myself, still appear to me to be randomly placed, and the actions of
any agent to be causeless and incoherent. I wander around in a nightmarishly
cubist-expressionistic habitat. I am a savant.
—John Fahey, How Bluegrass Music Destroyed My Life1

1.
His first night on the big island,
he’s drunk and pale, listening to records as the sun falls
into the Pacific. After the Berkeley people, he’s tired of the Pacific.
He draws the blinds on his motel window, sits in the dark,
holds a microphone against
the television’s speaker, and feels for six hours
the hum.
He leaves his instrument in its case,
fretting the humidity
that thrums into the room in waves,
the ocean filling up even this small space
he’s run away to,
and already he regrets it. Still the clean-shaven days,
he’s come to transcribe Charlie Patton.
Hair already thinning,
he teaches Intro to Musicology
and tells his students to abuse
the instruments of their understanding
1. How Bluegrass Music Destroyed by Life. John Fahey, 2000, Chicago: Drag City Incorporated. Copyright
2000 by John Fahey. Reprinted with permission.

like disloyal lovers.
They cannot tell when he’s joking.
He loses their papers
in the junk shops, where he only buys things
he does not understand
like women sculpted
from steel wool. He will revise this
episode out of his life.
He tries to hunt down the real
Hawaiian slack-key players, but they’re dead and forgotten,
and this illustrates his point well: he’s not interested
in history, but in the history of misleading promotion.
He suspects the world
is a minstrel show, the others
always more vivid than the self,
and maybe he hates himself for it.
Near the end of his life
there are marriages he can’t even remember.
He never asks women to his room. He’s busy with
the dissonance lodged deep in America’s
banjo-head.
2.
Mother Maybelle visits in a dream.
He’s drinking beer on the patio when she
floats from the margins of the motel courtyard, past the pool of blue children.
John, in his underwear, compliments the economy of her playing.
She serves him divorce papers. It seems
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everyone is out to get poor John,
who only wants to write his dissertation and dig through crates of records,
maybe have a drink here and there,
get tan and play the radio, make sound collages.
Decades later, he’s invited to Tasmania.
Even with pocket money—not much, but more than he’ll have later—
he stays in his motel room listening to records on a suitcase phonograph.
Talking to the crowd that night, in a familiar mode, he mocks
the idea of Tasmania as one of Earth’s edges. He asks
why there are no Tarzans here, hanging from trees.
He comes to understand that he is the Tarzan.
He applauds what he sees of the Tasmanian countryside
on his drive into Port Arthur, but it’s all part of the show—
he saw nothing. He restrung his guitar,
losing patience with Californians on the radio,
ash drifting into his eye
from the driver’s cigarette
and the Pacific seeping into the open windows.
There are too many Americans on the radio for him
even on the other side of the planet.
3.
I’ve never been to Tasmania, so I watch
a collage of scenes from someone else’s vacation,
and it looks like Michigan, but the quality of the video is so low,
it looks more like an old first-person shooter, like DOOM in ’93.
America: beautiful country of misleading promotion, in which
John equates playing well to making love
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to a woman. What was he trying to prove when he recommended,
for those wishing to take their play seriously,
—addicts, aficionados—to follow him into the motel rooms
and junk shops of their worn fingertips?
To play just once a week or so
for six hours straight? To be,
utterly. This from a man who left one wife
after another to gather up esoterica, to cast off his boredom with
himself, with his small money and his failure,
oh Lord.
4.
Maybe we modern people are less real. I lose myself in junk shops for days, beerdrunk. I make a week out of spreading rumors,
teeming inherited language inherited from
no tradition in particular
but this. When I was fourteen, I went to a museum of disasters
near the Prince William Sound
and put my head in the oil barrels. I was in love
with a gravel pit. My scout leader was Kaczynski.
Our song was a butterfly knife.
5.
After Leadbelly tried to stab him,
John Lomax found a replacement, Iron John,
whom no one remembers, because you can’t just
replace someone—the public won’t stand for it. Because the obvious gesture of
the shared names John and John—John, also my father’s name—
it wasn’t any good for either of us, John, and so now,
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speaking around the subject
and daring someone not to, we throw it all away: the music,
the mishandled marriages,
the race and hillbilly records discarded from dime-store shelves,
funeral parlors, doctor’s offices, soda fountains, and every other
imagined America,
from the warehouses of Columbia, RCA Victor, EMI, Decca, and Okeh,
from my father’s bedroom, the floors bowed with vinyl and cap guns
and the junk of the last hundred-some sagging years—and my own apartment,
piles of unfinished everything,
and the sound of you, played high enough to hear
and low enough to ignore.
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donna kathryn kelly
“No, that’s a canard”
Robert Mitchum on the Dick Cavett Show, ABC, April 29, 1971

Your war poem reminds me
of the dream I had in law school—
the one where I was standing onstage
at the Academy Awards French-kissing Robert Mitchum,
not a young Robert Mitchum,
but a septuagenarian:
a droopy-eyed,
plaid-jacket-wearing Robert Mitchum,
without the trend of overdone
upper-lid work having disassembled
his aged, still beautiful, aspect.
No surgeon’s hand
touched that marvelous cleft,
of the sea captain’s grandson.
No photoshop was needed
to renovate the vintage mischief of his maleness.
You see, the actor knew how to grow old with class:
keep riding the rails,
keep moving forward.
Your lost poems remind me
of the years I have given to the law—
the clients, the briefs,
the oral arguments before twelve, or one—
days of waste
to anticipation,
mitigation,
litigation.

Robert Mitchum was a criminal,
and a fist-fighter, and a vagrant,
and he wore these characters
as if they were someone else’s trench coat,
though they really were his own.
His career was a melancholy train ride:
an actor surrounded by sleepy mannequins,
wandering, fishing, forgetting.
You see, the poet knew how to keep his words a secret:
toss them into the ocean,
throw them all away.
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Garretson
When it’s twenty below zero
we go to Garretson
to take a selfie by the dam
and one by the bank’s digital clock
to send to our friends
in California
to show them just how
damn cold South Dakota is
the first week in January
and how fierce we are,
tenacious, really,
to be facing the wind without masks
on such a day like this,
though the sun is shining
and the sky is cloudless
and the water’s neck seems to be shivering
with a pendant of icicles,
surrounded by acres of snow.
Our phone captures all of this
for our friends in a warmer state,
and proves the pure run of antique land,
shouldering the winter water,
the innuendo of the ineffable,
this marvelous place:
a plain,
bespoken,
beauty.
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emilee moeller
Out of Silence, Voice
I kissed somebody for the first time the August before my sophomore
year of high school. I remember the way my mouth was, stuffed full of
chocolate angel food cake topped with the whipped cream frosting I had
made earlier that day because Mom needed to get rid of the eggs. I was
scooping the cake out of the bright yellow Tupperware container (with a
plastic spoon I had picked up quietly as I snuck out of the house), when
the moment happened.
I remember there was a nearly full moon—the light beamed and
poured through the bushes and off the headstones onto the sloping curves
of his face. It was warm outside; you could get away with jeans and long
sleeves even though it was two in the morning.
It was the third night in a row we were out there. The night before, he
held my hand and asked to kiss me, but I refused and turned my head
away. Every night had pushed boundaries, toed the line. Half of me was
in awe that I, for the first time ever, was the object of someone’s interest.
Half of me didn’t believe anything would go farther than friendship. All
of me: foolish.
I think I was making some joke, eyes focused on the yellow box in my
hands, jabbing at the contents when I glanced up a split second too soon,
yet eons too early, to stop anything, to speak. Ground rush had already set
in. He leaned in towards me, intake of breath. Stupefied.
I remember being disappointed because there was still a lot of the cake
in my mouth. The frosting lay thick on my tongue, sickly sweet. That’s not
how ideal first kisses go.
Mother Mary stood with her head bowed, her granite arms folded,
about nine paces away. She faced the East, turning her back to us.
His lips slipped away from mine and I could feel this knotty mass of
excitement joy fluttering dread dread dread forming in my stomach, pulsing through my fingernails and my lungs. Nothing
outside of me and him and the nighttime was different, but everything had changed.
I have held a lot of animosity towards him because of that moment; because of where we were,
of who we were, of what happened. But that all
comes later.

He drove me home immediately after the kiss. I snuck back inside
through the basement, creeped up the stairs to my bedroom, threw my
clothes into the hamper, doused them in perfume, and fell asleep.

________________________________________
This isn’t my story.
Obviously, it is my story. I am a main character, a driver of the action,
an accomplice. But in my telling, I think it’s also yours.
To be transparent, I don’t have his permission in this telling—maybe
someday, maybe later. I don’t think he’d be supportive or willing, anyway.
So out of respect for him and his story, I’m replacing his name with “E—”.
It’s as distancing as I feel I have the ability to get, yet it still feels personal,
honoring what happened. It’s how I would want him to share his parts of
this story with the world.
If I do not honor E— and his story, his experiences, his shortcomings,
his sacrifices, then I do not honor myself. Too often these stories are told
in ways that don’t do specific individuals justice, and in turn, don’t do
anybody any good.
These stories are complicated in the telling.

________________________________________
The first time I saw him—I mean, really looked at him—was in Pastor
John’s living room. We, a group of young Evangelical Minnesotans, were
prepping for a trip overseas to Ireland. This memory doesn’t bubble up
very often.
E—’s pants were a bright spring green. My eyes flicked from his ankles
to his knees, to his elbows, to his hairline. He was, always is, dressed well.
When he stands, he’s barely taller than my own 5’4”.
He has the classic “I grew up speaking Spanish at home but I’ve been in
the United States for years now” accent, his lips smiling around his “ahs”
and rounding around his r sounds more than anyone else in the room.
He was, in a word, cool. Too cool and handsome to look at, really, so I turned away.

________________________________________
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I would go back to that cemetery sometimes. Why? What was I looking
for?
Maybe proof. Maybe vindication. Maybe to make myself feel like garbage for a day or so, who knows? I’m an expert at lingering.
I would drive up to the gate, never in, straddling worlds between the
current and the remembered.
There is a certain degree of insecurity and fragility and youthful hope
there still. I know if I were to go back right now, I’d feel it. Youthful hope
along with a string of memories, memories of him and me laying side by
side in a sleeping bag, staring up at the stars under two tall pine trees.
Those two, with their drooping branches and rough bark, stooped mostly
from age (and partially, I imagine, with the responsibility of what we subjected them to witness). My shirt, shoes, and pants neatly folded a few feet
away, his strewn about wherever, our legs intertwined. We would look at
the stars, sometimes talking, sometimes touching. We would talk about what we were thinking about that week, I’d tell him about school
and books, and he’d tell me that if it were another
lifetime with different and better circumstances,
we would have gotten married.
In another lifetime. He’d squeeze my hand.
It would smell like night and cologne, of salt
from sweat, of damp earth, of him.
We did this on and off for two years. It didn’t matter the season, the
weather, anything. It was an obsessive, secretive, coveted first love. Overly
sentimental, stupid as hell.

________________________________________
It was early July 2013. I was in Ireland, which was crazy and exciting. So
was E—, along with twenty other people. A mission trip for two weeks was
technically what it was, helping run a week-long summer event geared at
kids my church’s youth pastor at the time had connections to. It was a mess
of a trip. Absolutely awful. Nobody’s hearts were in the right place.
The group was spending that particular afternoon, after landing a
week prior, touring parts of the country. That Tuesday, the Cliffs of Moher. It was disappointingly foggy that day, the mist so thick it felt like it
was crawling up my nose. Looking at the pictures, they almost seem to
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capture the grey tendrils of the ghosts of sunnier, more successful trips
past.
E— and I had broken off from the rest of the group, trailing behind in
the fog. We had been getting to know each other better on this trip, sharing music, experiences, stories.
We were walking along the cliff edge. My hand clung dutifully to the
guardrail, his were crammed in the pockets of his fleece. He started to
complain about his wife, a woman whom I do not know, who at this point
I cannot picture. I am sixteen and stupid stupid, flattered he is confiding
in me. I am trustworthy to him.

________________________________________
I remember reading The Scarlet Letter for the first time half a year after
the fact. That was weird. A weird mix of completely relating to Hester,
not relating at all, and cringing at the other characters’ reactions to her
adultery. My senior year of high school was a school year full of renewing
definitions.
The word adultery at age eighteen felt like a pair of new shoes you
thought would fit better the more you wore them, but really, they just aren’t and never will be comfortable. Not that I actually liked the shoes, or
felt like I had a choice in wearing them, but I always hoped they’d get
more wearable with the passage of time. It had been about eight months
since anything had happened, since I had spoken to him, and I stupidly
assumed that since I didn’t feel a whole lot of emotions—because nothing
new had developed, I suppose—that it was all over and I was free to move
on with my life.
Really, I was just floating. Surviving.

________________________________________
His childhood was hard. There’s no other word for it.
Growing up in the Mexican state of Durango, his mother immigrated to the United States in hopes of forging a better life for her children.
E— was five or six, maybe younger. He didn’t talk about it very often.
While his mom was away, he lived at one point under the roof of some
uncles and cousins. All he can remember, all he chose to tell, was the sexual abuse. Ending that chapter of his life and effectively opening a new
book was another of his earlier memories: crossing the border into Texas,
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then being driven from Texas to a holding house in Louisiana, where he
ate pizza for the first time and watched the Ninja Turtles. He was later
reunited with his mother and siblings in southern Minnesota and spent
much of his childhood through high school years undocumented.

________________________________________
I have this memory of Mark, one of the youth leaders who was along for
the trip to Ireland.
E— and I sat next to each other on the plane ride from Dublin to
Chicago. We sat alone behind a long row of students and staff from the
church. It was either luck, divine intervention, or something else.
Mark turned back multiple times during the flight, giving me and E—
a glare, holding, suspecting for a beat, and then turning back around to
face forward.
E— told me that Mark had approached him multiple times during the
trip, saying he was spending too much time with me, that Mark was a little suspicious I might like him, that E— should be careful.
I remember thinking at the time that Mark was overreacting, that
of course nothing would happen. I was sixteen; E— was twenty-seven,
married.
Looking back, I really wish Mark had talked to more leaders. I wish
more had happened. I don’t know if that would have stopped anything,
minimized anything, but that thought is still there, still trickles through
my chest when I return home sometimes.
I’d be lying if I told you that after I moved away to college that didn’t
break my heart. That I didn’t let that perceived abandonment eat at me for
months.

________________________________________
I was nineteen when I began my freshman year of college. I started telling
people the story of E— and me, my journey of processing, the third day I
was on campus.
The responses were varied, but the general consensus was one I
hadn’t come to on my own: I, as a minor, was in no way at fault for what
happened.
I never knew what to do with that. Because on one hand, sure. It was
all E—, none of it was me. After all, I was sixteen. A child. A child who
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made the conscious decision to text a married adult man and persuade
him that since he was near my home at midnight, he should drive out to
my house and meet me, alone. Completely blameless. Okay.
I understood where people were coming from with that. But that was,
is, so detrimental to my own development long-term as an individual,
as a woman, as a Christian. That kind of thinking opened the door for
me to become irrationally bitter. What’s the balance between being a victim, allowing yourself that grief, and taking due accountability for what
happened?
I will never know the answer.

________________________________________
This isn’t just my story. Sometimes it’s hard to believe that was me, that
things that happened were things I actually did. Two years of being enshrouded in something is barely anything in a lifetime—a wink.
I know the distancing is some kind of coping mechanism. As casually
as I can talk about what happened with those around me, it was . . . a lot.
It was a lot.
Act 1, Scene 1: EMILEE’S Bedroom
[The stage is empty. A cell phone screen is projected on the side
of the stage, flashing text messages. The timestamps should
range between 9:00 p.m. and 9:40 p.m.]
E— (ON-SCREEN): blue?
[It’s a code the two share.]
EMILEE (ON-SCREEN): Yes. 12:30?
E— (ON-SCREEN): ok
[Fade to dark.]
Act 1, Scene 2: Outside
[The stage goes from dark to light. We see a corn field, a gravel
road, a row of trees in the distance. It is 12:45 a.m. EMILEE
enters stage left wearing jeans, converse sneakers, and a
sweatshirt. EMILEE holds her cell phone. She looks around,
sits down for a bit, then stands back up and walks across the
stage. A car enters stage right, along the gravel road. The car
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stops. EMILEE opens the passenger side door of the car and sits
inside. E— is driving. They do not kiss. They do not hold hands.
E— turns the car around and drives towards the CEMETERY.
The car smells faintly like weed mixed with the air fresheners
trying unsuccessfully to cover the smell. EMILEE yawns. The
stage fades to black as the car drives off the stage.]

Act 1, Scene 3: Cemetery
[EMILEE is lying on her back in a sleeping bag center stage.
She is looking at the stars. Her facial expression is difficult to
read. E—’s body is completely inside of the sleeping bag, his
actions obstructed to the audience. There is no audible sound.]
EMILEE: [Reaching her hand into the sleeping bag.] Hey. Thank you.
I’m okay. You can stop.
[E— emerges from between EMILEE’s legs, wiping his mouth
with one motion and the sweat out of his eyes in another. He is
breathing heavily. EMILEE scoots to her right to make room for
E— in the sleeping bag. They lay side by side.]
E—: You know, if this gets out, I’m screwed, you know that? [E—
speaks in redundancies, especially when he’s paranoid. EMILEE has long
stopped trying to correct it.]
EMILEE: [She sighs. He has explained this to her before.] Yeah, I do.
Longer prison sentence.
[The three-strikes law significantly increases the prison sentences of persons convicted of a felony who have been previously
convicted of two or more violent crimes or serious felonies. In
E—’s case, strike one being grand theft auto, and strike two
being possession of illicit drugs. That was a long time ago.]
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E—: I’d be away for a long time. I don’t know when I’d see my kids. I
don’t want my sons to grow up without a dad like I did.
[EMILEE of course cares about this, but is almost annoyed
E— is bringing this up now. She does not understand why she is
feeling this way. She says nothing.]

________________________________________
“Em. We have to stop. This has to be the last night.”
Confused. Hurt. I was sixteen, almost seventeen. Almost a year since
we started doing this. Nothing had happened outside of our little bubble,
no parents in the know. I knew his wife was having her suspicions.
“We need to pray to God and repent.”
“Um.” I didn’t refuse; I knew, in my head, that he was right. His training and knowledge as a youth pastor and leader were further proof that
talking to God about this was the logical course of action that we should
take. You sin, you repent, you move on. Classic Lukewarm Christian
formula.
I also knew deep inside myself that he and I were not over. At sixteen,
I wrote poems for this man. I had spent an entire year constantly giving
him the benefit of the doubt, giving up sleep and affection and devotion
to my family and friends, choosing instead to give it to him. Despite my
cultish obsession and love for him, I remember thinking how imprudent
and rash this prayer was. I wasn’t ready to ask for God to forgive me. Why
would I be? I wasn’t ready to talk to Him about any this. God and I barely
talked as it was.
One thing was for sure: I was not going to let my relationship with E—
go so quick.
But outwardly, I agreed. E— prayed. I opened my eyes as soon as he
started, just looked at him. We were laying on our stomachs. His hands
were folded and outstretched, his face in the grass. Everything about it felt
disingenuous. E— prayed, begging God to forgive us, to keep us close to
Him. Then he wordlessly drove me home.
We met again a week later. I don’t know why the hell that happened.

________________________________________
I knew God knew. That He had obviously seen everything. But what happened wasn’t something I talked to Him about for a long time. I never felt
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I had the words, I didn’t want to, I felt shameful. I knew, objectively, that
if I asked for forgiveness I would get it, and I had asked for it, but at the
same time something in me told me, somehow, I hadn’t. I wasn’t ready to
talk about it yet. An oddly transparent and uncomfortable place to be. The
sustained trauma of silence.

________________________________________
Another piece of the story: I was seventeen. A year after we began, a year
before it ended.
It was late August, and my junior year of high school was going to start
in less than a month. My longtime friend Lindsey and I were at the county fair. It had been a year since I had convinced myself I loved E—, that
the idea of him was going to be one of the most important parts of my life.
Important things have a habit of crawling their way out of your throat.
“E— has given me weed.” I said, in a half-brag, half-confessional.
“What?”
“Yeah. He said it would maybe help my
anxiety.”
“When?”
“Oh, a while ago.”
She said nothing. Embarrassed, I hurriedly
changed the topic and forgot it happened. The
proverbial lightning flashing across the sky.
A month later, after school one day, my parents sat me down on the
corner of my bed, got lovingly close to my face, and asked me if E— had
ever given me marijuana. The thunderclap.
Dumbfounded, shocked, the truth tumbled out of my mouth and I
found myself saying yes.
They pursed their lips and nodded
Lindsey had told her mother, who told the pastor of our church, who
had called my parents earlier that day.
“Okay,” Mom said. “Okay. Thank you for telling us the truth. We’re going to take away your phone right now, but we’re going to have a meeting
with Pastor Jack and with E— and Margaret tonight at seven. We’re going
to talk about what happened.”
Fuck. I handed them my phone. They left me in my bedroom, shutting
the door behind them.
Hands shaking, I grabbed a lone cigarette I had wrapped in a Ziploc
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bag buried under my underwear in my dresser. I didn’t light it; I just lifted
it to my lips and inhaled. Stupid.
Thankfully (or not), I had an inkling something like that would be
happening that day. E— sent me a text earlier that day that said something to the effect of, “What the hell??? What did you say? Do NOT text
this number. Delete everything immediately.” So, I did.
I quickly grabbed the iPod I had at the time, stashed between my bedframe and the mattress, and tapped into Facebook Messenger. I asked
him what had happened, what the story should be. He responded within
half an hour.
The agreed story: He gave me nothing. I lied to Lindsey.
If I get a third felony, I’ll go to jail for a long time rung through my head.
After waiting for hours alone in my room, my parents and I left.
It was a long evening. After having an initial meeting with Pastor Jack,
E—, his wife Margaret, and my parents, they sent me out of the office.
After varying periods of time, they would call me back in, ask me a question, and then send me back out again. This happened for hours.
They called me into the office for the last time. It was late. I hadn’t even
been present for much of the conversation, even though the topic was me.
All my muscles were stiff; I’d been concentrating on playing all my cards
as correctly as possible.
“Emilee, we’re going to ask you one last time,” Pastor Jack says slowly. “And whatever you say, we’ll take as the truth. Did E— ever give you
marijuana?”
I stared at the black hole forming in the center of the floor. I wanted it
to swallow me whole.
“No,” someone’s voice said. It came from my mouth, but it didn’t sound
like mine. It was a hollow voice. It was a voice that laid it on thick with
feigned remorse. “He didn’t. I made it up to look cool in front of Lindsey.
I don’t know why I did that. I’m so sorry.”
Almost all of the adults exhaled an emotion that was difficult to read. I
suppose it was a mix of relief with confusion, with a dash of blind acceptance. Of not wanting to dig further for fear of what else they might find.
“Okay,” Jack said. “Okay. Well, then I suppose we are done here. Let’s
pray.”
Jack and my parents laid their hands on my shoulders. Jack prayed
for my heart, for my lying problem, for whatever else I was struggling
through. As soon as he started, I lifted my head.
E— was staring at me. I stared back.
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This moment is a sigh, a blink, a fistful of heartbeats. I have no idea the
types of things he said about me in order to destabilize my character, to
make me as unreliable as possible.
I’ve got you I think loudly, hoping he got the message.
I love him so much.
My parents’ trust was on the altar, and I have just stabbed a knife
through it.
Maybe that’s not the right metaphor.
Okay. E—’s the high priest, my parents’ trust and my reputation were
on the altar. I am the knife.
The prayer finishes, we all hug. I get
into the car with my parents. I do not
speak.

________________________________________
Freshman year of college, if I ever really wanted to put a damper on my
day, he was just a few clicks and a Facebook search away—his wife, his
family, his teenage sister the same age as one of my younger brothers. He
hadn’t posted anything in about three years by then, but enough family
members posted family reunion pictures, sporting events, church gatherings, and tagged him in the pictures. Those pictures have captions like,
“Dios me los bendiga de una manera sobrenatural y su Santo Espíritu me
los ilumine!! Los quiero mucho!!”
It’s a goofy headspace to inhabit.

________________________________________
I asked him to meet with me one warm afternoon during spring break
in my freshman year of college, before the anger and the bitterness was
vibrating my bones. I was nineteen. We hadn’t spoken to each other for
over a year and a half, and I felt I needed . . . answers? Validation? I don’t
know. But I had some questions that I didn’t want to speculate about on
my own anymore. We met in a Shopko parking lot, next to a towering,
sludging mound of snow.
He mentioned he was worried that I had called the police, that I was
looking for that type of justice. Annoying! I literally lied to my parents’ faces for you. Idiot. A paranoia that I later felt was excusable, exacerbated by
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the years of cocaine abuse in his teens. He almost died from an overdose
when he was eighteen, I think? Really, I wasn’t expecting him to show up.
Part of me thinks he’d give me all sorts of time and material objects to
shut me up, if that’s what I wanted.
We chatted for a while. I remember thinking it was weird how quickly
we eased back into joking, into smiling and laughing. That he’s easy to
talk to. That I’m still attracted to his smile. That he probably smells nice;
he always did.
I had written down questions in the car while waiting for him, desperate to stick to a script. Questions like, was it just me? Why me? What have
you been actively doing to heal?
“No. It was just you,” he told me. We kept eye contact, unblinking, unmoving. I already felt I knew that answer.
“Why me, then? Like, what about me was . . . approachable, or attractive to you?”
He took a deep breath, his eyes roving around, to the sky, his steering
wheel, the ground in front of him.
“You needed help,” he began. “You were hurting, and I felt for you and
genuinely wanted to help you out of that. You know that I know what
it’s like to be struggling with that.” He was referring to my struggle with
depression, my anxiety. Especially the self-harm I actively engaged in
through my early teenage years. Most of that had been out of the picture
by the time college started for me, but the reminder of it still felt like a
slap in the face.
I didn’t like that answer. He could tell.
“I mean,” he started again. “Emilee, I still work with youth almost every day. Through YFC. Did you know that?”
I nod. “Yeah.” I didn’t know that.
“Whenever I see a girl who’s sixteen, I think about you. I see you in
every one of them,” he rubbed his nose. “It really makes me sickened by
myself some days. You were too young for that to happen to you. Really. I
justified it at the time, because you’re mature for your age, you’re thoughtful, you’re kind; whatever. But I was wrong. I am sorry.”
He actually said that to me. Something moved, shifted, in my spirit; it
was almost a physical feeling. Pieces of me felt justified, validated. But the
rest of me felt the same. He was answering my question while not answering me at all. Gosh! I missed him. I hate how familiar and how easy this
ended up being. I hate what happened.
I hate him.
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. . . Do I?
I hate how I didn’t say no . . . but I didn’t explicitly want it, didn’t go
looking for what happened.
And now, thanks to him, I’ll never marry and I’ll never have a healthy
relationship ever again and I’ll never get pregnant and even if I do get
married he’s going to beat me because that’s the only
way anybody would ever want to be in a long-term
relationship with me is if they’re engaged in some
violent nasty unlovable thing and tampons are too
fucking invasive for me so I have to use pads like
some idiot loser who’s not in touch with her own
sexuality and when I get married I’m never going to be able to have sex
because who has sex when she can’t even use a dumb tampon and what
happy marriage doesn’t have sex and I hate that I hate that and I’ll never have kids because I’m stained with your fucking garbage trauma that
wasn’t my shit to fucking deal with and I’m stuck spinning my wheels
five hours away at college and I can’t even tell my fucking parents or my
brother or Lindsey or anybody. Fuck you.
“Have you thought about going to counseling? Doing anything like
that?” I asked him.
He smiled, bright and sharp against the snow. “No! You know I can’t
do that.”
My stomach churned. How dare he not get help. What the hell was I
doing by keeping it a secret?
“Okay. I think you should. I’ve been thinking about it.”
“Make sure you don’t tell them too much.” I nodded.
We kept talking. I asked about his wife, she’s doing well. His two
sons are growing fast, he worries about his relationship to his youngest,
Michael; we were together when he was born. He complained to me
about his recent run-ins with ICE, how one of his good friends from
high school just got locked away for moving drugs around and dealing in
Mankato. He also annoyingly suggested that he would be ordained soon,
and that when I get married someday, he should officiate it. That it would
be “the ultimate closure.” I immediately refused.
As the conversation wound down, I hopped out of my Jeep, crossed the
six-foot divide between us, and stretched out my hand for him to shake.
He refused. I kept my hand outstretched.
“Don’t be like that.”
“We shouldn’t touch.”
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“Get off your fucking high horse and shake my hand.”
“Em! You shouldn’t swear. That’s never been you,” he said in the most
sardonic voice imaginable.
He’s right, but it felt belittling. It had been over a year since we’d seen
each other, and I could sense him trying to assert whatever shred of dominance he could over me. Pieces of me hoped I scared him. Eventually,
he shook my hand, we talked about nothing for a few more minutes, and
we parted ways. I walked into Shopko and poked through the clearance
makeup shelf for a few minutes before I headed home.

________________________________________
Even two years after “we” ended, I had a tenderness for E— that I held
onto, hoarded. It was a tenderness that felt safe. Keeping me afloat with
sweet memories, keeping him in his own home with his family.
The summer I turned twenty, while preparing to go back to my sophomore year of college, something inside me snapped, and all that tenderness for him was suddenly, inexplicably gone.
What replaced it, at first, was a sort of hollow sorrow, one that echoed
in my head like birds taking flight and soaring into the horizon.
Once the sound reverberated into nothingness, I discovered something else I had never experienced in this way before, something pulsing
at the edges of my cranium: an anger.
I churned. I boiled. After four years of being asleep, an outraged,
storming, and justified sixteen year old woke up, screaming to be
acknowledged.
I didn’t know what to do with her.
I had been so absent from it in almost every aspect of my life for almost four years, that once I
started being more aware and mindful of it, it was
too late. I was being consumed.
Anger wasn’t a good place for me to be.

________________________________________
Over winter break my sophomore year of college I was in the church I
grew up in for a Christmas Eve service.
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I thought I saw him.
And I threw up in my mouth. I had told myself and convinced myself
for almost six months that I was doing fine, that I was stomaching anger
and thinking about trauma in a healthy and helpful way. That my anger
was somehow righteous and correct.
That moment was such a punch in the gut to any semblance of closure
that I thought I had given myself. There had to be another way.

________________________________________
I often think about the trauma of silence. Whether or not not telling this
story is me, continuing to inflict violence against myself. Whether not telling is a form of redemption or of suicide.

________________________________________
Paul writes about spiritual gifts in
1 Corinthians 12—the gift of wisdom, of speaking in tongues, of prophecy, of healing—how they are all
manifestations of the Holy Spirit. In Acts, we can read evidences of the
spiritual gifts of knowledge or of wisdom, of prophecy, all through the
power of the Holy Spirit, impacting the culture of the early church.
There’s more to that, obviously. There’s big implications and a certain
complicatedness, but I do believe it. I’m writing about what I think is a
God-given gift of knowledge here.
These have been, for me, moments not in which the last piece of the
puzzle was finally set in place, but deep moments of joy and peace and
clarity; those moments don’t come from things or people that are physically around us.
It’s that step backward after staring at a single brushstroke in a painting
for hours, finally getting a taste for what the bigger picture could possibly
be.
One example of that, from my life, is this: I was reading Psalm 23. It’s a
classic. I memorized it when I was in first grade. I had concluded long ago
that I had gleaned all possible meaning from it that I could.
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(1) The Lord is my shepherd; I shall not want.
(2) He makes me lie down in green pastures. He leads me beside still waters.
(3) He restores my soul.
He leads me in paths of righteousness
for his name’s sake.
(4) Even though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death,
I will fear no evil, for you are with me;
your rod and your staff,
they comfort me.
(5) You prepare a table before me
in the presence of my enemies;
you anoint my head with oil;
my cup overflows.1

Stop.
Rewind.
Verse 5: You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies.
I had always pictured human beings here2—A middle school bully, a
teacher I was frustrated with as a kid, my younger brothers, occasionally.3
E—was in that line up, too.4 5 6

____________________
1

Psalm 23:1–5, ESV
2
I start to put the puzzle back into the box. I methodically tear
up one corner, working my way into the middle. I feel that I have the
whole picture. That there’s nothing else to reveal here. It’s Psalm 23.
Whatever.

3

Is your reasoning or pattern of thinking theologically sound?
4
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5

Did Jesus do this?

6

Does God do this?
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Is it? I feel the box getting taken out of my hands.

What if your enemies aren’t people?7 8 9 10 11 12
What if your enemies aren’t people?13 14 15
Stop. Refocus.

________________________________________
“There’s no way you could have been in a position to consent to that,”
Karl, a dear friend I had met around seven minutes earlier at a Christian
youth conference I was attending, said. I was playing the role of the chaperone that weekend, but I had been withdrawn from my group of junior
high girls the entire time. It was late April of my freshman year of college.
Karl wiped away at his eyes heavy-handedly while I wiped my nose on my
sleeve. He was a youth pastor in Minneapolis. I didn’t know it yet, but he
will exit my life about as swiftly and impulsively as he slipped into it. He
had given a small-group lecture earlier that day that I went to, titled If God
Has Forgiven Me, Why Do I Still Feel Dirty?
Why, indeed.

____________________
7
8

The puzzle pours back onto the floor.

I almost can see it, feel it, taste it—

It’s a different picture. And it’s more important to me in this season of my life
than I ever thought could be possible.
9
What if your enemies aren’t people?
What if they were never, ever meant to be
people?
10
Emilee, by picturing people as your enemies, it implies that there are people who don’t
have a place at God’s table.
11

Who are you to say that?

12

Stop limiting God’s grace.
13
What if God is preparing a
table for you in the presence of shame?
Of your tendency to linger? Of the anger
and the hurt you’re sick of but incapable
of letting go of on your own?

14

Your enemies aren’t human beings.
15
If you, in all that you are, and all that you’ve
done and ever will do, exiled from God and His holiness
just like the rest of humanity, have a spot at God’s table,
so does E—. So does E—.

Your enemies are not people.
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I had been, you know, doing my thing, sobbing uncontrollably against
a wall in a dimly lit gymnasium full of high schoolers and their youth
pastors, reading the last chapter of the gospel of John quietly to myself.
As you do.
“I don’t know why I put this book in my backpack this morning, but I
felt like I was supposed to. It was a big resource for me when I was struggling with depression in my late twenties. I learned a lot. God is so good.
Can I give it to you?” he asked me.
Of course.

________________________________________
The statute of limitations for statutory rape, specifically when the offender
was/is in a leadership position over the victim, is way too long, if you ask
me. I don’t know if I have the strength to bring the story home before that
time is up. I don’t know if that’s even the morally correct thing to do. If the
answer to the question of should I tell my parents isn’t a resounding yes,
then I suppose it has to be a no.

________________________________________
A church I attended for a brief period in college hosted these events called
The Burn. They are either twelve, thirteen, or twenty-four hours of constant worship and praise. At the time I liked that kind of thing. So, I was
there.
The lights were off in the church sanctuary. A lone singer strumming
songs on an acoustic guitar sat on the elevated platform. People were
standing, sitting, kneeling, worshiping around me.
This was a point in my story in which my churning anger was starting
to affect my schoolwork and my relationships. I felt like I was stumbling
around in a fog every day. I remember I was sitting in a chair, halfway attentive, halfway asleep at the back of the sanctuary. A woman approached
me from across the room, leaned in close, gently placed her hand on my
shoulder.
“Hi, my name’s Megan,” she said softly, so only I could hear. “I just got
a nudge from God that you’re struggling with something.”
I was listening now.
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“God gave me this word to speak over you. I’m not sure what it means,
but it might be something for you. He said, Your voice is activated: use it.”
I immediately started sobbing, I don’t know why. I really don’t know
what exactly having my voice activated practically means, even now.
But, it was a snap of clarity.
I had been so angry that night. I had been so angry that month. I
wasn’t ready to actually let go of all my bitterness that night, but that moment made the floodgates of possibility open up for me. I actually let go
of the anger a few months later, in the same church sanctuary.

________________________________________
This isn’t just my story.
This story doesn’t end with me finally telling my parents the truth. It
doesn’t end with me calling E— and telling him to go to Hell, of me telling the police, of a court date.
Truly, it doesn’t end at all, because here I am. I’m obviously not in any
place to withhold forgiveness from E—, from anybody. Some days I am
more okay with that than others.
I am telling the story slowly, to people I grew up with who know both
E— and I.
There are a few key phrases and verses and sermons and lives of individuals that have especially resonated with me—I don’t think I’m different from anyone else in this way.
This hit me in the gut the other day; to paraphrase Max Lucado: God
loves us exactly where and when we are at. And (not “but”!) he loves us
too much to let us stay there. God uses our formative years, good or bad,
as a launching pad for our lives. Look at Paul. Look at Joseph.
I praise God for vulnerability, for honesty, for the power of our testimony. I’m not praising God for what happened; I’m not quite there yet.
But I am praising Him for change, for redemption, and for love that can
only flow from Him; love that takes away all the pain and hatred my body
could ever hold and replaces it with movement and strength and empathy
that I’ll never fully understand. I’m exploring what it might look like to
have an activated voice.
And this I firmly believe: because the darkness was great,
the Light will be greater.

Emilee Moeller
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laurinda lind
Nightsounds
At night the trucks come driving through me,
the way-big ones, the many-wheeled,
since my room near the state highway
is separated by a sidewalk, a bush, complacency.
And I am one who has had a house driven through
by a neighbor who put pedal to the metal
out in the bar parking lot, then never took it off again
until they brought her back out of my parents’ bedroom.
And this room, now, too, was once their room
but in another place, another time, another dark.
We are a family you drive through.
On nights when the trucks aren’t tearing through me,
the teens are out there getting pregnant,
working pills out of their pockets, passing
joints on the minister’s lawn if his lights are out.
they fight: I fucking hate you. I mistake
an out-of-control boyfriend for a misfiring
engine, a drunken girlfriend for a run-over cat
such as the stray my son called Matthew and wrote
a three-page book about when he was seven
and then my son died too, things don’t just stop,
they keep on barreling through.
One night in Rochester I heard a woman being beaten
in the intersection and didn’t know what to do, but
the neighbors called 911. I don’t think she died.
I haven’t, either.
One night when I was fifteen, smoking a cigarette
stolen from a store, I was near home on a dark road
and heard my name, just that whisper, from a house
that stood haunted for years. I still
don’t know who calls me.

Some nights, the street outside
is empty like a prairie. Out in the air
I could be nothing, too. But I’m not ready,
I lie too long listening. I’m not done
with the other dark.

Laurinda Lind
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anne dyer stuart
What Girls Learn
Mama was two women: one who never
spoke on a date from fourteen to eighteen,
one who kicked off her shoes, ran to the stage
and danced with the band until nobody
had anything left. Everything from mashed
potato to the twist, even sexless
chaperones couldn’t say a bad word
about her. Because she was that good.
I knew her behind a vacuum, running
from calories, lusting after Lays,
hot pink tube top, earrings big as cars.
I knew her when she didn’t want to talk
about it, whatever it was, when she
pretended we did in fact talk about
it, and I had forgotten. Silence like
another person in the house, stealth
and grit inside a red plaid flannel robe,
waist cinched. I knew her when she’d get mad
and Daddy’d try to take her seriously
and fail. I think I learned something about
men and women. I think it wasn’t good.

Limits
Around here you’re judged by your lawn. People
don’t go inside each other’s houses. Parties
have port-a-potties, air freshener, Purell.
At the last block party her neighbor held
her hand too long, scraped his fingernail
across a knuckle during Hill Billy Golf,
ingenious Yankee drinking game.
To be a girl is to feel shame, still,
at middle age. Secrets kept
until they mold, swell
up her body. It happened after college:
one leg, then the next
five years later. She did this to herself
like that boy drunk in summer pushing
layers of sheetrock in a dorm
until they pressed him to the wall
for days. There are limits
to circulation, limits to how
you can lure the body and it won’t
do what you want, it won’t be
what you want. She can’t have her back,
that girl in shorts, that girl with the gymnast’s
calves, ankles slim as wrists. Her body,
metaphor for what was there all along. Batter
needs time to bloom into cake, heat.
It needs to be beaten.

Anne Dyer Stuart
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edward mayes
About the Time I First Read The Riot Act
About the time I first read The Riot Act
My sister Mary Jo was seventeen and my other
Sister Sharon was fifteen, so that would put me
At ten, and if that would make me ten, then
We would be in 1961, Bay of Pigs and Berlin
Wall, Roger Maris and Adolf Eichmann, a sated
World out the unsated window of the first
American helicopter to land in Saigon, into a war
Into which I would not be drafted, nor would I
Ever see the poet H.D. pushing a cart of words at Home
Depot, the worms in the compost the kings of
The clitellum, the “lost measure” of this life, the cup
Of lake water down Artemis’s back, and Acteon
Minutes later run down by her dogs and then torn
Into pieces, for if Napoleon has his Austerlitz
And Augustus has his Actium, what’s left but to follow
The “narrow fellow” who has left the grass for the blacktop,
The Black Snake Literatim, the comeback of the Demolition
Derby, not the lips pursing, or might I say the concept of licketySplit, but I who am but one of the last satellites, the orbit of
Who I was circling and divisible, never again coming back down.

Notes
Fillip, fill the bill; follow me; “narrow fellow”; the leaf of grass; satellite; bunker
mentality; lickety-split; literatum, letter for letter; sidesplitting; The Riot Act, 1715;
sate; blitzkrieg; bollito misto; clitellum, pack saddle; Hilda Doolittle at Home
Depot; hoplite; collage; epitome, summary; what you may call it

ren pike
Discard your idols
discard your idols, they, too, have spent sleepless nights
post-party regretting
discard your idols, before the ferry reaches port
everyone drops things overboard
discard your idols, while they are still warm from the oven
the waiting magpies will thank you
discard your idols, when their mouths are open
don’t give them time to make their case
discard your idols, if they become pus-filled or gangrenous
these new bandaids make things fester
discard your idols, again, and again, even the clothing
of the gods collects lint
discard your idols, with a flourish of cryptic words
puzzles are the truest companions
discard your idols, frequently, just before the room fills
with the sweet smell of death
discard your idols, now—they’re clogging the airlock
it’s not deep space ‘til you’re on your own

Working for God is never easy
And by God, I mean
dog, ’cause sometimes
I reverse the best parts.
Life and death. Go and come.
I’m prone to laugh
when crying is respected.
I try to view it as a gift.
Then get preoccupied with how
that’s another word for poison.
What’s opposite anyway?
Theft? Some bear trap
your God walks into?
What really is deep underneath
the up above? In here,
it’s a bit of a warren.
Filled with nervous hare.
Turning coat whenever
the mercury drops.
I’d like to walk the
same path as the masses.
Sleep in the prescribed bed.
Pop out the blessed children, but–
I’m wary of roads too clearly marked.
I’d rather twist my ankle
in the bushes
than achieve your quests
for extra points.
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Glare
sun’s high in the sky, and he’s
at it again with his poison
spraying, diesel ride-on mower
fraying my last nerve
’round here, seems a day can’t go by
without some dumbbell hacking down
a perfectly splendid hard-working tree
or napalming harmless dandelion so everything
will look tidy and trendy and tiresome
it’s as though these rampant wildfires
are wild imaginings not annual happenings
I’m not sure I’m fit to live in this endless summer
of surface-level shortsightedness
where the word hand must always be paired with out
and aliens are earthlings in need
there was a time when I could turn
my head, be distracted by the abundant
colorful cultural cacophonies
out on balconies, imbibing beers
exchanging pleasantries, hip histories
but now, when my eyes aren’t
working as well as they used to
when I’m spending way too much time
adjusting my glasses just to see the menu
now, when I need to be diverted from the
hellscape of today in the Americas
now is when I cannot look away
from the blockhead next door
poisoning the only world
we’ll ever know
Ren Pike
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Look here
Don’t let the cash register hit you on the way out.
It’s not like it knows anything about your circumstance.
These barcodes only serve to separate black from white.
Say hello to the wholesaler.
He too feeds his family on scraps from the devolution.
I’m waiting for the day when we’re fed up
with the way the system keeps everyone in line.
And we step out of the queue. Form a circle.
Start passing the pease pudding. Hand over hand.
With a big spoon. There will be many mouths. Twice the eyes.
Maybe this shitshow is a giant infarction.
An inopportune vice-grip moment. Frozen smiles all around.
And we’re clutching our chests asking what the hell we ate.
Like the answer lies in a roll of antacids
not a quadruple bypass.
These sick days we’re taking will run out eventually,
whether we drink the chicken soup or not.
When will we wake up? Shake the bedclothes of impression.
Choke down our handcrafted tinctures of intent.
And exit our houses, determination-pants flapping.
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calvin white
She Writes Poems
she writes lightning strikes
sharp and ionized
scratching new arteries
infused with god-sized memories
of rapes and loss
paper lends itself to ink
the way sand on a shore takes footsteps
how good it feels
for that small moment
when action seems like truth
we are all born a she
as strokes clang into our soft sides
thrusting us towards a sanity
dependent upon distance
or pretense
so we grab the weapons available
stake out a course
and speak that language
determined not to die
at least not right then

saving the world
lennon said was easy
so did the buddha
and jesus
and the unending lists in every country now it seems
with workshops to tool away the brokenness
courses to salve demons and flawedness
these wise creatures
in robes and bliss gestures
staring deeply for eyes that look back
gotcha
and you’ve bought the car of your dreams
a chance at the big one
godness
meditating by a high pool of sacred water
the drip drip drip of serenity
open the chakras to mindful clarity and peace
wrinkles will automatically smoothen
aches become tickles
past morph to discarded narrative
because you chose this before birth
and God has a plan just for you
meanwhile
the crows perch above
their black so sleek
eyes as attentive as stars
and snails go about their business
oozingly slow leaf to stem to leaf
what’s that all about
if not an answer to who we really are
where to put our minds
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ana maria spagna
Ghost Cub
Once I saw a dead cub floating near shore, free of fur
but still flesh, a transparent apparition. I couldn’t tell if she fell, spooked,
or wounded first, she slid.
Where else can they go?
(Where, for that matter, can any of us?)
In a speedboat’s wake the ghost cub rose and fell, upright
in a way, like a small child crawling on her hands and knees in
supplication or (vain) escape.
We fed mouse-click fodder to the gods, slept like sugar ants sticky
on the counter, wandered alone, tender flesh, and more than once
succumbed, gladly.
Let them in! (I’m scared.)
My neighbors say no. (They’re scared.)
Once in the woods, I came upon a dead chicken, still feathered, hung from a limb
over loaves of Wonder Bread, still wrapped and on fire,
in a shallow pit. Or I should say, smoldering.
Bear bait, the ranger told me. Don’t you know?
(This is not ours!)
. . . a hard pew, a hand recorder, an agenda, Ecclesiastes, maybe or Acts,
an organ velvet-draped beneath the Power Point
—or else a torn warning from a trailhead.
How rarely, now, we drop to our knees: to scrub the floor
with a dirty sponge, to wrap heat tape on pipes in the crawl space, to try
(vainly) to protect what’s ours.
(None of it is ours!)

Mud bees nest in knotholes under the eaves and 3/8th screw holes
on the boombox casing; the rifle was bought legally,
the suspect appears to be
in a state of shock.
When the wake rolled smooth, the cub tipped from sight.
(What of it is ours?)
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Glue Lam
they say will delaminate
over time the seams will separate
integrity fail
a single beam one log one tree
shaved to its core as if skewed vertebrae
could yet shoulder regret
the trees we felled
the money unspent
on high-dollar pressed board equations
blinkering in blue light shipped from afar—a made thing
instead this too-topped tree
enough by measure but dried
impatiently when the boom truck
puts it in place
to gaze at clear grain
with clear envy or who am I kidding
a tailored canker with pleats
a clear pane of prose
a steel plate fashioned at Kelly’s
Iron Works with a torch and drill to scratch pad dimensions
these six bolts black threaded
hold straight—or straight enough
and brace the galaxy in parallel lines
while the barrel stove pings diesel-soaked planer
shavings like carrot peels stretch steel to unseal
the unused power stored in heavy batteries out back

Ana Maria Spagna
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California Gold
This we conjured from afar:
The dust-filtered sun on tile.
The pre-dinner lull, drenched
Thirst on TV, California Gold. Huell
Howser on the coastal bluff
Near Crystal Cove.
These, closer, we touched late:
Winter wheat autumn dry
I rode a bike through
Bent horizons. I texted you photos.
You can’t touch the edge.
You meld your small self with
Straw. The gold stubs brush
Cellophane over my heart, racing.
So, it’s not the same sun. That’s a
Relief, actually.
We pictured space without grey
Inversion, lake-bred. Shiny
Gold days gleaned in alchemy.
Gold like coins. A city, streets
Shimmed with shards, a plane
Banking through doubt
In descent. A motorbike that
Weaves freeway lanes, spurns
Rush-hour traffic, turns shiny as
Wildfire fringe after dark, sparking
Embers, carbon loosed into
The night sky.
Once they trekked loose
Scree over the Blues to sluice the
Stars, soft metal, wedged in a flicker’s
Hole with a folded note:
More than the lake
Level dropped to golden
Reeds or the soaked seat of an old
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Pickup, where the sun-roof leaked.
More than cracked concrete or
Wrinkled currants stuck to your sole, it was—
Is now, the clean edge of sky,
Larch-limned.
Picture this, then:
That it’s barren in the dense
Woods. That all the leaves
Burn black to free
The wind’s stream. To free
Time. Even were I still
Bent low enough to short stump
Snags, come night I’d beg you to
Lie in the sheets, a decent
Thread count and gold as
Cider on ice.

Ana Maria Spagna
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evan higgins
Role Playing Games
I grew up watching video games, not playing them. I’m the youngest of
four—“the baby.” This meant a lot of things when I was little, but at the
age of four, it mainly meant I wasn’t allowed near the video game console
unless my older siblings were around. My sister, Chloe, is the eldest child
in my family and the only girl. My early memories of her are indelibly
tied to video games. They center on watching her play the original Sonic
the Hedgehog game and its poetically named sequel, Sonic the Hedgehog
2. These games were some of the few we owned for our first console, the
Sega Genesis. We spent hours with them.
My childhood family room was roughly rectangular and could comfortably fit our family of six. It had cream-colored walls, off-white carpet,
and centered on a turquoise mantelpiece. On one of the walls adjacent to
the mantelpiece was a patterned beige, red, and green couch. On the other wall sat the TV, ensconced safely in its forest green cabinet. Attached
to it was the plastic black console that introduced my family to video
games. We aptly referred to it as “the Genesis.” In winter, my brothers and
I watched my sister play the Genesis while gathered around a matte-black
space heater. In summer, we laid on our backs trying to catch rays of sun
shot into the room through the skylight.
On screen, Sonic careened over the 16-bit landscape of tropical islands,
underwater caverns, and industrial wastelands. Speed was (and is) Sonic’s selling point, as opposed to Super Mario’s jumping ability. His early
games showcased a frenetic world alive with neon joy. The safety I felt in
these moments is hard to explain.
Video games were a family activity back then. When my brother
Brandon bought a hand-held Gameboy Color a couple of years later, I
stuffed myself into the crevice between the couch and the wall to get the
best view. Boxed in, with the minuscule screen taking up my vision, I lost
myself in the world of whatever game he was playing.
I think video games were something of a refuge for my sister as well.
Growing up, Chloe was a tomboy with black girl hair and a white mother
who couldn’t manage it. She is beautiful, but during her adolescence, her
good looks were hidden under acne and chicken pox scars. She was styl-

ish and goofy but also awkward and sulky. Of all the siblings in my multiracial family, she had the hardest time being “mixed.”
With four siblings spaced evenly over eight years, each of us experienced a different stage of our school system’s progressing attitudes toward
multiracial kids. Chloe, eight years my senior, was never at home with
either white or black classmates; she instead found solace in a Southeast
Asian-American clique. Brandon, five years older than me, spent much
of his teens bouncing back-and-forth between black and white friends,
failing to find a space for himself until late in high school. But by the time
Ariel, who is two years older than me, and I reached high school, we were
able to cross racial lines at ease. We hung out with various demographics
separately, together, or not at all. This path wasn’t available to my sister
less than a decade before. Her route through school was much more difficult due to its absence.
All this didn’t matter when she turned on the Genesis.
In these worlds, she wasn’t just someone else; she was someone with
power, purpose, and poise. Part of what makes video games so alluring
is their ability to let us inhabit characters who change the world around
them, rather than the reverse we’re so used to. And though she bared
little resemblance to the super-powered hedgehog, when she picked up
the controller she was him—a reflection in electric blue and 90s ‘tude.
That is, until our mom called “dinner” and the Genesis went off. Then the
spell was broken. She was back to being herself, surrounded by obnoxious
brothers, bemused classmates, and desperately trying parents.
By the time Chloe entered high school, she’d “aged out” of video games.
Whatever sort of power they held for her was gone. I remember feeling
this loss acutely. No more than six or seven, I requested she play Sonic
over and over again—but she wouldn’t. Even as a child, as the baby, I felt
viscerally her having moved on.
I think I wanted her to keep playing games so desperately because I
saw in her a version of the skillful gamer I hoped to become. I think she
stopped playing them when she could no longer see a version of herself
on the screen. As I started playing video games over the next few years—
rather than just watching them—I also struggled to recognize myself in
the protagonists I controlled on screen. Eventually, I caught a glimmer
during my own teen angst. This recognition gave me strength when I’ve
never felt more powerless and isolated.

#
Evan Higgins
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In 2001, after moving into a new house on the outskirts of my leafy, suburban hometown outside Washington, DC, my dad’s company moved out
west to California. Over the next five years he struggled to maintain work,
as I matriculated to the same high school Chloe attended almost a decade
before, Watkins Mill. But where she had found a school without a place for
her, the version of Watkins Mill I entered was open to ambiguity.
I hung out with friend groups of varying backgrounds while there:
One centered around our black plurality football team, another on the
white majority lacrosse team, while others were too vague in origin to
categorize. These groups were diverse in their own right, but more importantly, they intertwined. They sat together at lunch, hooked up, hosted
and attended the same parties. It was far from a utopia for mixed-race
(or POC in general)—I was called out regularly by classmates for being
too “white” or too “black,” for instance—but overall my diverse heritage
opened more pathways for friendships than it closed at Watkins Mill.
During the same span of years, I fell in and out of video game series. Moments of pure joy stand out: Racing my brothers in Mario Kart
64 during endless snow days, naming my rival in Pokémon Silver after
my best friend, controlling the mute protagonist of Grand Theft Auto III
for the first time at a sleepover. But I never thought of myself as a “gamer,” that term used to erect a barrier as often as to establish a bond. That
changed when, after my first two years at Watkins Mill High School, my
family moved to Charlotte, North Carolina, for my father’s work. It wasn’t
until I left Watkins Mill that I realized how progressive the school was.
A former boss at a summer job in Charlotte told me the city adopted
the slogan “Gateway to the New South” in the 1980s. I can’t verify this,
but I think it’s apt for the rapidly expanding version of the city I encountered in the late aughts. Charlotte’s downtown, once purely a commercial
district, was then adding apartments, restaurants, and a monorail. I noticed the growing pains as much of the city’s exterior was replanted, even
while the roots stubbornly remained. The same was true of the city’s subconscious. During my junior year at Myers Park High School, one of the
most affluent public schools in North Carolina, I faced a type of racism
that was entirely new to me. At Myers Park, there was a casual but firm
assumption that races didn’t mix socially. I imagine it’s akin to what my
sister went through in her own time at high school.
I rely on the word ambiguous to describe my looks. I have a rounded nose, medium-sized lips, thick eyebrows and small, almond-shaped
eyes set in deep bags hidden by glasses. In the summer, I would fail the
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Brown Paper Bag Test. The rest of the year, I might pass. I’ve been mistaken for and told that I resemble nearly every race. My classmates during
my junior year at Myers Park High School struggled with this ambiguity.
Unsurprisingly, I fell in with one of the few racially mixed cliques after
several weeks of hiding in the bathroom at lunch to escape the shame of
eating alone.

#
Myers Park, as opposed to Watkins Mill’s single sprawling structure, is laid
out like a traditional college campus. Buildings surround a central lawn
with dirt pathways and leafy trees that throw off shade. At the top of the
quad is the cafeteria. Seating spills out of it in the form of picnic tables. I
ate lunch with a multiracial clique of three other students at one of these
tables most days for a few months that year. What initially attracted us to
one another was our recent transfer status. What kept us together, for a
time, was our love of video games.
The leader of our group was a white stoner who moved from outside
Asheville, a hippie vacation spot in Appalachia with a not-so-secret opioid problem. I was closest with him, and we thought of ourselves as the
intellectuals of the group. At the time this meant talking about the unfairness of “the system” in vague terms. The highlight of our friendship
came one afternoon when we got stoned at my house, played Gears of
War (a post-apocalyptic game featuring a quartet of brawny bros), and
ate Chick-Fil-A that my mom picked up. He spoke often of returning to
his brother who was back home with a serious drug addiction, but I think
he was secretly relieved to have escaped. And crushed by guilt for feeling
this way.
The other two were the serious gamers in our bunch. One of the two
described himself as a Filipino-American army brat. He was a pathological liar, though, so it’s hard to say for sure. He made up stories of his
father killing people on a whim or his wild threesomes with girls. Then,
when tested, he collapsed into rolling belly laughs, neither confirming
the stories nor denying them. When he talked about The Legend of Zelda
games, a storied high-fantasy adventure series, his eyes lit up with something purer. He reminisced about sailing over the open blue ocean in The
Wind Waker or riding a horse across the grassy plains in Majora’s Mask.
The absolute freedom of the protagonist must have seemed boundless to
this army brat whose life often changed drastically without his input. The
Evan Higgins
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independence these games offered was far too sacred for him to embellish
or fabricate.
The last boy in our group was an East Asian student who didn’t talk
much, I suspect, because of a language barrier. He played more video
games than the rest of us combined. He also missed days of school sporadically. Upon his return from these absences, he would inform us he
had faked sick to play Tales of Symphonia, Devil May Cry 3, or another game with similarly dashing heroes for thirty hours on end. He told
us about these capers in the cadence of a joke. I wonder now if he was
missing school because of something more acute. I certainly was when I
pleaded to stay home.
I wish I could say I found in this group a glimpse of those sundrenched afternoons gathered around the Genesis. I wish I could say our
trio formed a second family that spent hours together playing and talking
about video games. I wish I could say we stayed bound together though a
lack of preciousness around race.
We didn’t.
After Thanksgiving Break that year, I arrived at lunch one day to find
the East Asian student gone from our table. Two white skater girls were
sitting in the places he and I usually occupied.
I looked to the stoner, the one I was closest with. “Hey, man, what’s
up?”
“Hey, man,” he sarcastically mimicked as the army brat laughed. The
girls stared at me, uninterested.
“Uh, what’re you guys up to?” I asked, on the back foot already. Prior to moving, I was comfortable around girls. That was before I gained
weight and lost self-esteem.
“I think we’re just going to hang around . . . you know,” he responded. By not giving me any information, he provided me with everything I
needed to know. I was confused about why this was happening and who
these girls were. I was certain I was dismissed.
“Okay, guess I’ll see you around,” I said as I walked away.
After I was a few feet away, the army brat yelled out, “No, you won’t!”
The whole table broke into laughter—except the stoner. He looked chagrined. It was pretty mild as far as bullying went but felt all the more brutal for it. I was alone, again, sort of.
I had played and watched games all my life, but my time with these
kids expanded the types I was comfortable with. Video games, like every
other type of media, have a difficulty curve that results from countless
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factors, which can be strategic, narrative, dexterity-based, or otherwise.
These kids taught me that, like most literacies, video game competency
just takes time and patience. They had opened a door even as they locked
me out.
Over the next few months, I spent hours in my bedroom immersed in
games I had always wanted but had been too intimidated to play. During
my junior year of high school, we lived in a temporary single-family
house. It was simultaneously new and shabby, with a distinct feeling of
having been assembled hastily. My small, dark room above the kitchen
had a lone window and was crowded with books, graphic novels, and
DVDs. The TV my parents guiltily gave me sat opposite the bed, surrounded by video games and their respective consoles. I found solace in
the worlds they allowed me to visit. None more so than that of Star Wars:
Knights of the Old Republic.
Knights of the Old Republic, as its many fans will tell anyone within
shouting distance, is the best representation of the Star Wars mythos outside the original trilogy of films. Less talked about is the game’s character
creator that allows players to determine the race and gender of its avatar
and savior. It’s by no means the first game to do this, but it was the first
I played that did. And because of this, it was the first time I controlled a
protagonist who looked like me.
The mainstream video game industry, like its television and film counterparts, relies heavily on white, male protagonists. Players who fall outside this singular demographic can easily play dozens of games every
year without ever controlling a single character who looks like them. This
leaves minority players with a world of stories where characters who resemble them are absent or, worse, clichés and villains.
At the time, I probably would have downplayed how important seeing a heroic version of myself on screen was to my devotion to Knights of
the Old Republic. The five different characters I created during my playthroughs, all of which present as black, speak otherwise.
This game was the first to give me a glimpse of a hero who looked like
me. It did it at a time when I had never felt less visible. Not unlike my
sister, I saw in my avatar all the agency missing from my life. Unlike her,
the avatar I used to change the world looked like me. Sure it was a token
recognition, but that made it no less heady. I returned again and again,
unaware that what drew me to the game was, in part, this soft acknowledgment of myself. Sometimes, seeing is believing.

Evan Higgins
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After a while, I fell in with a larger, more formal group, the Myers Park
Rugby team. I joined this club late in the fall after football proved too
punishing a sport to play without friends. The Myers Park Rugby team, at
that time, was almost entirely white and made up of a mixture of stoners
and jocks. I got on well with them but occasionally ran into the racism I
noticed elsewhere.
One day, I received a ride home from a match. It was me and three or
four of my closest friends from the team inside a weathered minivan borrowed from the driver’s parents. The car was full, and I sat in one of the
two middle seats. Outside, we drove past blossoming trees, lush and green
in the early spring. As we talked about the match, the subject changed
slowly to how things were different up North. The rest of the people in the
car were white and raised in Charlotte.
“Well, at my old school, black and white people are friends,” I said. It
must have sounded like a dig. I probably meant it as one. Regardless, it
confused the driver.
“We’re friends with black people,” he said.
“Yeah, but they hang out together at my old school,” I replied.
“There are black people at some of the parties we go to,” he countered.
“Yeah, but, like, we all sit at the same tables at lunch.”
“Huh,” he responded eventually, “weird.”
And then silence.
“You know I’m black, right?”
More silence.
“Yeah, but not like them,” he finished eventually.
I’ve had a version of this conversation for as long as I can remember.
My blackness is not only a constant source of confusion but when asserted, it’s often questioned. Here, though, was a new wrinkle. The driver was
claiming he hung out with black people while not wanting to admit he
was currently doing just that. This was one of the first times I encountered someone “comfortable” with another race in the abstract but not the
actual. Prior to this, I had mostly experienced the reverse.
I don’t remember how this conversation wrapped up. I’m sure I argued
back, but I doubt what I said lingered. What surprised me was how divided the driver saw blacks and whites—the respective races of my parents.
I shouldn’t have been. This same divide was mirrored on the quad every day at lunch. There were different groups, jocks, stoners, headbangers,
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etc., but they were mostly sorted along racial lines. That night, after I was
dropped off, I fell into a game that showed me a world less hostile to my
existence: Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas.
The Grand Theft Auto series is one of the few franchises recognizable
outside the video game community. This is largely due to its well-deserved,
pearl-clutching infamy. San Andreas, the series’ sixth major entry, is both
violent and sexist. The game allows you to murder thousands of civilians
with little repercussion, as well as play a dating mini-game focused on
seducing “girlfriends.” A sample bit of the humor found within is the
ability to use a large, purple dildo as a weapon. But when I played it in
2007, it gave me another dose of hope through recognition.
The protagonist of Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, CJ, is a black gangster from a facsimile of Compton, California. He’s newly released from
jail, a gangbanger and a murderer. He’s also a devoted family man, a faithful friend, and an anti-drug crusader. He’s the first sympathetic black protagonist I controlled in video games. Sure, Knights of the Old Republic allowed me to choose various characters with the same skin tone as me, but
San Andreas is a game where the main character isn’t just darker skinned.
He is black.
During my first playthrough of this game, I lived in a predominantly,
white, affluent Southern town; Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas takes place
in a gang-controlled replica of Los Angeles. It’s hard to think of two more
disparate parts of the country. But I saw in CJ’s unapologetic blackness
something of myself. This blackness is reflected throughout his actions.
When CJ encounters a cop, he is immediately on edge, filled with the fear
that is the legacy of how his people have been treated. When CJ interacts
with those who share his struggle, there’s an inherent warmth. It was impossible for me to not recognize myself in these moments.
San Andreas did more, though, than just show me I wasn’t alone. It
pointed toward somewhere I couldn’t see myself finding again, somewhere with a place for me.

#
Around New Year’s Eve of last year, I brought out a Nintendo Entertainment System, or NES, a contemporary console of the Genesis my sister
played so many years ago. We were in my parent’s new single-family house
in Northern Virginia. They moved back to the DC area after four years
in Charlotte. This current house is a rental with hardwood floors, yellow
Evan Higgins
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walls, and low ceilings. The family room, which is adjacent to the dining
room, is bursting with furniture my parents collected as they upsized and
downsized over the past decade.
That evening my sister, her husband, and her two little boys were visiting as well as my girlfriend, Kate. I figured the console would calm the
stir-crazy kids, who were rebelling after having to sit past the end of dinner. Maybe I also hoped my sister would pick up the controller and start
playing. After getting the NES from upstairs, I plugged it into the flatscreen TV over the mantelpiece where new stockings hung, our old ones
lost to time and multiple moves.
As I booted up the original Super Mario Bros., my ploy both worked
and failed. Rather than my sister getting up to play, my brother-in-law,
Eric, came over to join. We played for about an hour, taking turns, changing cartridges, and teaching the restless kids how to use the controller.
They enjoyed watching us play but had none of the same zealous rapt that
consumed me when I was their age. My sister also became bored after a
few moments of initial recognition and never picked up the controller.
She claims she’s lost her ability to play video games, but I wonder if this
ageing-out would have happened if she had discovered avatars that more
closely resembled her.
There’s a famous reveal that occurs at the end of the original Metroid
video game for the NES. After playing through the entire game as an apparent robot, the protagonist Samus Aran removes its helmet to reveal
that “it” is a “she.” Of course, Samus is still white with (at the time) red
hair, but she’s also recognized as the first major female video game protagonist. She remains one of the few heroines continually at the helm of a
AAA series—the big-budget movie equivalent of the video game world.
I wonder what would have happened if my sister had controlled this
courageous heroine instead of that blue hedgehog. I wonder if she would
have kept playing. I wonder if she would have recognized a portion of
herself in Samus. I wonder if this recognition would have shown her she
wasn’t powerless. I wonder if this empowerment would have convinced
her the world had space in it for her. It had for me.
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tom c. hunley
Finding A World Inside This World
I love watching Bigfoot
in the famous Patterson film,
glance cast over her shoulder
as if at a sudden takeoff of birds,
arms swinging in time to some mysterious
rainforest music, no need to break
stride before returning to her
own thoughts and the ground before her.
So what if all the evidence shows
that she is just a man in a suit?
All the evidence shows that I too
am just a man in a suit,
too hurried to walk like that
or even like the young—unsteady, unsure
where they’re going but with years
to get there. My size ten Rockports
already look small next to the size eleven
Converses my fourteen-year-old autistic son
got for Christmas. His enthusiasm for fashion
is legendary, as is his passion for the smallest,
most surprising things. Every day he tells me
how many button-down shirts
he owns (twenty-three at last count).
Every day he says Guess what,
I’ve been in high school for 91 days,
92 days, 93 days, 94 days, Wow!
The heart has many doors, wrote Dickinson
and on the rare occasion when my son lets me in
his room to show me, once again, a Youtube video
of the ten fastest race cars, or to tell me that snakes
move twelve miles per hour, I feel like I’ve entered
a secret, mythical place, where my son walks tall,
king of everything in shouting distance,

and it’s okay to shout in his world,
it’s okay to repeat a name a hundred times
because the syllables taste so sweet,
it’s okay to bay and rage without pretension
or say just what’s on your mind even if it’s been there
for months and you’ve been saying it over and over,
and typical ways of seeing the world
seem like cubic zirconia dreams I’ve been sold
that keep me from smelling
what Wallace Stevens called the odor of stars,
from finding a world inside this world
that is uniquely inhabitable for me.
Then my son says That’s enough,
that he needs to walk alone, that my
presence threatens to despoil his forest.
I walk out, once again exiled from my own heart,
my GPS signal lost, my contacts gone,
my habitual ways of seeing the world
knocked to the floor like books from a coffee table.
I never would have believed before this
that such a creature could ever exist.
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max stephan
Ode to Arik Roper1
And like a dream, you see a child
sitting cross-legged with his mother in the Alaskan prairie,
watching her sketch mushrooms
canopied beneath the tall grasses—
her eyes content, studying,
and studying,
and studying
the gills below the cap,
its texture—trying best
to think like a beetle, a grub—trying best
to understand the rub
before resurrecting.
But there is no mother with you
in Brooklyn—somebody’s house party
with a band jamming in one room,
drinks on consoles, toilet seats, kitchen tile,
and a heaping bowl of ’shrooms on the dining room table.
How many you held
suddenly seems peripheral
as you lie still, voiceless, on the row house rooftop,
your memory hitting rewind
again, and again—seeing
the damp, dank network of new roots
you could not see beneath that same Alaskan prairie—seeing
the fantastic—fantastic—underside
of an Amanita muscaria,
looming—looming—above you
as if your eyes were the eyes of a glowworm—seeing
1 This is a poem selected from a manuscript entitled Alice Said. Alice Said is a collection of poems based on
mycology—the study of fungi, mushrooms, yeasts, lichens, and molds: their identification, classification,
edibility, cultivation, and biology.

Psilosybe mexicane towering like masts, like steeples,
still feeling the burning sunset from hours ago, whispering
No se sorprenda nadie porque quiero—seeing
as early morning light pulls you back,
like the gems you watched your mother sketch—
back down beneath the blades,
to settle,
lightless—
to hug the roots that call,
have been calling since childhood.
With nothing to confess,
no guilt, no weight,
this junction, this fork in comprehension
is where language has no use, where,
wrapped with the senses,
you are carried,
and carried,
and carried,
but never forgotten–
for what once had been carried,
and carried,
and carried in memory,
tucked away and hidden,
is now released.
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t.l. toma
how it will happen
I
The young woman comes across the garment hanging in the window of a
thrift shop. The coat is almost floor-length and ash gray, cut from worsted
serge. Gold epaulets ride the shoulders. Four crimson chevrons embroider the lower right sleeve. The escutcheon on the breast pocket displays
a quill crossed with a torch. The inscription is in a language she does not
recognize. Roger G says the coat looks like what you might see on a Portuguese air-raid warden. She does not think it is Portuguese because there
are none of those funny hooks below the C’s. And when was the last time
they bombed Lisbon. No, she thinks the coat might have belonged to a
Norwegian or Finnish militiaman, one of those countries up there.
Try it on, Roger G says.
She slips her hands through the sleeves. She stands before a mirror
cloudy with age. Robert G stares. He says, You look fantastic. That coat
is magic.
It’s true. Its lines are vertical and sleek. The hem just brushes the insteps of her shoes. She often worries her top is too small and her rear
is too heavy. But in this coat she looks long and angular. She imagines
wearing the coat to work. She imagines the way the men in the office will
look at her as she stands at her desk and takes it off. She imagines striding
down broad thoroughfares wearing this coat. She sees herself standing in
the foyer of a nice hotel. This coat makes her look like a person charging
out into the day.
The tag says twenty dollars. I’ll buy it for you, Roger G tells her.
Roger G is her current boyfriend. She thinks of him as Roger G though
of course she only ever calls him Roger. She thinks of him as Roger G because she had an earlier boyfriend also named Roger. Her time with this
first Roger only lasted about six months, whereas her relationship with
Roger G is closing in on a full year. Sometime soon she expects that in her
mind Roger G will become simply Roger while the other Roger, the first
Roger, will turn into Roger Y. For now, however, she always thinks of the
current Roger as Roger G.

*
Let me buy it for you, Roger G says.
You don’t have to do that, she says.
Roger G does not have much money. He works as a carpenter when he
works, but ever since the bottom fell out of the housing market his funds
have been short. Here Roger G turns to the clerk, an elderly nun, and tries
to talk her down to fifteen dollars. The nun objects at first, reminding
them that proceeds go to the parish outreach project. The homeless, the
hungry, the addicted, the illiterate. But Roger G is insistent.
Don’t badger her, the young woman whispers.
Roger G frowns. They expect it, he says.
In the end the nun agrees. She looks so old and weary. When it comes
time to pay, however, Roger G realizes he does not have the money on
him.
I’ll pay you back, he says.
I don’t think I have it either, she says, though this is not true. She
cashed her paycheck the day before. Yet looking at the coat now, she finds
it more and more unsettling. It belongs on someone else. It belongs on
someone braver and more intelligent and more able.
We take bank cards, the nun says.
Roger G turns to the young woman and says, They take bank cards.

*
Walking back to her place she carries the coat in a bag under her arm. At
her door Roger G asks if he can come upstairs. But she is tired. She would
like to take a hot bath and go to bed. Tomorrow is Monday. She dreads
Mondays.
Just for a minute, he promises.
Upstairs he takes the bag from her and tosses it onto the bed. He kisses
her.
Roger, she says.
He kisses her again. He unbuttons her blouse. He slowly undresses her,
pausing to kiss her there and there. When she is naked he reaches for the
bag. Put it on, he says.
She looks at Roger G. She puts on the coat.
What is that smell? she asks.
Turn around, Roger G says.
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She turns around, making the hem of the coat flare. His eyes go up and
down.
Roger G flies at her. He flies at her from across the room. They collapse
on the bed.
He makes her keep the coat on.

*
She wakes early the next morning. Roger G is already gone. Her coat lies
in a heap on the floor. She gets up to smooth it out and drape it over the
back of a chair. She returns to bed to watch the morning news. There has
been an explosion at a train depot on the other side of the country. The
announcers try to outdo each other in speaking of the vicious, heartless,
pointless character of the attack. Meanwhile she thinks about what she
can wear that goes with her new coat. In her mind she tries on various
clothes. She imagines walking into her place of work wearing that coat.
She thinks about how people will look at her. They will see her entering
through the door, the coattail trailing behind her like a woman moving
through a strong headwind. She will arrive like a storm.
The morning is cold and wet with a gentle drizzle falling but she feels
warm in her coat. It is not until she is standing in the crowded subway
car, amid the heat of all those bodies, that she again detects an odor. The
damp has concentrated the aroma. At Bleecker Street a seat comes free
and she manages to get there first. An older man sitting next to her gets
up at the following stop and edges deeper into the car, where he hangs
from a strap and glares back at her. A teenaged girl takes his place but
after two stops she moves as well. The seat sits empty for the rest of the
journey. On the elevator at her place of work everyone who gets on looks
at her and then looks away. She hangs the coat on the hook of her cubicle
wall.
Later that morning the head of IT pauses at her desk and asks if she is
wearing new perfume.

*
At the firm Christmas party the young woman kissed the head of IT in the
copy room. Roger G hadn’t come with her; he was going drinking with
some friends. She kissed the IT man and let him pull down her top. He
had never spoken to her before or even looked at her as far as she could
T.L. Toma
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tell. Though she had looked at him. He was very good-looking. He pulled
down her top in the copy room while the party raged down the hall. She
was willing to do more if he wanted but the director of IT said he was going to get another drink first. She waited in the copy room for half an hour
and when she finally came out the director of IT was talking to Jeannette,
the hospitality coordinator with the big front. The head of IT ignored her
the rest of the party. He ignored her when the office opened again after the
holidays. He has ignored her ever since until today, when he asks if she has
changed perfumes.
Yes, the young woman decides.
I like the old one better, he says. And he hands her a stack of expired
reservation panels and tells her to enter them into the system.

*
The young woman is not a data entry operator. She is a travel agent. That
is her job title. More and more, however, it seems she is assigned menial
office tasks, the chores no one else wants. She is often asked to make the
coffee first thing in the morning. She is asked to take down the lunch orders. Whenever the copy machine jams or the toner needs changing, her
coworkers call for her.
But she is rarely allowed to take the walk-ins. She likes the walk-ins.
Two people walk through the door and they want to go on a journey.
They want to go to Mexico or Rome or the Holy Land. Sometimes they
are not entirely sure. You help them plan their trip.
She never gets to go anywhere herself. She does not have the money.
She and Roger G went to the Jersey shore one weekend last summer but it
rained. The Jersey shore does not count. At least when someone comes in
to plan such a journey you get to experience their excitement. For a while
it is almost as if you are going on the trip yourself.
But she hardly ever gets to take any walk-ins. Instead she is asked
to update the wall chart. Major cruise charters are notated using colorcoded markers: green for departure dates, blue for returns, red for cancellations. Or she is asked to go around emptying wastebaskets. She is told to
go to the print shop to pick up a stack of the new brochures. And now the
director of IT has asked her to input the entire stack of reservation panels.

*
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When the director of IT pulled down her top in the copy room at the firm
Christmas party his eyes took on a faraway look. She liked thinking she
could have such an effect on a man. He looked faraway as if he were planning a journey himself. Take me with you, she had wanted to say. Take me
wherever it is you are going. She had been surprised and moved to see that
she could make a man’s gaze go distant and musing.
He weighed her appraisingly in the palms of his hands and finally said,
Have you thought about having them done?
II
She devotes most of the morning to entering the expired reservation panels onto a spreadsheet. Then she sends out bulk emails advertising upcoming vacation specials to everyone and anyone who has ever had any
contact with the agency. She spends another hour updating the cruise
wall chart. The work is dreary. The ink from the markers mixes with the
odor of her coat to give her a headache. Her hands come away green. She
eats lunch at her desk. She eats the cottage-cheese-and-fruit serving from
those plastic tubs that come in the four-pack. It tastes like cold paste but
she figures if she eats a couple of hundred of these her rear might shrink. A
sadness sets in around one-thirty, a sadness that often arrives at this time
of the day, when she feels exhausted and there are still hours left.
As a little girl she never thought, I want to grow up to be a travel agent.
She marveled at how other children seemed at ease in their bodies. She
imagined looking at herself from across the playground or from the other
side of the classroom and thinking how graceless and strange she must
appear. She told herself that in time this suspicion would go away, that it
was what you went through when you were young. She kept waiting for it
to go away. At college she studied psychology while waiting. She studied
psychology because they said she had to decide by the end of her second
year. It was either psychology or sociology but for sociology you needed
statistics.
She still does not know what she wants to grow up to be. The one thing
she knows is that she does not want to be a travel agent. When she first
started she imagined it would be fun to send people to faraway places, to
places where the sun showers down on shattering sapphire waters lap-
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ping at beaches the color of sugar. But because she devotes all her time to
changing the toner or updating the wall chart, it is not fun.
Moreover, it is not a good time to be a travel agent. The business has
suffered. Most of their clients tend to be older people, those frightened
by the internet. The recent economic crisis has not helped. In hard times
people go no farther than a visit to their relatives in Buffalo. You do not
need a travel agent to go to Buffalo. The recent attacks have also hurt business. People are afraid to venture too far. The message is clear. It is wild
out there. It is dangerous. Stay home and order a pizza. Watch TV. We will
bring the world to you.
In the middle of the afternoon the director of IT again appears at her
cubicle door with another stack of reservation panels. If you could finish
these before you leave for the day, he says.
She works on them the rest of the afternoon. She works on them past
quitting time. She sits alone in the office, rushing to finish up, while outside night comes on.
The young woman thinks how she will not be young much longer.

*
Riding home she senses the odor of the coat is even stronger. She stands in
the far corner of the subway car but despite the crowd a small space forms
around her as people struggle to stay clear. When she climbs the steps at
the station she detours to the neighborhood dry cleaners where the clerk,
a Korean woman of indeterminate age with a large knitting needle driven
through her hair like a stake, tells her it will cost fifteen dollars to have the
coat cleaned.
But I only paid fifteen for it.
The Korean woman shows her the buttons on the coat. The buttons
are heavy and pewterlike, crudely stamped with an ancient seal. The seal
looks like a falcon or an eagle streaking past snow-covered mountains.
The Korean woman explains that because of the age of the coat she will
have to take great care not to damage the buttons.
You pick up in two day, the Korean woman tells her.

*
Roger G is waiting in front of her building. He has brought along a bottle
of wine and some spring rolls. This is unlike Roger G. He rarely brings her
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gifts. She suspects when she is out of his sight he rarely thinks of her at all.
But on this evening he has thought to bring the wine and the spring rolls
as well as a pint of frozen yogurt.
He does not mention the fifteen dollars he owes her. She does not mention it either. Instead he has brought her a pint of double-chocolate mint,
her absolute all-time favorite.
They watch a movie as they eat. The movie is about a couple who keep
seeing each other from afar—a mutual friend’s birthday party, a sporting
event, in the produce section of the market—and on each occasion both
experience an undeniable magnetism. But because they are both quiet
and withdrawn, neither can summon the courage to act. It is she knows
a silly romantic comedy yet she feels strangely touched by it. It makes
her fond of all men, everywhere. It makes her fond of Roger G. They eat
the spring rolls, they drink the wine, they dip into the double-chocolate
mint frozen yogurt while onscreen the couple come closer and closer to
being together, though some mishap—a parking ticket, a broken mobile
phone—always defers the moment.
With not twenty minutes to go in the film Roger G finishes the last of
the wine and then takes her into his arms and begins to kiss her. She is
suffused with such good feelings she kisses back.
Roger G says, Let’s turn off the TV.
She would like to see the end of the movie—she would like to know
that all turns out as it should—but she does not want to disappoint Roger
G. She reaches for the remote. The screen goes dark. He takes her in his
arms once more.
Roger G says, Why don’t you put on the coat?
What?
The coat, Roger G says. He looks around the room. Put it on.
I don’t have it.
What do you mean you don’t have it.
I took it to the dry cleaners.
He sits up and looks at her. It wasn’t dirty, he said. You just bought it.
It smelled. Anybody who came within five feet of me could smell it.
Well, I couldn’t smell it.
What does it matter? she says. I’ll get it back in two days.
I didn’t smell anything.
Forget it, then, she tells him. Just forget it.
No, you forget it.
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*
But when she returns to the dry cleaners to pick up her coat the Korean
woman charges her twenty dollars because three of the buttons came off
and had to be sewn back on.
I did not ask you to do that, the young woman says. If I had known,
she begins, and here she shakes her head. She feels upset, more upset than
she has any right to be. I did not want that, she says.
The Korean woman shows her the work. Beautiful coat, she says. Special coat. Deserve good job. This best job ever, she says. These buttons
never come off. Last you a lifetime. Last you two lifetimes.
Outside a freezing rain has started to fall. The skies churn with gray
clouds. The rain rings in the gutters.
The young woman looks at the coat in the cellophane wrap. It is neatly
pressed. The lapels are stiff as boards. The insignia exude a regal dignity.
But when she hands over her bank card the other woman returns it
with a frown. There are insufficient funds in her account.
That can’t be, the young woman comes back. Run it again.
We not supposed to do that.
Run it again. Please.
The clerk swipes the card a second time but the result is the same. The
young woman manages to scrape together the money, counting out the
last two dollars from her change purse.

*
At home she phones the twenty-four-hour helpline supplied by her savings & loan but she has forgotten her PIN. She knows it is either the day,
month, and year of her late mother’s birthdate, or the last four digits of the
phone number of a boy she knew briefly but passionately two and a half
years ago, or 1234. She tries all three but none work, at which point she has
locked herself out of her account. While waiting for a human to come on
the phone she turns on the news. There has been an explosion at an airport one state over. The reporter writes of the unconscionable, depraved,
senseless nature of the act. During a commercial the young woman removes the coat from the plastic wrap. It is a beautiful coat. The buttons
stand out like coins from some long-forgotten imperial realm, impossibly
old and all-powerful.
A woman with a harsh, north country accent finally comes on the line,
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asks a series of question to confirm the young woman’s identity, and then
informs her that she has an account balance of exactly $16.43.
But I had over three hundred dollars.
Not any more, the savings-&-loan lady explains. Three separate withdrawals have been made in each of the last three days from an automated
teller machine in Neptune, New Jersey.
I have never in my life been to Neptune, New Jersey, the young women
says.
Your card has.
Neither my card nor I have ever, ever been to Neptune.
She will need to come into the savings & loan to speak personally with
someone from the accounts securities sector.
In the meantime, the lady tells her, I will put a block on your card.
It’s a little late for that.
Yes, the savings-&-loan lady admits. It certainly is.

*
She goes to the savings & loan first thing in the morning. She has to wait
for almost an hour before she is ushered into an office where a young
man—certainly younger than she—explains that she will need to go to the
police and file a report.
What about my money? she asks. I don’t have any money.
Once we receive the police report we can proceed.
But in the meantime I don’t have any cash.
First we have to establish that a crime has been committed.
If you could give me a little of my money for now—
Without proof, the savings & loan will release no funds, the accounts
officer says. He speaks as if the savings & loan were a person, this stubborn older person like a parent, who is having a bad day. She wonders if
she were to come back at some other, better time for the savings & loan,
would the savings & loan possibly change its mind. But the accounts officer assures her that without a police report no time would be a good time.
His shoes cost more than her rent.

*
She has trouble concentrating at work that day. She tells herself it is a simple misunderstanding, that soon the matter will be cleared up and her life
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can return to normal. She wonders how in the meantime she will pay her
electric bill. She wonders how she will pay her college loans. Mid-morning
a pair of walk-ins appear and because the rest of the staff is busy—the
cold weather makes people want to get away—she takes the couple back
to her cubicle. They are good-looking. They smile. They want to go to the
Caribbean. They hope for scalding heat. They dream of searing light. The
trip is not cheap. But they keep agreeing to the add-ons. Yes, they want the
cabin on the upper deck. They want the wine-sampling menu at dinner
each evening. They want to go snorkeling and parasailing. They want to
hire a car and driver for an excursion to view the crumbling castle to the
west of the island, a legacy of colonial times. They want the guided tour of
the old slave market.
The couple go away pleased. Yet the young woman feels strangely
dispirited. She does not feel as if she is embarking on the trip along with
them, as she had hoped she would. Instead such a journey seems more
remote than ever. Outside the rain has turned to sleet. From the window
she watches as it ices the roadway and glazes the windshields of parked
cars. The rain and cold appear inescapable, a permanent fact of her life. It
comes to her that she will never go parasailing. She will never sleep in a
cabin on the upper deck. The closed space of her cubicle seems to engulf
her completely. She worries she is destined to endless days in which her
biggest concern is her weight or her hair or her clothes. She will never
meet anyone outside the likes of Roger G or the director of IT, men who
don’t look into her eyes, men who look everywhere but her eyes. Say she
wakes one morning and is unable to recall not only her PIN but her address and her phone number and her name. She is unable to recall her
dreams. She will not remember the odd little girl across the playground,
the unkempt little girl on the other side of the classroom. What if she lives
the whole of her life having never looked squarely into someone else’s face
and finally recognized herself for the first time.
That afternoon she is again asked to update the wall chart. Her fingers
come away blue.

*
At the precinct house no one wants to talk to her. She confers with three
different people before someone agrees to take her statement. An ancient
man with a wet cough, phlegm popping miles deep, promises to send her
the written report within a week. In the meantime he assigns her a case
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number. He says what probably happened is someone at a store where she
shopped cloned her bank card.
He is having a free ride on your dime, the detective says.
The phrase makes her think of someone riding around in a large convertible with the wind blowing in his hair, chucking coins into the air as
he drives along.
She tries to borrow money from Roger G but he insists he has none.
She has a credit card though she hit her limit some months back and has
barely managed to make the interest payments. She phones her friend
Yolanda to ask if she has a little that could tide her over but Yolanda says
I was just about to call you to ask the same thing. Over the next few days
the young woman waits for some word from either the police or the bank
but when she hears nothing she finally calls both, only to learn that each
has been waiting to hear from the other. She eats whatever is left in the refrigerator and the cupboard, throwing together meals that if not inspired
nonetheless fill her stomach. She breaks down finally and phones her
brother in Cleveland to see if he might help but his wife answers and immediately hangs up. His wife does not like the young woman because of
an episode that happened three Thanksgivings ago that the young woman feels was not entirely her fault. She eats ramen and a tin of anchovies,
couscous with frozen succotash and a dried packet of French onion dip, a
butter-and-blackened-slices-of-overripe-avocado sandwich. She turns on
the television though there is nothing of interest on any of the seventyeight channels. She has either already seen it or if she hasn’t she doesn’t
want to watch it for the same reason she didn’t want to watch before. She
looks at several videos on her phone but that is fun for about eight minutes. She finds enough change in her junk drawer and hidden in the sofa
cushions to purchase bags of chips from the machine at work for lunch.
She tries telling herself this is only a temporary situation until the bank
can straighten out the error but there is a small piece of her that fears this
might be the beginning of a long and endless decline. She suspects that
even if the savings and loan restores her funds tomorrow, in another two
weeks or six months or year she will find herself in similar straights. She
does not know how she arrived at such a situation and she has no idea
how to go about extricating herself from it. Many of course are as bad or
even much worse off than she is though this supplies little consolation.
She wishes there were someone out there who could take her by the hand
and lead her away from the cold and the darkness but she knows deep
down there is no such person and never has been.
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III
She spends most of Friday afternoon updating the wall chart. The red
marker leaks all over the front of her white silk blouse. She tries to rinse
out the stain in the bathroom but succeeds only in spreading a fiery blot
the shape of Africa directly over her heart. Leaving at five she makes her
way beneath an overcast sky. The clouds above are dark and churning.
Moving down the steps to the subway platform she is met with the odors
of diesel and exhaust and a hundred human bodies pressed close. She is
wearing her new wool coat and as she watches her reflection in the windows of passing coaches it is like looking at another woman entirely. It
is like looking at a stranger. Yet if the coat is magic she feels far removed
from the magic. When her train comes she squeezes through the doors.
Inside a teenaged boy and an older man with two shopping bags argue
over a seat and the man loses. The young woman stands in the middle of
the car clinging to an overhead strap. She stands before those seated in
front of her, their knees knocking against hers as the coach sways. They
read books or newspapers or talk on phones or play games on handheld
electronic devices or else they simply stare off into the empty distance,
their eyes made opaque with fatigue.
Two stops into her journey, just past Thirty-Fourth Street, the train
brakes. It coasts to a standstill. A voice over the intercom assures them
the delay will be momentary, thank you for your patience. A minute later
there comes a loud popping noise, followed by a second, like kids lighting firecrackers. She detects a sudden, sharp odor that she worries at first
must be her coat again though the smell is too overwhelming, a harsh
ozone tang to the air. The voice over the intercom returns to say the delay
will be momentary, thank you for your patience. Here the car goes dark.
A light at the far end of the tunnel supplies the only illumination. There
comes now a series of distant booms, deep thumps that resound through
the soles of her shoes. In the gray light the faces of the passengers dart
back and forth.

*
They wait for several minutes more. The voice over the intercom says the
delay will be momentary, please do not exit the car, thank you for your
patience. There follows almost instantly another boom, much louder this
time. A stunned silence ensues. The passengers wait, bewildered, for the
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intercom to explain, but the voice is mute. The older man clutching his
two bags begins to whimper. A third boom sounds, immense, percussive.
The whole coach shakes and begins to fill with smoke. An unseen woman
screams. She screams again. It seems to unleash the humours. She is immediately met with a round chorus of yells, as if people have been waiting
for just this cue.
A man on the young woman’s left turns and begins to kick at the window behind him. She says, But the voice said not to exit the coach. Another man on her right looks at her for a long moment and then starts to
kick at his own window. The smoke has thickened. The air turns choking.
When someone manages to open the door in the rear, passengers surge
out as if they have been extruded through a mold the shape of hope. They
flop onto the tracks, stumbling, gasping, several pitching to their hands
and knees. And then they are up and running. The light in the subway
is eerie, muted, like the glow of a sacred grotto. They trip and stagger
half-blind through the smoking darkness. The young woman feels her
way along the wall until the wall vanishes and she is falling through an
unlit archway. From behind her she hears someone say, The one in the
coat? Follow her. More people rush through the archway, bearing her
along down one tunnel and up another, until she arrives at an opening
barred by an iron gate. Someone flings himself against the gate and others join in, heaving their bodies into the iron. When the gate gives she
is propelled through it and delivered out into a hall which itself ends in
a well-lit room. Several patrolmen stand about. They have arrived at a
police sub-station of some sort. One of them turns in surprise and says,
You can’t come in here. The teenager who had fought over the seat earlier says, But there’s a fire. He has an IQ of 87 and has been twice arrested
for shoplifting yet that does not matter here. What matters is the way he
stands before the crowd and tells the police officer, There’s been a fire and
you have to let us through. But the officer says, I don’t care, the public is
not allowed, and then he raises his baton almost casually and with what
seems no more than a gentle flick of the wrist he taps the teenager along
the head and the boy collapses at his feet. The silence is shocking and momentary, leaving those in the crowd to look unsurely at one another, and
then as if at some hidden sign only they can hear, like the high-pitched
frequency of a dog whistle, they plunge forward, overcoming the officer
and his cohorts and hurrying past them. The young woman is once more
carried along by the crowd sweeping behind her, jolted helplessly even as
she hears someone say, Stick with the one in the coat. They barrel through
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a pair of swinging metal doors and up a steep walkway. Shouts of outrage
and cries of Get them! ring from behind but gradually fade as the crowd
climbs higher. Still others merge from nearby entryways and side tunnels,
flowing like tributaries into the great streaming river of people. At the top
they encounter a broad wooden door of indeterminate age. The hinges
groan as people press into it. The door swings slowly open like the movement of a second hand and they all pour out into the nave of a church. A
thin light filters through the colored glass to shine onto the vault overhead. A bishop in flowing robes and the mitre on his head stands in the
chancel before the credence table, a staff in his hand. He looks out at the
entering mob and says, We’re in the middle of the elevation of the Host.
You can’t come in here. The older man still clutching his two shopping
bags says but there’s a fire. There’s been a terrible catastrophe. The man
suffers from piles, subscribes to three different porn websites, and regularly steals toilet rolls from the supply closet at work, but that is not what
matters. What matters is the way he says, Something horrible is happening and you have to let us through. The bishop takes a step down from the
chancel and says, It can’t be helped. We are drinking the blood and eating
the body. When the old man tries to slip past, the prelate lowers the staff
and trips him, making the man sprawl before the presbytery. The man
grabs the cleric by the ankle, bringing the other down on top of him. The
choir clamber from their stalls into the nave and begin to grapple with a
few of the intruders but many others from the congregation now rise and
with shouts join the racing crowd. They swarm around and through the
narthex and out the large doors to a narrow chamber with rising walls.
The smoke has managed to follow them even here. They rush up a broken
escalator, using their hands to shield their mouths and noses from the
smoke. They arrive at a large glass-covered atrium of unexpected beauty.
There are dwarf ginkgo trees and cherry blossoms and soaring potted cypress and a marble fountain layered with smooth stones over which water
bubbles and rolls. A circular staircase of broad slate steps winds along the
sides of the atrium on up to the very top where the sun has emerged from
the clouds, burning overhead. It strikes through the glass in vertical shafts
of light like burning pillars of gold.
They have entered the Bourse. In the middle of the rotunda stands a
group of men in suits. When the crowd edges closer the men turn in surprise. They raise their umbrellas like swords. Their briefcases double as
shields. The others draw up short, those in the rear bumping into those
ahead, and there arrives now a moment on the brink. Though they out232
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number the men in suits by twenty-to-one, by fifty-to-one, the crowd
continues to mill about, paralyzed in the face of circumstance. It is a story
older than the oldest poets, a story older than time, the very story that
first gave us time. In that instant the whole of the future stands in suspension, like ripened fruit trembling at the end of a branch.
Yet in the ebb and pull someone jostles the young woman from behind
and pitches her forward, causing her to collapse against one of the suited men. He backpedals a step. It is a small, an unthinking reaction, but
a murmur ripples through the massed crowd. The young woman stands
now and looks about, and the others look back at her, expectant, waiting. Here she begins to move. She watches herself move. From across the
playground, from the other side of the office—from the other side of her
life—she moves forward. She has a boyfriend named Roger G who does
not love her and she does not love him but this no longer matters. She has
a job she hates and she owes money and her credit rating is abysmal. She
has only an opened carton of souring milk and a half-empty bag of cheese
doodles in her refrigerator. She has slept with more men than she likes to
remember and one woman if you have to know, though later lying next
to them after they had fallen asleep she experienced a loneliness more
lonely than if she had been alone, but none of this matters. What matters
is the way the men in suits look at her as she eases past. Any one of them
could stop her—she is small, this woman—though they do not. They look
at the coat and they do not. She steps onto the slate staircase and begins
her climb. There is some quality to the light and to the sound of her footsteps on the stairs that makes everyone stop and stare. She pauses to gaze
down at the crowd below, their faces peering up at her. The sun drives
at her back. In its heat and glare she takes off the coat and flings it over
the railing. It hangs in the air as if it might fly, but then all eyes watch it
drift to the floor of the atrium. Turning to her once more, only now do
they see the red blotch over her heart. The wound looks deep. The wound
looks mortal. A great roar goes up from the gathering. It is maddened,
incensed, thunderous. It shakes the very walls. The roar sends her tearing up the staircase once more, aiming toward summits, the sun blasting down from overhead. The crowd chases after her, hurtling two, three
steps at a time. All of eternity is suddenly theirs, if only for this moment.
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richard weaver

Haplography as collateral damage,
like insurance for terrorism or acts of God as it were, remains
a catchall phrase. A window slams shut: two eye panes shatter.
The living room is now half-blind but still hungry. The carpet blurs.
One of a matching pair of chairs becomes uneasy, turns upside down
and inside out, afraid a supersized human might seek its comfort
with his/her singularly overstuffed buttock. There is a silence
that hangs like a corpse from a tree, twitching impatiently. You or me?

charles rafferty
The Smallest Russian Doll
I feel like the smallest Russian doll. This doesn’t stop people from giving me a twist. I can hear them cursing as they search for my cocaine,
the combination to the safe. Nobody wants to come across an irreducible
kernel and find it wanting. Thus another woman has told me to take her
back. Thus the moon like a dirty plate refuses both faucet and tongue.

ndaba sibanda
A Village Highflier Or Failure?
were her goals unfeasible?
folks fast wrote her off
querying her intelligence
questioning her aptitude
querying her station in life
questioning her gender too
querying her day-dreaming
mentioning her rustic roots
her goals were long-term—
what a mere waste of time!
who the heck did she think
she was to board that train?
for her it was a proud process
powered by Practice & Practice
one player was Perseverance
the goal minder was Resilience
or was it?—or perhaps never mind
for process was powered by passion
it was not about great grades today
heavy defeats and pains played with her!
at times the train was too hot, too cold
sometimes too slow, if not still, silly, strident
her tired train bawled: grit, grit, grit and grit
as she journeyed her bumpy and mucky journey

college authorities slapped her with a mountain
of rules, roles, responsibilities, and examinations
she didn’t fluke them, and there was no coincidence
she didn’t achieve her grades by luck rather than skill
fees felt like forks fooling and slitting her pockets apart
when she fell pregnant, critics chorused: end of the road!
she wadded in muddy waters, her intellect drowned, drained
there was no stroke of good fortune, but ridicule & refutation
when she held her paper, her key, Purpose gleamed a smile
and congratulated Practice, Process, Perseverance with pride
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emily scudder
Death by Project Management Webinar
Agile. Adaptive. Accelerated Change.
A timeline of forward progress.
The pleasant-voiced female
Host proclaims: New and exciting
Transformations. She seems friendly.
Midwest. She told us her name.
I forgot it right away. Her disembodied
Voice welcomes us to conference room 021.
The zero. A bad omen. The basement. No sun.
The pleasant voice informs: Teams are called
Scrums. Scrum masters lead rituals. Now
I perk up. It’s a cult. A coed business casual
Rugby team with live action role-playing tossed in.
I open my laptop. Begin to take notes.
I wonder if on Fridays they scrum-shuffle
Down carpeted hallways, link strong young
Hands around waists. Gripped. Eager to sacrifice.
I wonder what Joseph Campbell would say?
It’s the Power of Myth. Version 2019.

jeremy griffin
Nothing Has Been Proven by Reaching the End
I wanted to write about Parmenides,
or rather I wanted
to be the kind of person
who writes about Parmenides.
You know who I mean, the same way
you know when the name you keep
forgetting is a landmine praying
for a foot to saddle it with purpose.
The earth is slowing, I’ve heard, elongating
each day into a eulogy. Soon
we will live according to whichever rains
are brave enough to save us
from the protracted afternoons,
when everything we’ve pined for
is straining to touch our fingertips
and failing, just. Are we not all idolaters?
Does the soul not rust? The tooth-colored
moon gleams between the blinds
over the bedroom window, where the body becomes
its own chorus. I wanted to tell you
about change, about time, about scaled husks
of skin shed in favor of new defenses.
About clocks and the circus
of the heart. So much to hold
to one’s chest, so many ways to let it dribble through
your fingers. Anything lost can be
recovered. I only want what comes
at a cost. Change is the inkling before the goodbye,
a fleck of auburn in an emerald
iris aimed across the sky.
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Street, Blood & Bourbon, Flint Hills Review, Midwest Review, Montana
Mouthful, Quarterly West, Rattle, SLANT, Steam Ticket, Wellington Street
Review, and Whitefish Review. Between Labor Days, he coaches student
writers at Grinnell College and in GC’s Liberal Arts in Prison Program.
Leslie Schultz (Northfield, Minnesota) has published three collections: Still Life with Poppies: Elegies, Cloud Song, and Concertina (Kelsay
Books, 2016, 2018, & 2019). Her poetry has appeared in Able Muse, Blue
Unicorn, Light, Mezzo Cammin, Third Wednesday, The Madison Review,
The Midwest Quarterly, The Orchards, and The Wayfarer.
Emily Scudder is the author of Feeding Time (Pecan Grove Press), and
two chapbooks, Natural Instincts and A Change of Pace (Finishing Line
Press). Her poems have appeared in Harvard Review, Agni, Salamander,
New Letters, and other publications. Visit her at www.emilyscudder.com.
Ndaba Sibanda is the author of Notes, Themes, Things And Other
Things, The Gushungo Way, Sleeping Rivers, Love O’clock, The Dead Must
Be Sobbing, Football of Fools, Cutting-edge Cache, Of the Saliva and the
Tongue, When Inspiration Sings In Silence, The Way Forward, The Ndaba
Jamela and Collections and Poetry Pharmacy.
Ana Maria Spagna is the author of several books including Uplake:
Restless Essays of Coming and Going, After fifteen years working on backcountry trail crews, she turned to teaching and is currently on faculty of
MFA programs at Antioch and Western Colorado University. She lives in
Stehekin, Washington.

Bonnie Larson Staiger is a North Dakota Associate Poet Laureate,
the recipient of the ‘Poetry of the Plains and Prairies Prize (NDSU Press,
2018) and the ‘Independent Press Award: Distinguished Favorite’ (2019)
for her collection, Destiny Manifested. She often writes of the poignant
subtleties of life on the high plains.
Max Stephan’s poetry and prose have appeared in a broad scope of
journals, ranging from Appalachia and the Christian Science Monitor to
Blueline and the Whitefish Review. Recently Stephan was awarded Fellowship at the Martha’s Vineyard Institute of Creative Writing. Stephan
teaches at Niagara University, specializing in Contemporary American
Poetry. Learn more at: www.maxstephan.net
Brett Stout is a 40-year-old writer and artist originally from Atlanta,
GA. He is a high school dropout and former construction worker turned
college graduate and paramedic. He writes now while mainly hung-over
on white lined paper in a small cramped apartment in Myrtle Beach, SC.
He has published several novels of prose and poetry including Lab Rat
Manifesto, and has been featured in a vast range of various media including Brown University and the University of California.
Anne Dyer Stuart was nominated for Best New Poets 2016 and won
New South journal’s 2012 prose prize. Past publications include AGNI, Raleigh Review, Third Coast, Sugar House Review, The Texas Review, Louisiana Literature, New World Writing, and The Louisville Review. She is
Associate Professor of English at Bloomsburg University
T.L. Toma teaches in Texas. His stories have appeared in Black Warrior
Review, Cimarron Review, Fiction International, and Massachusetts Review, among others. His novel, Border Dance, was published by Southern
Methodist University Press. Toma is confident socialism will win.
Whitney Waters is a poet and graduate student at Western Carolina
University, where she teaches composition and studies literature with a
focus on female writers, postcolonial works, and animal studies. She currently lives in Asheville, North Carolina.

Richard Weaver lives in Baltimore City where he volunteers with the
Maryland Book Bank, CityLit, the Baltimore Book Festival, and is the
writer-in-residence at the James Joyce Pub. Other pubs include North
American Review, New England Review, Black Warrior Review, Magnolia
Review, Southern Review, 2River View, Seneca Review, Free State Review,
and Elsewhere. He is the author of The Stars Undone (Duende Press). Five
poems from his Islander MS became the libretto for a symphony, Of Sea
and Stars, 2005, performed four times to date.
James Bradley Wells is a poet and translator. He has published one
poetry collection, Bicycle, and one poetry chapbook, The Kazantzakis
Guide to Greece. He is currently completing forthcoming translations of
Pindar’s victor songs and Vergil’s Eclogues and Georgics. Wells lives in
Bloomington, IN.
Calvin White lives in Salmon Arm, B.C.. His poems have been in journals in Canada, USA, New Zealand, and Austria. His most recent book of
poetry The Bodies and Other Political Poems was published in 2015 as was
his non-fiction book, Letters from the Land of Fear.
John Sibley Williams is the author of As One Fire Consumes Another
(Orison Poetry Prize), Skin Memory (Backwaters Prize), and Summon
(JuxtaProse Chapbook Prize). A twenty three-time Pushcart nominee
and winner of various awards, John serves as editor of The Inflectionist
Review, teaches for Literary Arts, and is a poetry agent.
Tracy Youngblom has published three books of poems (One Bird a
Day, Growing Big, Driving to Heaven). Her poems, stories, and essays
have been published widely in journals, and she has twice been a Pushcart nominee in poetry. She lives in Minneapolis, teaches college English,
and works with adult writers.
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